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Preface

As I have wrestled with the text of 1, 2, and 3 John in preparing this
handbook, I have once again not only been challenged by its frank
message, which leaves little room for a complacent faith, but have also
been reminded that there remains much to learn about the language of
the New Testament. After more than 20 years of working with Koine
Greek, I still frequently discover something that I had overlooked in
the past. Only a fellow linguist or Greek scholar can appreciate the
excitement of such a discovery! My hope is that this handbook will
both provide a reliable guide through the intricacies of the biblical text
and occasionally shed fresh light on how the Greek language works.

Completion of this handbook in a timely fashion would not have
been possible without the support of Dr. Paul Magnus, past President
of Briercrest Family of Schools, Dr. Dwayne Uglem, Executive Vice
President of Briercrest Family of Schools, and Dr. David Shepherd,
Dean of Briercrest Seminary. I am privileged to work in an environ-
ment where both ministry and scholarship are held in high esteem. 

Throughout the writing process I have greatly benefited from the
input of others. Four of my current students—David Atmore, Joshua
Drake, Bernd Heyde, and Josh Stigall—carefully worked through an
early draft of the handbook, section by section, and then met with me
to discuss the biblical text and critique the manuscript. Their helpful
comments and words of encouragement were greatly appreciated and
our time together was spiritually enriching. Susan Wendel, a former
student and future New Testament scholar herself, offered many help-
ful suggestions for how the handbook could be improved and gra-
ciously raised questions where my argument was weak. Dr. Wes
Olmstead, my Briercrest colleague and friend, was always ready to
give immediate feedback on issues I was struggling to resolve in spite
of his heavy responsibilities. Dr. Mikeal Parsons, friend and mentor,
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offered encouragement throughout the process. Two individuals
deserve special thanks for the time and energy they invested in this
project. Jim Stewart, a former student and faculty assistant, saved me
from many misplaced or incorrect accents and other typographical
errors through his incredible eye for detail and saved readers from
potential confusion by identifying numerous places where my expla-
nations were not as clear as they should have been. Dr. Carl Conrad
graciously and thoroughly reviewed a late draft of the manuscript,
noted a significant number of problems, and offered numerous helpful
suggestions for improving the handbook. Our ongoing dialogue on
various issues not only saved me from many careless mistakes but also
frequently led my wife to ask what was giving me so much pleasure.
This handbook would have been far weaker without the generous
input of these friends, students, and colleagues, and I offer them my
sincere gratitude. 

I also owe a debt of gratitude to the staff at Baylor University Press.
Dr. Carey Newman, Director, not only encouraged me to take on this
project but also provided the support and guidance needed to bring it
to completion. Diane Smith, Production Editor, once again made the
process of moving from manuscript to publication almost painless
through the competence and dedication that she brings to the task.
Finally, to my wife Jo-Anna, and my children, Chris, Calvin, and
Charissa, I am grateful for your graciousness as I often took time and
energy away from you to complete this project, and for your patience
as we struggle together to “walk as Jesus did.” 

Martin Culy
Briarcrest Seminary
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Introduction

The letter known as 1 John has long been a favorite among beginning
and intermediate students of Koine Greek. The “almost elementary
character” (Brown, x) of the writer’s Greek makes it a suitable intro-
duction to the literature of the New Testament. In the first chapter of
the letter, for example, readers encounter only three words that occur
less than 10 times in the New Testament. The fact that the author con-
tinues to use common vocabulary throughout the letter and has an
affinity for repeating himself helps emerging readers gain confidence
quickly. In this short letter, eijmiv is used 99 times; qeov" 62 times; e[cw
28 times; ajgapavw 28 times; ginwvskw 25 times; mevnw 23 times;
kovsmo" 23 times; ajgavph 18 times; aJmartiva 17 times; ajdelfov" 15
times; ejntolhv 14 times; pathvr 14 times; ajkouvw 14 times; gravfw
13 times; poievw 13 times; zwhv 13 times; pneu'ma 12 times; and gen-
navw 10 times. Such lexical simplicity, however, is not always
matched by grammatical simplicity. Readers attempting to grapple
with the subtleties of the argument and the complexities of the syn-
tactic structure will soon discover that analysis of the text of 1 John
can be as challenging as its in-your-face message. Indeed, quite fre-
quently it has been a theological discomfort with the superficial sense
of the text that has precipitated debate regarding the syntax of 1 John.
For example, when modern readers, especially of the Western variety,
encounter statements like, “Everyone who remains in him does not
sin,” they tend to turn quickly to their Greek grammars to determine
what the author really meant by what, on the surface, is a patently
false statement.

The verse-by-verse treatment of 1, 2, and 3 John that follows
attempts to guide new readers and seasoned scholars alike through the
intricacies of the Greek text. Although this handbook does not
endeavor to label exhaustively every feature of the syntax, discuss
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every textual problem, or provide analysis of all lexical forms, it does
attempt to address all significant questions arising from the Greek
text itself. While users of this handbook will no doubt encounter
questions that they deem significant but are nevertheless overlooked,
the intention has been to anticipate where students of Greek with at
least a basic knowledge of the language may encounter difficulties and
thus need guidance. What distinguishes this work from other analyti-
cal guides to the Greek New Testament (most of which are single vol-
umes covering the entire New Testament) is the detailed and
comprehensive attention paid to the text of 1, 2, and 3 John. Some of
the more complex issues related to Greek syntax, in particular, tend to
be ignored by the standard commentaries. 

The title of this volume intentionally uses the label “handbook”
rather than “commentary.” Although at certain points, commentary on
the text cannot be avoided, this handbook does not aim to elucidate the
theological meaning of the text. Nor does it attempt to address intro-
ductory issues such as authorship, date, provenance, or in the case of
the letters of John, the nature and history of the “Johannine commu-
nity.” Rather, this volume serves as a ‘prequel’ to commentary proper.
It primarily provides a guide to understanding the linguistic character-
istics of the text from which the message of the text may then be
derived. 

Consequently, no attempt has been made to interact thoroughly with
the secondary literature on the Johannine Letters, as one would expect
in a critical commentary. Those interested in bibliography on a partic-
ular passage or fuller lists of scholars espousing particular views may
consult Brown’s commentary and the Exegetical Summary by
Anderson. Where there is significant debate on an issue related to the
Greek text, however, the handbook provides a representative sample
of scholars espousing each position; and when the handbook adopts a
less known stance on the text, I have generally listed any other schol-
ars who have embraced that position. 

Although traditional introductory topics go beyond the goals of
this handbook, there are a number of broad issues relating to the
Greek text of the letters of John that are worth introducing prior to
the verse-by-verse treatment in the handbook proper. These include
questions of genre and structure, the significance of the writer’s
choices of verb tense, the writer’s use of mitigated exhortations, the
writer’s propensity for Trinitarian ambiguity, the emerging debate
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regarding the notion of deponency, and the nature and use of syntac-
tic labels. 

Genre and Structure

The fact that 1 John lacks many of the features of contemporary let-
ters, such as a greeting from the author, a thanksgiving section, and a
conclusion, has led to some debate over the years regarding its genre.
Although most scholars, in the end, are content to label the work a let-
ter or epistle, the text reads more like a sermon than a letter. For our
purposes, recognizing that 1 John represents hortatory discourse is
more important than settling the question of whether or not it repre-
sents an actual letter. The primary purpose of this “letter” is to exhort,
not to inform (cf. Miehle, ix). Although the entire letter contains only
13 imperative verbs, with the first not occurring until 2:15, when the
full range of forms used for exhortation are considered (including
imperatives, i{na clauses that are introduced as an ejntolhv, the use of
the verb ojfeivlw, the construction pa'" plus a participle, and the fre-
quent ejavn clauses), the hortatory character of the text becomes read-
ily apparent. I agree with Miehle that “1 John was written primarily to
persuade its readers to act consistently with what they say they
believed, rather than to inform them about what was desirable to
believe” (quoted in Olsson, 178). 

In two articles (1983, 1992) that complement analysis done by his
doctoral student (see Miehle), R. Longacre notes that although “the
brute statistics of the book (as far as the type of verbs that occur) are
misleading” (1992, 277), with only 9 percent of the verbs being imper-
ative in nature (1992, 278), “the command forms are central . . . [and]
the book moves from mitigated (almost disguised) commands to overt
commands at the structures which we call the peaks of the book”
(1992, 277). Indeed, Longacre (1992, 271) notes that with hortatory
discourse, the various forms of command will constitute “the basic
material around which the rest of the book nucleates.” 

These peaks, or most prominent portions of the discourse, provide
the clearest direction for determining the overall message of the letter.
Longacre (1983, 1992) argues that 1:1-2:29 contains two peaks, an
ethical peak (2:12-17) and a dogmatic peak (2:18-27). The same types
of peaks occur in reverse order in 4:1-6 (dogmatic peak) and 4:7-21
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(ethical peaks). In a hortatory letter like 1 John, the peaks are the
places where explicit imperative verbs (contrast mitigated exhorta-
tions) and verbs like ojfeivlw are characteristically found (Longacre
1992, 279). Such discourse peaks “develop the main message of the
book,” while the material surrounding them provides overt statements
concerning the text’s macrostructure, i.e., what the work is about
(Longacre 1992, 272). Indeed, Longacre argues that the paragraphs
preceding the peaks in chapter 4 clearly lay out the central thrust of the
whole letter. In 4:1-6, the author of 1 John argues that “What God has
commanded of us, what He wants of us is that we should believe on
the name of His Son Jesus Christ and love one another” (Longacre
1992, 283). This “macrostructure” is reiterated in the paragraph that
follows the second peak of chapter 4, which begins with 5:1
(“Everyone who believes that Jesus is the Christ has been born of God,
and everyone who loves the parent [also] loves the one who has been
born of him”). The same may be argued for the relationship between 1
John 2:28-29 and the two peaks of chapter 2 (see 2:28 on Kai; nu'n,
tekniva). Discourse peaks may also be readily identified in 2 and 3
John through reference to the location of imperative verbs. In 2 John,
a cluster of three imperative forms helps mark verses 8-11 as the peak
of the letter. In 3 John, the sole imperative verb (verse 11), along with
other command forms, marks verses 9-12 as the letter’s peak. 

While identifying such peaks may be relatively straightforward,
broader questions relating to the structure of 1 John are quite complex.
Nearly 100 years ago, Brooke’s (xxxii) careful examination of the
structure of 1 John and his review of scholarly analyses led him to con-
clude that “perhaps the attempt to analyse the [structure of the] Epistle
should be abandoned”! Seventy years later, Brown (x) expressed
essential agreement with Brooke’s assessment, conceding that “it is
virtually impossible to detect a structured sequence of thought” in 1
John. The structural puzzle, however, has not deterred scholars in the
last century from attempting to unlock its secrets. Unfortunately, few
or none of the “distressingly many” (Olsson, 370) analyses agree on
all points. 

In his excellent summary of recent analyses, Olsson (372) points
out that the letter is commonly agreed to contain a prologue (1:1-4)
and epilogue (5:12-21). Broad consensus on the structure of the letter,
however, comes to a screeching halt at that point, with scholars posit-
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ing anywhere from two to seven sections for the central portion of the
letter. Although this handbook does not attempt to resolve all ques-
tions of structure, it does highlight features of the text that suggest a
structural boundary, and offers words of caution against basing struc-
tural decisions on perceived changes of theme or topic, without
considering the syntax of the text itself. Although such an approach
may sound obvious, most analyses to date have been predominantly
content-oriented, relying almost exclusively on thematic analysis to
determine the structure of the letter (see Olsson for an excellent sum-
mary). In other words, they have focused more on identifying “seman-
tic paragraphs” than grammatical paragraphs (cf. Larson, 353–56).
Indeed, while Longacre (1992, 270) points out that beginning with an
outline of a book “enables us to grasp the fundamental thrust of the
whole and to understand better what the book is saying,” scholars have
often worked in reverse order, using what they perceive the book to be
saying to determine the outline of the book. To avoid this, interpreters
must attempt to detect “the reading instructions to be found in the text
itself” (Olsson, 371). 

Unfortunately, much work needs to be done to determine what con-
stitutes “reading instructions” (see Brown and Yule, 95–100).
Consequently, even analyses that are based on both grammatical and
thematic analysis of the letter vary considerably. Longacre (1992), for
example, appears to be the only scholar to argue that 1:1-2:29 forms
the rather oversized introduction to the letter, an introduction that con-
tains most of the themes of the letter. He bases his argument on the fact
that the performative verb gravfw is ubiquitous in this section (1:4;
2:1, 7, 8, 26; and six times in 2:12-14) and does not reappear until the
beginning of the closing of the letter in 5:13. Although the distribution
of gravfw within the letter is likely significant, such an analysis is not
consistent with what is known of typical ancient letters, regardless of
their subgenre. 

Longacre is on firmer ground in identifying boundary markers
within the text. He gives special attention to the role of vocatives in
marking new paragraphs (1992, 272–76). Such an analysis is consis-
tent with conventional thinking concerning how vocatives typically
function in hortatory discourse (cf. Larson, 341; Floor, 6; Levinsohn
1992, 198). In addition to vocatives, typical markers of boundaries in
this and other genres include: changes of time, scene, or participant in
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narrative texts, changes of tense or mood, the use of conjunctions (esp.
ou\n, tovte, diov, etc.), special phrases (like kai; ejgevneto in narrative),
performative verbs, back reference, and rhetorical questions (see
Beekman and Callow, 279–80; Larsen 1991b, 49–50; Levinsohn
1992, 191–203). Larsen (1991b), however, building on the work of
Rogers, has raised serious questions regarding the role of the vocative
as a boundary marker. Basing her study on the Pauline corpus, Rogers
(26) concluded that “In many places where vocatives seem to signal
boundaries, other forms or factors are decisive. In itself, the vocative
form cannot be said to signal change of theme.” Larsen goes further
and maintains that “there are seldom any grammatical criteria which
clearly signal a new paragraph or section. Such breaks function in the
deep structure of a text more than in the surface structure” (1991b, 48).
Although he concedes that “there are various grammatical features
which may lend support to such boundaries” (1991b, 48), he rejects
the vocative as a boundary marker and argues that it serves as a rhetor-
ical device, used to develop rapport with the hearers, rather than a
structural device (1991b, 50–51). Following Beekman and Callow’s
claim that “The basic criterion is that a section, or a paragraph, deals
with one theme,” Larsen (1991b, 51) places particular emphasis on the
use of introductory and summary statements as boundary markers. In
his own analysis, however, which divides the main body of 1 John into
two sections made up of a total of 11 sub-units, seven of those units
have a vocative in the first verse of the unit. There seems to be a sim-
ilar correlation between vocatives and boundaries in 3 John. Given
this distribution of vocatives, it is not inappropriate to recognize that
this particular writer frequently uses vocatives to help mark bound-
aries. Such an observation does not require that vocatives were always
used in this way. It simply recognizes that while vocatives function
primarily as a literary device, this particular literary device may, at
least in certain authors, provide corroborative evidence of a structural
boundary. 

Tense, Aspect, and Mood 

In recent years, a number of scholars (esp. Porter 1989, 1994) have
drawn a correlation between verbal tense/aspect and the notion of
prominence. “Prominence is the feature of discourse structure which
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makes one part more important, i.e. more significant or prominent
than another” (Larson, 405). Porter argues that the aorist tense (perfec-
tive aspect) represents the background tense/aspect in narrative, the
present and imperfect tenses (imperfective aspect) serve to mark mate-
rial as foreground (i.e., they mark information as part of the storyline),
and perfect and pluperfect tenses (stative aspect) serve to mark a
proposition as “frontground” material, i.e., particularly prominent.
Theoretically, an interpreter may look to verb tense to help identify
material that the writer wants to highlight within the broad context of
the discourse or within a particular sub-unit of the discourse. While
there is certainly not a one-to-one correlation between verbal aspect
and prominence in the Johannine Letters, Porter’s theory seems to
work fairly well, particularly with respect to the aorist and present
tenses. Although verb forms will differ in their relative prominence
depending on the type of clause in which they occur (main clause, par-
ticipial clause, i{na clause, relative clause, etc.), some general trends
may be noted with respect to finite verbs within the main clauses of
1 John. 

The writer generally uses the aorist tense (68 times total) with infor-
mation that is already assumed and thus serves as the foundation for
his exhortations and supporting arguments. To carry the argument or
“mainline” of the hortatory discourse forward, the writer tends to uti-
lize the present tense (284 times total). The imperfect tense is used just
seven times, always with the verb eijmiv, except in the case of 2:7,
where it is used with ei[cete to refer to something that has been true
over the course of time in the past. Although the perfect tense is used
69 times, it is used with a limited number of verbs: oi\da (15 times),
ginwvskw (8 times), gennavw (8 times), oJravw (7 times), ajkouvw (4
times), teleiovw (4 times), nikavw (3 times), divdwmi (3 times),
ajpostevllw (twice), qeavomai (twice), pisteuvw (twice), marturevw
(twice), ejxevrcomai (once), e[rcomai (once), ajgapavw (once),
metabaivnw (once), ajfivhmi (once), plhrovw (once), aJmartavnw
(once), givnomai (once), and aijtevw (once). While it may help lend
prominence to the clauses in which it occurs, it is not clear that it typ-
ically marks information as prominent on the discourse level. The cor-
relation between perfective aspect (aorist tense) and “background”
material, and between imperfective aspect (especially present tense)
and “foreground” or mainline material, on the other hand, may shed
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important light on the otherwise perplexing shift in tense in 1 John
2:12-14. 

In the end, this handbook takes a cautious approach to identifying
the semantic or discourse significance of verb tenses within the letter.
It is likely accurate to maintain that there is some correlation between
prominence and verbal aspect in Greek, as in many other languages,
but verbal aspect remains only one among many markers of promi-
nence in the Greek language and is insufficient grounds for isolating
background, foreground, and frontground material, as most scholars
would readily concede. Indeed, within a hortatory letter, particularly
prominent material will tend to be presented using the imperative
mood, the hortatory subjunctive, a verb of obligation (such as
ojfeivlw), or by identifying the information as a command (ejntolhv).
In 1 John, it is worth noting that nearly all of the imperative verbs and
the only two examples of hortatory subjunctives (3:18; 4:7) occur in
the present tense. The passages where the only two examples of aorist
imperative verbs occur (3:1; 5:21) do not serve to carry the argu-
ment forward. In 3:1, the aorist imperative i[dete serves as more of an
exclamation than a command, while in 5:21, the aorist imperative
fulavxate serves to summarize what precedes rather than advance
the argument. These facts suggest that even when attempting to deter-
mine the relationship of an imperative to the hortatory line of the text,
Porter’s theory of verbal aspect may be instructive, if not conclusive. 

Mitigated Exhortations

When analyzing a hortatory discourse one must be careful not to over-
look the more subtle forms of persuasion that are utilized by most
writers. R. Longacre has argued that a significant number of the non-
imperative propositions in 1 John function as mitigated commands.
Mitigation is a way of softening a command so as to make it more
palatable to the listener/reader. It serves to urge a particular course of
action gently rather than demand it. Thus, according to Longacre
(1983, 7), the author’s statement in 1:6 (ÆEa;n ei[pwmen o{ti koinwni-
van e[comen metÆ aujtou' kai; ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men, yeu-
dovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeia) serves as a mitigated
command meaning, “Do not claim to have fellowship with him and
continue to walk in the darkness.” Indeed, he maintains that although
1 John 1:5-10 is superficially a paragraph of exposition, i.e., it is
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expository in its surface structure, it is full of “covert exhortations”
(Longacre 1992, 272). 

Although it is helpful to recognize that non-imperative forms fre-
quently carry an implied exhortation, it may be preferable to reserve
the label “mitigated command” for a specific type of implied exhorta-
tion. I might, for example, ask my son on a Saskatchewan winter day
when it is minus 40° outside, “Did you leave the front door open?” The
question, in such a case, truly functions as a mitigated command. I am
intentionally asking him to go back and close the door because I can
feel the cold air coming in. Similarly, I might say to my daughter, “The
stove is hot.” In this case, a statement functions as a mitigated com-
mand. I am gently telling her to be careful not to touch the stove. Such
mitigated commands, however, tend to stand on their own, rather than
serving as part of an extended exhortation.

In 1 John, statements such as the one cited from 1:6 clearly have a
hortatory function, i.e., they urge a particular course of action. They
are, however, more of the “you should not” type than the “do not”
type. As such, they help build a picture of a larger command rather
than serving as a command in and of themselves. This becomes clear
as we consider Longacre’s analysis of 1 John 2:15—Mh; ajgapa'te
to;n kovsmon mhde; ta; ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. ejavn ti" ajgapa'/ to;n kovsmon,
oujk e[stin hJ ajgavph tou' patro;" ejn aujtw'/. Longacre (1983, 13)
identifies the second sentence as a mitigated command meaning,
“Don’t love the world.” Such an analysis, however, raises the question
of why a conditional clause that follows a direct command should be
viewed as a mitigated command (in its own right) rather than simply a
supporting reason for the command, which already explicitly says,
“Don’t love the world.” Why add a second version of an imperative
command that is softer than the first version? Instead of labeling such
constructions mitigated commands, then, it is preferable to note that
rhetorically they carry hortatory force and support the overall horta-
tory goals of the letter or section. This handbook thus labels such phe-
nomena “mitigated exhortations” except in cases like 1 John 3:3,
where the mitigated construction stands on its own and serves more as
an implicit command. 

Finally, we should note that the same types of mitigated exhorta-
tions are found in 2 John and 3 John. In 2 John, the mitigated exhorta-
tions are achieved, for example, through the use of the language of
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command (ejntolhv is used four times in verses 4-6) or the characteri-
zation of those who do not follow the writer’s wishes as not “having
God” (verse 9). In 3 John, the writer uses an imperative verb only once
in the main body of the letter (verse 11; the other imperative is in verse
15). Nevertheless, the letter is full of mitigated exhortations that urge
Gaius to embrace a particular course of action. For example, the way
the writer frames his statement in verse 4 (“my greatest joy comes
from hearing that my children are living in the truth”) sends the subtle
message that pleasing the Elder will require continued adherence to
the truth (Floor, 5, 9). Less subtle exhortations follow in verse 6
(kalw'" poihvsei" plus a participle of means), verse 8 (where the verb
ojfeivlw is used), and in verse 11 (where we find the only explicit com-
mand/imperative). Interestingly, rhetorical devices that mark fore-
grounding tend to occur along with the mitigated exhortations (see
comments on 3 John).

Trinitarian Ambiguity

One of the most difficult challenges of the letters of John relates to the
writer’s use of the pronoun aujtov" and third person verbs without an
explicit subject. In 1 John in particular, it is frequently difficult to
determine whether he intended to refer to the Father or the Son. 

Where there is some basis for arguing one way or the other, I have
presented the evidence or simply identified the referent, if the solution
is obvious. In many cases, however, it is important to recognize that
the ambiguity is indicative of both the writer’s disregard for modern
conceptions of precision and, more importantly, his Trinitarian theol-
ogy. Assuming common authorship for the Fourth Gospel and 1 John,
we can conjecture that the writer’s emphasis on the absolute unity,
mutuality, and equality of the Father and the Son evidenced in the
Fourth Gospel (see Culy 2002, 169–78) has led him to feel under no
compulsion always to distinguish between members of the Godhead
within his letter. 

Deponency

We turn now to an area of emerging debate that affects the parsing and
semantics of a number of verbs throughout this handbook.
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Traditionally, the label “deponent” has been applied to verbs with mid-
dle, passive, or middle/passive morphology that are thought to be
“active” in meaning. Introductory grammars tend to put a significant
number of middle verbs in the New Testament in this category, despite
the fact that some of the standard reference grammars have questioned
the validity of the label. Robertson (see 332–34), for example, argues
that the label “should not be used at all” (332). 

In recent years, a number of scholars have taken up Robertson’s
quiet call to abandon this label. Carl Conrad’s posts on the B-Greek
Internet discussion list (beginning in 1997) and his subsequent formal-
ization of those concerns in unpublished papers available on his Web
site have helped flesh out the concerns raised by earlier scholars. In a
recent article, Pennington (61–64) summarizes the rationale for dis-
pensing with the label, maintaining that widespread use of the term
“deponent” stems from two key factors: (1) the tendency to attempt to
analyze Greek syntax through reference to English translation—if a
workable translation of a middle form appears “active” in English, we
conclude that the verb must be active in meaning even though it is
middle in form; and (2) the imposition of Latin categories on Greek
grammar. Pennington (61) concludes, in contrast to most scholars, that
“most if not all verbs that are considered ‘deponent’ are in fact truly
middle in meaning.” The questions that have been raised regarding
deponency as a syntactic category, then, are not simply issues that
interest a few Greek scholars and linguists but have no bearing on how
one understands the text. Rather, if these scholars are correct, the
notion of deponency has in many cases effectively obscured the
semantic significance of the middle voice, leading to faulty or impre-
cise readings of the text (see also Bakker and Taylor). 

It is not only middle voice verbs, however, that are the focus of
attention in this debate. Conrad, Pennington, and others also maintain
that deponency is an invalid category for passive verbs that have tra-
ditionally been placed in this category. To account for putative passive
deponent verbs, Conrad and Pennington turn to the evolution of voice
morphology in the Greek language. Both argue that middle morphol-
ogy was being replaced by passive morphology (the -qh- morpheme)
during the Koine period (see esp. Conrad, 3, 5–6; cf. Pennington, 68).
Consequently, in the Common Era we find “an increasing number of
passive forms without a distinctive passive idea . . . replacing older
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middle forms” (Pennington, 68). This diachronic argument leads
Conrad (5) to conclude that the -qh- morpheme should be treated as a
middle/passive rather than a passive morpheme. Such arguments have
a sound linguistic foundation and raise serious questions about the
legitimacy of the notion “passive deponent.”

Should, then, the label “deponent” be abandoned altogether? While
more research needs to be done to account fully for middle/passive
morphology in Koine Greek, I find the arguments, which are very
briefly summarized above, both compelling and exegetically signifi-
cant. “The middle voice needs to be understood in its own status and
function as indicating that the subject of a verb is the focus of the
verb’s action or state” (Conrad, 3). Consequently, users of this hand-
book will discover that verbs that are typically labeled “deponent,”
including some with -qh- morphology, tend to be listed as “middle.”
Along with the parsing, I have typically provided a brief explanation
of the middle semantics of the verb, using the categories and explana-
tions developed by Kemmer and Miller. 

Syntactic Categories and Labels

Finally, some explanation of the syntactic labels and categories used
in this handbook is in order. As mentioned above, this handbook
assumes that users will possess a minimal level of competence with
basic Greek morphology and syntax. Those unfamiliar with particular
labels should consult standard reference grammars (see esp. Wallace).
Labels that are drawn from the broader field of modern linguistics are
explained and cross-referenced. Some may be surprised to find, how-
ever, that the handbook does not provide syntactic labels for the verb
tenses. As Mikeal Parsons and I noted in Acts: A Handbook on the
Greek Text (xv),

Traditional grammatical analyses of New Testament texts have a
long history of blurring the boundaries between form and func-
tion. Most New Testament Greek grammars describe the tense
system as being formally fairly simple (only 6 tenses), but func-
tionally complex. The aorist tense, it is often said, can function in
a wide variety of ways that are associated with labels such as,
“ingressive,” “gnomic,” “constative,” “epistolary,” “proleptic,”
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and so forth. Similar functional complexity is posited for the
other tenses.

In recent years, as biblical scholars have become more conver-
sant in modern linguistics, there has been a move toward aban-
doning such labels in recognition of the fact that such “functions”
are not a feature of the tenses themselves but rather are derived
from the context. Indeed, the positing of such “functions” typi-
cally stems not from a careful analysis of Greek syntax, but rather
from grappling with the challenges of translating Greek verbs
into English.

I continue to believe that such tense labels should be abandoned
since the phenomena they describe are at best only partially related to
the Greek verb tenses themselves and frequently lead exegetes to think
erroneously that an aorist verb, for example, emphasizes the beginning
of an action. In reality, Greek writers had other linguistic tools at their
disposal when they wanted to emphasize such semantic features.
Simply put, Greek verb tenses do not denote semantic features such as
ingressive, iterative, or conative; they certainly do not emphasize such
notions; at best they allow for ingressive, iterative, or conative trans-
lations. This handbook may thus incorporate such semantic notions
into the translation of a text but will not utilize tense labels when com-
menting on the syntax of verbs.  

More sophisticated users of the handbook may wish that I had fol-
lowed the same practice with other labels, such as “subjective geni-
tive” and “genitive of relationship.” After all, in a phrase like hJ
ajgavph tou' qeou', the genitive case itself simply tells us that the noun
phrase tou' qeou' has some sort of relationship to hJ ajgavph. One must
look to the semantics of the noun it modifies to determine that the gen-
itive tou' qeou' introduces the agent of an implied event and is thus
“subjective.” The same is true of “genitive of relationship,” which
merely provides a formal label for a genitive constituent that happens
to modify a familial term. Unlike the tense labels, however, the phe-
nomena described by such labels tend to be closely linked to the con-
stituent bearing the morphology in question. Both of the above
examples describe the semantic relationship of the genitive constituent
to the noun phrase it modifies. Although the genitive case cannot con-
vey such information on its own, it does point to a closed set of seman-
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tic roles that the genitive constituent can play. The fact that Greek writ-
ers did not have the option of using one of the other cases when such
relationships were in view helps legitimize the practice of using such
labels. I have, therefore, continued to use most of the labels found in
standard reference grammars, while recognizing that a scholarly
examination of the strengths and weaknesses of our current system of
labels is in order. Inconsistency in how labels are used and a corpus of
labels that is probably far broader than it should be have both under-
mined the efforts of scholars and students alike for far too long. 
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A HANDBOOK ON THE GREEK TEXT
OF 1, 2, 3 JOHN

1 JOHN

1 John 1:1-4
1(Here is what we announce to you) concerning the word of life: that

which was from the beginning, that which we have heard, that which
we have seen with our own eyes, that which we have scrutinized and
our own hands have handled. 2Now, Life was revealed and we have
seen it and testify and announce to you the pternal Life that was with
the Father and was revealed to us. 3Yes, that which we have seen and
heard we announce to you also in order that you too might have fel-
lowship with us; and indeed our fellowship is with the Father and with
his Son, Jesus Christ. 4So then, we are writing these things to you in
order that your joy might be complete.

1:1 ÕO h\n ajpÆ ajrch'", o} ajkhkovamen, o} eJwravkamen toi'"
ojfqalmoi'" hJmw'n, o} ejqeasavmeqa kai; aiJ cei're" hJmw'n
ejyhlavfhsan peri; tou' lovgou th'" zwh'"

The Prologue of John’s first letter (vv. 1-4) functions as the episto-
lary counterpart of the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel. As in the Fourth
Gospel, the writer of 1 John does not immediately identify Jesus as the
topic. The structure here does not imply a lack of stylistic concern on
the part of the author (cf. Strecker, 8), nor does it “lapse into grammat-
ical impossibilities” (Houlden, 45). On the contrary, the structure
serves as a powerful literary device. In the Fourth Gospel, the fact that
“Jesus is not actually named until the end of the Prologue (1:17), he
does not come onto the stage until 1:29, and he does not speak until
1:38. . . . helps build both interest and tension” (Culy 2002, 138). The

1
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same is true here. The writer’s coyness in not directly naming the
incarnate Jesus as the topic draws the reader into his discourse that
follows.

In order to untangle the seemingly tortured syntax of the first three
verses, the reader must recognize that the writer has used a topic (or
“cleft”) construction as a literary strategy. The series of appositional
relative clauses in verse 1 introduces the topic, though in a referen-
tially oblique manner. In a topic construction, the referent that is in
focus is placed at the beginning of the sentence. If the topic has a syn-
tactic relationship to a clause that follows, it is generally placed in the
case it would bear in that clause, even though it is typically picked up
with a demonstrative pronoun within that clause (see, e.g., ÆIhsou'n
to;n Nazwrai'on in Acts 2:22). At times, however, it appears in the
nominative case (as a “hanging,” or pendent nominative). Here, the
relative clauses function as direct objects of the main verb ajpaggevl-
lomen, which does not appear until verse 3.

ÕO . . . o}. The neuter relative pronouns introduce a series of “head-
less” relative clauses (relative clauses with no expressed antecedent:
“that which . . .”) that stand in apposition to each other. The first rela-
tive pronoun is the nominative subject of h\n, while the subsequent
ones are accusative direct objects of ajkhkovamen, eJwravkamen, and
ejqeasavmeqa kai; . . . ejyhlavfhsan. The neuter gender may be
explained by the fact that the writer is talking about his and other
eyewitnesses’ broad experience of the incarnate Jesus (cf. Harris
2003, 49). 

h\n. Impf ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the significance of the verb tense, see
below on ajkhkovamen. 

ajpÆ ajrch'". Given the thematic and linguistic links to the Fourth
Gospel’s Prologue, ajrchv could be understood here as a pre-creation
“beginning” (so Strecker, 9; cf. Smalley, 7), particularly given the
expression h\n pro;" to;n patevra in verse 2. The later use of the
expression to;n ajpÆ ajrch'" in 2:13 as a title for Jesus supports this
view. The immediate context, however, and the use of the preposition
ajpov rather than ejn may point to the beginning of Jesus’ ministry (see
esp. Brown, 155–58). It is probably best to affirm intertextual links
between the two passages (see below on peri; tou' lovgou th'" zwh'")
without positing a referential link between ajpÆ ajrch'" and ÆEn ajrch'/
(John 1:1). 

ajkhkovamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ajkouvw. The first person plural

2 1 John 1:1
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verbs in verses 1-4 probably both (1) highlight the writer’s status as
one of a limited group of eyewitnesses, and (2) bolster the authority of
the letter by linking it to that group. There is movement between pre-
sent, imperfect, aorist, and perfect tenses in verses 1-4. Although ver-
bal aspect is certainly not the sole indicator of prominence, there does
appear to be some correlation between a verb’s tense and the role or
status of the information in this section and the rest of the letter (see
also “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction). In verses 1-4, the
foundational actions of God, which serve as the basis for what follows,
are placed in the aorist tense, or perfective aspect (ejfanerwvqh, 1:2a;
ejfanerwvqh, 1:2b), which in narrative genre typically helps identify
background information (see Porter 1989, 1994). The main hortatory
line of thought is carried forward with present tense (imperfective
aspect) verbs of communication (marturou'men, 1:2; ajpaggevl-
lomen, 1:2; ajpaggevllomen, 1:3; gravfomen, 1:4). The perfect
tense (stative aspect) is used with ajkouvw and oJravw to help highlight
the author’s status as an eyewitness authority (ajkhkovamen, 1:1;
eJwravkamen, 1:1; eJwravkamen, 1:2; eJwravkamen, 1:3; ajkhkovamen,
1:3). We are then left with two finite aorist verbs (ejqeasavmeqa, 1:1;
and ejyhlavfhsan, 1:1) that must be accounted for (h\n is “aspectually
vague,” since the writer only had present and imperfect tenses to
choose from; see Porter, 1989). If Porter’s analysis holds in epistolary
genre, the relative prominence of the events described by these verbs
is downgraded, suggesting that they clarify the two verbs that precede
and provide supporting information (see further below). Such an anal-
ysis recognizes that the author made a conscious choice (he uses per-
fect forms of qeavomai in 4:12, 14; cf. John 1:32) to portray the events
using the aorist tense (contra Louw, 101; and Smalley, 7, who argue
that the perfects and aorists in v. 1 carry the same semantic value). 

eJwravkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl oJravw. On the significance of the
tense and number, see above on ajkhkovamen. 

toi'" ojfqalmoi'" hJmw'n. Used with oJravw, the seemingly redun-
dant information emphasizes the eyewitness nature of the writer’s tes-
timony (cf. aiJ cei're" hJmw'n below). 

toi'" ojfqalmoi'". Dative of instrument. The expression should
be understood as the literal instrument of eJwravkamen not as an exam-
ple of synecdoche (see below on aiJ cei're" hJmw'n; contra Sherman
and Tuggy, 21). 

hJmw'n. Possessive genitive. 

1 John 1:1 3
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ejqeasavmeqa. Aor mid ind 1st pl qeavomai. On the significance
of the tense and number, see above on ajkhkovamen. The voice should
probably be viewed as a true middle, indicating that the subject is “the
center of emphasis, the receiver of sensory perception” (Miller, 429).
For more on the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction.
According to Louw and Nida (24.14), qeavomai differs from oJravw
(used above) in that it carries the nuance of “continuity and attention,
often with the implication that what is observed is something
unusual.” If the tense analysis above is correct, qeavomai is probably
not simply being used as a stylistic near synonym of oJravw. It will not
do to maintain simply that the writer preferred one verb of seeing
when he wrote in the aorist and another one when he used the perfect
tense, since he uses qeavomai in the perfect later in the letter (4:12, 14;
contra Brown, 162, whose argument follows the earlier work of Tarelli
and Freed). 

aiJ cei're" hJmw'n. Synecdoche for “we.” Synecdoche is a figure
of speech in which one term is used in place of another with which it
is associated. Unlike metonymy (see 2:2 on tou' kovsmou), synecdoche
specifically involves a part-whole relationship. Here, a part of the
writer(s), i.e., “our hands,” is used to refer to the whole. Used with
yhlafavw, the seemingly redundant information emphasizes the eye-
witness nature of the writer’s testimony (cf. toi'" ojfqalmoi'" hJmw'n
above). 

ejyhlavfhsan. Aor act ind 3rd pl yhlafavw. On the significance
of the tense and number, see above on ajkhkovamen. Strecker (14, n.
27) notes, “The combination of verbs of seeing with yhlafavw is
striking. This ‘touching’ is to be found only at this point in the
Johannine writings. In Luke 24:39 and Ignatius Smyrn. 2.2, in combi-
nation with forms of ei\don, it appears in this concrete, sensory mean-
ing as a proof of the bodily resurrection (cf. John 20:25).”

peri; tou' lovgou th'" zwh'". The prepositional phrase clarifies
what the writer intends to talk about and syntactically anticipates the
main verb (ajpaggevllomen), which is eventually introduced in verse
3. Given the intertextual links to the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel—
the reference to the “beginning” (ajpÆ ajrch'" versus ÆEn ajrch'/; v. 1;
John 1:1); the use of pro;" to;n patevra versus pro;" to;n qeovn (v. 2;
John 1:1); the use of qeavomai with reference to the lovgo" (v. 1; John
1:14); the connection between the lovgo" and hJ zwhv (v. 2; John 1:4);

4 1 John 1:1-2
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and the revelation (ejfanerwvqh) of the lovgo" in the flesh (v. 2; John
1:14)—a reference to the “(living) Logos” (cf. Burdick, 100–101;
Bultmann, 8) here is conceivable, with th'" zwh'" then serving as an
attributive genitive. Such a reference, however, is probably ruled out by
the fact that (1) it is hJ zwhv that is picked up, explained, and personified
in the following verse (cf. Harris 2003, 48); (2) lovgo" is used else-
where in 1 John (1:10; 2:5, 7, 14; 3:18), but not to refer to Jesus (Harris
2003, 52); (3) there are no clear examples of a personified lovgo" mod-
ified by an attributive genitive elsewhere in the NT; and (4) there are no
clear contextual markers pointing to personification here. 

th'" zwh'". Objective genitive (but see above). Genitive modifiers
of verbal nouns, i.e., nouns with an implicit event idea, will frequently
provide either the “subject” or “object” of the implied event (see also
“Syntactic Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). It is highly
unlikely that th'" zwh'" could be taken as a genitive in apposition to
tou' lovgou, and thus a second title for Jesus (contra Burdick, 101). It
is only in the following verse that hJ zwhv is personified through its use
with ejfanerwvqh.

1:2 kai; hJ zwh; ejfanerwvqh, kai; eJwravkamen kai; marturou'-
men kai; ajpaggevllomen uJmi'n th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion h{ti"
h\n pro;" to;n patevra kai; ejfanerwvqh hJmi'n

kai;. The resumptive relative clause that follows (1:3) strongly sug-
gests that verse 2 is parenthetical (contra Francis, 122). As Titrud
(247) notes, “kaiv is used as a function word to express the general
relation of connection or addition, especially accompaniment, partici-
pation, combination, contiguity, continuance, simultaneity, and
sequence.” While the specific semantic relationship between clauses
or sentences linked by kaiv will vary, clause-initial conjunctive uses of
kaiv generally highlight both thematic continuity and progression of
thought, i.e., they “signal that the following clause is still closely
related semantically to the preceding one” (Titrud, 251). They thus
tend to introduce additional comments regarding a theme or idea that
has just been introduced (cf. 1:3b; 2:1b, 2, 17; 3:5, 12, 15, 16, 24; 4:21;
5:6, 14, 17, 20). When kaiv introduces a new sentence or paragraph it
indicates a close thematic relation to the preceding sentence or para-
graph. Although such continuity is usually made clear through the
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repetition of theme words, in some cases the thematic linkage is made
explicit through an anaphoric demonstrative pronoun (3:3), while in a
number of cases no lexical linkage is used (1:4, 5; 2:24; 4:3, 14, 16).
In this first example of a clause-initial kaiv, the conjunction introduces
a further comment on th'" zwh'" (v. 1). At times, sentence-initial kaivs
are used with common Johannine expressions. The use of the conjunc-
tion in the expression, kai; au{th ejsti;n (2:25; 3:23; 4:3; 5:4, 11, 14;
2 John 6), for example, appears to highlight thematic continuity,
whereas the same construction without the conjunction is used with
parenthetical or supplementary comments (cf. 2:22; 5:6, 20). The
contrast between kai; ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen (2:3; 3:19, 24) and ejn
touvtw/ ginwvskomen (2:5; 3:16; 3:19 variant; 4:2; 4:13; 5:2) is less
clear. The lack of clarity may relate to the fact that the construction
itself always points forward (with the cataphoric demonstrative pro-
noun). If the above analysis is correct, kai; ejn touvtw/ serves as a cat-
aphoric expression that closely links what follows to what precedes. 

hJ zwh;. Nominative subject of ejfanerwvqh. Personification (a fig-
ure of speech in which an abstract idea, or something not human, is
treated as though it were a person). 

ejfanerwvqh. Aor ind 3rd sg fanerovw. In light of the personified
subject, the verb could be viewed as either middle or passive voice
(see “Deponency” in the Introduction; cf. BDAG, 1048). On the sig-
nificance of the tense, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen. 

eJwravkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl oJravw. On the significance of the
tense and number of the verb, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen.  

marturou'men kai; ajpaggevllomen. Although there is over-
lap in the semantics of these two verbs, given the fact that they are con-
joined with eJwravkamen, they should not be viewed as a doublet (see
3:18 on ejn e[rgw/ kai; ajlhqeiva/). The first verb probably highlights,
once more, the speaker’s direct knowledge of the subject matter (cf.
LN 33.262), while the second verb points to more generic “informing”
or “announcing.”

marturou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl marturevw. On the signifi-
cance of the tense and number of the verb, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen.

ajpaggevllomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ajpaggevllw. On the sig-
nificance of the tense and number of the verb, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen.

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of marturou'men kai; ajpaggevl-
lomen. 

6 1 John 1:2-3
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th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion. Accusative direct object of marturou'-
men kai; ajpaggevllomen. Given its use with pro;" to;n patevra,
this phrase should be viewed as personification (see above on hJ zwh;). 

h{ti". Nominative subject of h\n. 
pro;" to;n patevra. When followed by a familial term or human

referent, the preposition frequently carries a relational nuance, as here
(cf. LN 89.112). 

ejfanerwvqh. Aor ind 3rd sg fanerovw. On the voice, see above
on ejfanerwvqh. The repetition of this verb with the specific target of
the revelation emphasizes (even more) the reliability of the writer and
the teaching he is going to convey. 

hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of ejfanerwvqh.

1:3 o} eJwravkamen kai; ajkhkovamen, ajpaggevllomen kai;
uJmi'n, i{na kai; uJmei'" koinwnivan e[chte meqÆ hJmw'n. kai; hJ
koinwniva de; hJ hJmetevra meta; tou' patro;" kai; meta; tou'
uiJou' aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristou'.

o} eJwravkamen kai; ajkhkovamen. Topic constructions (see 1:1)
typically require a resumptive demonstrative pronoun near the main
verb. Here, however, in light of the lengthy parenthetical statement in
verse 2, the topic is repeated in summary form with a “headless” rela-
tive clause (see 1:1), which serves as the direct object of ajpaggevl-
lomen. The reiteration of this material, along with ajpaggevllomen
. . . uJmi'n (cf. v. 2), makes it clear that the focus is on providing eye-
witness testimony. Rhetorically, the language bolsters the reliability of
the message that follows. The shift in order of verbs (verse 1 has
ajkhkovamen preceding eJwravkamen) is probably simply stylistically
motivated, perhaps because ejfanerwvqh (v. 2) naturally results
in eJwravkamen, while ajkhkovamen naturally leads to ajpaggevl-
lomen. 

o}. Accusative direct object of eJwravkamen kai; ajkhkovamen. 
eJwravkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl oJravw. On the significance of the

tense and number of the verbs in this verse, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen. 
ajkhkovamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ajkouvw. 
ajpaggevllomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ajpaggevllw. 
uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of ajpaggevllomen. 
i{na. Introduces a purpose clause.

1 John 1:2-3 7
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kai; uJmei'". The use of the conjunction with the explicit nomina-
tive subject pronoun is emphatic. 

koinwnivan. Accusative direct object of e[chte. Louw and Nida
(34.5) define koinwniva as “an association involving close mutual rela-
tions and involvement.” The focus is not simply on enjoying one
another’s company or social interaction, but rather entering into a rela-
tionship of joint participation in the work and life of God (see also
Campbell). 

e[chte. Pres act subj 2nd pl e[cw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on koinwnivan. Westcott (12)
points out that the combination of kaiv with dev, as here, “occurs spar-
ingly in the N.T. The dev serves as the conjunction, while kaiv empha-
sizes the words to which it is attached” (cf. Moule, 165).

hJ hJmetevra. The use of the adjective rather than hJmw'n is proba-
bly stylistic (cf. 2:2, where hJmw'n and hJmetevrwn appear to be used
interchangeably). 

meta; tou' patro;". Association. The construction meta; . . . kai;
meta; should not be pressed to indicate the equality of the Father and
Son (contra Smalley, 13). 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ÆIhsou' Cristou'. Genitive in apposition to tou' uiJou'.

1:4 kai; tau'ta gravfomen hJmei'", i{na hJ cara; hJmw'n h\/
peplhrwmevnh. 

kai;. As a clausal conjunction the kaiv marks thematic continuity
(see 1:2 on kai;). Although such continuity is not as obvious as else-
where in the letter, the presence of the conjunction would suggest that
the writer’s goal was for the readers (and/or themselves; see the tex-
tual issue relating to hJmw'n below) to experience the full measure of
joy through experiencing the full benefit of their koinwniva with the
Father and the Son (1:3). Brown (151, 172) appears to treat the kaiv as
adverbial: “Indeed, we are writing these things” (on the distinction
between conjunctive and adverbial uses of kaiv, see Titrud, 242–45). 

tau'ta. Neuter accusative plural direct object of gravfomen. The
demonstrative pronoun could be anaphoric (Burdick, 106), and thus
refer to what precedes, but more likely refers to the entire letter (Brown,
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172–73; Smalley, 14), particularly the body of the letter that follows
(cf. Brooke, 9). If the pronoun is viewed as cataphoric, then the overall
stated purpose of the letter is to help the readers experience the full
measure of joy in their relationship with the Father and the Son.

gravfomen. Pres act ind 1st pl gravfw. On the significance of the
tense and number, see v. 1 on ajkhkovamen. 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun is probably stylis-
tic rather than emphatic, given its unmarked position following the
verb (cf. 1:5 on skotiva). As Metzger (639) notes, scribes would have
been far more likely to change hJmei'" (a A*vid B P Y 33 itz copsamss) to
the expected and well attested uJmi'n (A C 33 81 945 1243 1292 1505
1611 1735 1739 1844 1852 1881 2138 2298 2344 2464 Byz [K P] l
422 l 598 l 938 l 1021 vgcl syrh, pal copbo arm eth slav Augustine Bede)
than vice versa. 

i{na hJ cara; hJmw'n h\/ peplhrwmevnh. The same clause
appears in 2 John 12, with the participle preceding the verb h\/ (but note
the textual issue relating to hJmw'n). 

i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
hJ cara;. Nominative subject of h\/. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). The editors of

the UBS4 gave hJmw'n an “A” rating (an upgrade from the third edi-
tion’s “B” rating). This is a good example of the “textual optimism” of
the fourth edition (see Clarke). The external evidence is not heavily
weighted in either direction. The first plural form hJmw'n occurs in a B
L Y 322 436 1067 1175 1241 1409 Lect itar, z vgww, st copsa geo, while
the second plural form uJmw'n occurs in A C 33 81 945 1243 1292 1595
1611 1735 1739 1844 1852 1881 2138 2298 2344 2464 Byz [K P] l 422
l 598 l 938 l 1021 vgcl syrh, pal copbo arm eth slav Augustine Bede.
Metzger (639) argues that the change to second person may be based
on scribes’ recollection of John 16:24—i{na hJ cara; uJmw'n h\/
peplhrwmevnh. Although this is plausible, faulty hearing could have
led to unintentional changes in either direction. Moreover, the preced-
ing first person plural pronoun could have influenced a scribal change
to first person here. The fact that the purpose of the letter is clearly to
benefit the readers (cf. the explicit purpose clause in 1:3) suggests that
uJmw'n may well have been the original reading, which was accidentally
changed early in the text’s transmission history (see also the discus-
sion of the analogous textual variant in 2 John 12). 

1 John 1:3-4 9
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h\/. Pres act subj 3rd sg eijmiv. Subjunctive with i{na. 
peplhrwmevnh. Prf ptc fem nom sg plhrovw (perfect periphras-

tic; the present tense form of eijmiv used with a perfect participle forms
a periphrastic construction equivalent to a finite perfect verb). The
verb could be viewed as either middle or passive voice. Porter (1989,
486) may be correct in arguing that “the periphrasis [here] draws atten-
tion to the state of completeness of such a joy.”

1 John 1:5-2:2
5And this is the message that we have heard from him and announce

to you: God is light and there is no darkness in him at all. 6If we say
that we have fellowship with him and live in the darkness, we lie and
are not living by the truth. 7If, though, we live in the light, as he is in
the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus,
his Son, washes us clean from all sin. 8If we claim to be free of sin, we
deceive ourselves and the truth is not in us. 9If, on the other hand, we
confess our sins, he is faithful and just and thus will forgive our sins
and wash us clean from all unrighteousness. 10If we say that we have
not sinned, (in effect) we brand him a liar and his message is not in us. 

2:1My dear children, I am writing these things to you so that you do
not sin. Now, if anyone does sin, we have an advocate before the
Father, Jesus Christ, the righteous one. 2He is the means by which our
sins are dealt with; and not our sins alone, but also the sins of the entire
world. 

1:5 Kai; e[stin au{th hJ ajggeliva h}n ajkhkovamen ajpÆ aujtou'
kai; ajnaggevllomen uJmi'n, o{ti oJ qeo;" fw'" ejstin kai; sko-
tiva ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin oujdemiva.

Kai; e[stin au{th. Brown (192) points out that this formula occurs
at 2:25; 3:23; 5:4, 11, 14; and 2 John 6, though in these passages the
word order is always kai; au{th ejsti;n. The demonstrative pronoun
always points forward to an epexegetical construction. Moreover, in
every case, the cataphoric demonstrative pronoun points forward to a
noun that expresses an event idea and introduces one of the main
themes of 1 John. It thus serves as a powerful “highlighting device” in
the letter (Anderson and Anderson, 43). The alteration in word order
here may suggest a slightly different discourse function, perhaps help-

10 1 John 1:4-5
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ing to mark the beginning of the letter proper (cf. John 1:19, where the
transition from the Prologue to the Gospel proper is marked with a kaiv;
Harris 2003, 59), or may mark the kaiv as resumptive (“picking up the
theme of proclamation or announcement . . . from the prologue, as indi-
cated by the phrases ‘heard from him and announce to you’ in 1:5,
which echo the similar statements in 1:3”; so Harris 2003, 59). Where
the order kai; au{th ejsti;n is used, the conjunction carries its usual sen-
tence-initial function of marking thematic continuity (see 1:2 on kai;).
If the same is true here, this would provide further evidence that the let-
ter is all about having fellowship with the Father and Son (see 1:4 on
kai;), which can only take place within “the light.” 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
below. 

au{th. Predicate nominative. In equative clauses (X = Y) with a
nominative personal pronoun and nominative noun (articular or not),
the pronoun will be the subject (see Wallace 1996, 42–44).
Demonstratives in such constructions, on the other hand, will tend to
function as the predicate when they are cataphoric and as the subject
when they are anaphoric (see, e.g., ou|tov" in 2:22). Here, the demon-
strative is cataphoric, i.e., it points forward to the o{ti clause. 

hJ ajggeliva. Nominative subject. This term occurs only here and
in 3:11 in the NT. Louw and Nida (33.193) define it as “the content of
what has been announced,” while Harris (2003, 59) views it as a syn-
onym of eujaggevlion (cf. BDAG, 8), which occurs 76 times in the
NT, but only once in Johannine literature (Rev 14:6). With no clear
data indicating the more specific nuance “gospel message,” however,
it is better to view ajggeliva as a more generic term. 

h}n. Accusative direct object of ajkhkovamen. 
ajkhkovamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ajkouvw. Pointing to the use of first

person plural inclusive verbs, and the choice of the verbs ajkhkovamen
and ajnaggevllomen (as a synonym for ajpaggevllomen), Talbert
(14) argues that verse 5 should be taken with verses 1-4, with the whole
unit forming an A B A’ B’ pattern. Verse 4, however, with its summary
character (cf. 3:24), appears to provide closure to verses 1-4.

ajpÆ aujtou'. Source. The antecedent is ÆIhsou' Cristou' (1:3). 
ajnaggevllomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ajnaggevllw. Westcott (15)

has argued that this verb, which is a near synonym of ajpaggevllw
(1:2, 3), focuses on the recipient, while ajpaggevllw focuses on the
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origin of the message. It is unlikely, however, that a different meaning,
however slight, is intended. Westcott’s etymological analysis of the
terms, which emphasizes the meaning of ajnav and ajpov, is not sup-
ported by usage. In John 16:25, for example, where ajpaggevllw is
used, the context points to emphasis on the recipients, while in 16:13,
where ajnaggevllw is used, the contextual emphasis is on the source.
The shift to the synonym here may have been motivated by a stylistic
desire to avoid repeating the morpheme ajp- on the heels of the prepo-
sition ajpÆ three words earlier. 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of ajnaggevllomen. 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th. BDF §394

points out that cataphoric demonstrative pronouns can be followed by
epexegetical clauses introduced by i{na, o{ti, or even ejavn. They go on
to argue that “If . . . the epexegetical phrase refers to an actual fact,
John uses o{ti rather than i{na . . . and if the fact is only assumed, ejavn
or o{tan” (cf. Larsen 1990a, 29). They cite 1 John 3:16 as an example
of the former, and 1 John 2:3 and 5:2 as examples of the latter. 

oJ qeo;". In equative clauses (X = Y) with two nominative nouns,
the articular one will be the subject (see Wallace 1996, 42–44). 

fw'". Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). Given the following
context, which speaks of “walking” in the light or “walking” in dark-
ness, the metaphor fw'" almost certainly focuses on moral purity,
while skotiva points to the opposite. It is likely that the lack of article
is not intended to point to “light” as a quality (contra most scholars),
something that is already clear from the fact that it functions as a
metaphor here, but rather simply serves syntactically to mark fw'" as
the predicate of the equative clause (see above on oJ qeo;"). 

ejstin. In the present indicative (except ei\), the verb eijmiv is an
enclitic. A clitic is a word that appears as a discreet word in the syntax
but is pronounced as if it were part of another word. In linguistic jar-
gon, it is syntactically free but phonologically bound. Enclitics “give”
their accent to the preceding word (cf. 1:5b, 7, 9; 2:2, 5, 7, 8, 14, 22a,
22c, 27a, 29; 3:2a, 2b, 3, 7a, 7b, 10a; 4:1, 2, 3b, 4a, 6a, 7, 15, 17a, 17b;
5:1, 3a, 5a, 5b, 7, 8, 11b, 19, 20b). The accent simply shifts to the first
syllable when the third singular ejstivvn follows oujk (cf. 1:5c, 8, 10;
2:4b, 10, 15, 16a, 19, 21, 22b, 27b; 3:5, 10b; 4:3a, 6b, 18; 5:3b) or kaiv
(cf. 1:5a; 5:17b), or when the verb begins a clause or sentence (5:16).
The accent is unaffected when a disyllabic enclitic follows a word that
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has an acute accent on the penult (cf. yeuvsth" ejsti;n, 2:4; see also
2:9, 11, 16b, 18a, 18b, 25; 3:4, 8, 11, 15, 19, 20, 23; 4:3c, 4b, 5, 8, 10,
12, 16, 20; 5:4, 9a, 9b, 11a, 17a), though some argue that accent reten-
tion marks emphasis. The problem with the view that accent retention
marks emphasis in 3:1 (kai; ejsmevn), for example, is the fact that the
constructions kai; ejsmevn (also 5:20 and Acts 17:28) and kai; eijsivn
(Matthew 19:12a, 12b; Luke 13:30) always retain their accent in the
NT. It is unclear why the accent of the third singular form shifts to the
penult, while the first and third plural forms remain in situ. For a fuller
discussion of Greek clitics (proclitics and enclitics) and their accents,
see Carson (1985, 47–50). 

skotiva. Nominative subject of e[stin. The fronting of skotiva
without its modifying adjective, oujdemiva, makes the statement more
prominent. Following Levinsohn (1987, 3; cf. Friberg; BDF §472), the
unmarked, or “normal” order of the major constituents of the Greek
clause should be viewed as verb-subject-object. Anything that pre-
cedes the verb is “fronted,” in order to highlight the information in
some way (cf. 1:6 on koinwnivan). The main exception to this general
rule will be with “BE” verbs like eijmiv, which “carry very little seman-
tic content,” and thus frequently follow their subject (cf. Larsen 2001,
25). Larsen (2001, 14) suggests a more general principle: “The more
to the left an item occurs, the more prominent it is.” This principle has
the advantage of potentially being applicable to other constituents
within the clause, including constituents within phrases (e.g., the posi-
tion of an adjective with respect to the noun it modifies). The fact that
ordering within a phrase is often conditioned by the writer’s “idiolect,”
as Larsen recognizes (2001, 15), however, makes the application of his
rule more problematic. 

ejn aujtw'/. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. 
oujk . . . oujdemiva. The double negative is emphatic (Young, 203).

1:6 ÆEa;n ei[pwmen o{ti koinwnivan e[comen metÆ aujtou' kai;
ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men, yeudovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men
th;n ajlhvqeian: 

Verses 6-10 are set off by an inclusio (an envelope structure in
which the same theme or wording appears at both the beginning and
end of a unit of text): ÆEa;n ei[pwmen o{ti . . . yeudovmeqa (v. 6) is
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reiterated by eja;n ei[pwmen o{ti . . . yeuvsthn poiou'men aujto;n in
verse 10. On the relationship of 2:1-2 to the rest of this section, see 2:1
on Tekniva. 

ÆEa;n ei[pwmen. The writer uses this expression as a formulaic
way of introducing a falsehood (cf. 1:8, 10). 

ÆEa;n. Introduces the protasis (the “if . . .” statement) of a third class
condition. Although many debate whether the following third class
constructions introduce “present general” realities (likely) or “future
more probable” realities, it is better to follow Porter (1989, 307), who
argues that the subjunctive in such constructions simply expresses
“projection without any statement of probability of its coming to
pass.” Or, put another way, the third class condition is more tentative
than the first class condition and “simply projects some action or event
for hypothetical consideration” (Porter 1994, 262). It is also important
to go beyond common debates concerning whether the conditional
clauses and some of the statements that follow reflect the views of the
writer’s opponents, and ask how each construction functions. As
Longacre (1983, 7) points out, the conditional construction here, and
frequently elsewhere, serves as a mitigated exhortation: “Do not claim
to have fellowship with him and continue to walk in the darkness.”
Mitigation is a way of softening a command so as to make it more
palatable to the listener/reader. It serves to urge a particular course of
action gently rather than demand it (see also “Mitigated Exhortations”
in the Introduction). 

ei[pwmen. Aor act subj 1st pl levgw. Subjunctive with ejavn. Porter
(1994, 263) notes that 1:6-10 alternates between aorist and present
tenses, “with the aorist tense used with the verb of saying and the pre-
sent tense with the verb of doing. Emphasis rests on the verb of
‘doing.’” The main clauses, i.e., the apodoses (the protases are struc-
turally subordinate), are all present tense and carry the main hortatory
line of the discourse forward. 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of
ei[pwmen. 

koinwnivan. Accusative direct object of e[comen. On the meaning,
see verse 3. The fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva) of the object helps high-
light the audacity of such a claim. 

e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
metÆ aujtou'. Association. The antecedent is oJ qeo;" (v. 5). 

14 1 John 1:6
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kai;. The tendency is to take the conjunction as “adversative” (cf.
Harris 2003, 61). Such an analysis, however, confuses issues of syn-
tax with issues of translation. It is the semantic structure of the verse
that points to a state of affairs that goes against the expectation raised
by the first part of the protasis, not the conjunction kaiv, which is sim-
ply coordinate (cf. the discussion in Moule, 178). 

ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men.  An idiom (lit. “to walk in dark-
ness”) for living a lifestyle that is contrary to God’s standards. 

ejn tw'/ skovtei. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. 
peripatw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl peripatevw. Subjunctive

with ejavn. The clause ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men is linked to
ei[pwmen by the kaiv. This verb focuses on lifestyle: “to live or behave
in a customary manner” (LN 41.11). The present tense itself simply
marks the verbal action as a process, with no emphasis on continuity
(contra Brown, 197). 

yeudovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeian. The con-
junction introduces a clause that reiterates and thus emphasizes the
negative nature of lying (cf. 2:4 on kai;; Titrud, 247).

yeudovmeqa. Pres mid ind 1st pl yeuvdomai. Introduces the apo-
dosis (the “then . . .” statement) of the conditional construction. The
apodosis of each conditional statement in verses 6, 8, and 10 is framed
with a verb or clause that makes the nature of the falsehood in the pro-
tasis crystal clear: yeudovmeqa (1:6); planw'men (1:8); yeuvsthn
poiou'men aujto;n (1:10). Miller (427) maintains that verbs that by
their nature involve two parties, or a sense of reciprocity, tend to uti-
lize the middle voice (e.g., devcomai, eijskalevomai). The verb
yeuvdomai falls under this category, more specifically coming under
the category of “negative communication” (cf. Kemmer’s category of
“speech actions”). We might say that since yeuvdomai fundamentally
involves the interest of the liar, the middle form is required. For more
on the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction. 

ouj poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeian. Litotes—a figure of speech in
which a statement is made by negating the opposite idea. For example,
“he is not a bad hockey player” means “he is a good hockey player.”
Here, “not doing the truth” is simply another way of saying “lying,”
with perhaps the added nuance of being a lifestyle. 

poiou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl poievw. 
th;n ajlhvqeian. Accusative direct object of poiou'men.
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1:7 eja;n de; ejn tw'/ fwti; peripatw'men wJ" aujtov" ejstin ejn
tw'/ fwtiv, koinwnivan e[comen metÆ ajllhvlwn kai; to; ai|ma
ÆIhsou' tou' uiJou' aujtou' kaqarivzei hJma'" ajpo; pavsh"
aJmartiva". 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). The conditional construction functions as a mitigated exhorta-
tion: “You should walk in the light” (Longacre 1983, 7; cf. 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

de;. Introduces a contrast to the behavior outlined in the previous
verse (but see 2:2 on ajlla;). 

ejn tw'/ fwti; peripatw'men. An idiom (lit. “to walk in the
light”) for living a lifestyle that is in conformity with God’s standards
(see also 1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men). 

ejn tw'/ fwti;. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. 
peripatw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl peripatevw. Subjunctive

with ejavn. On the semantics, see 1:6. 
wJ". Introduces the second half of a comparative construction. 
aujtov" ejstin ejn tw'/ fwti;. This metaphorical construction is

probably synonymous with the metaphor in 1:5, oJ qeo;" fw'" ejstin,
once again highlighting God’s moral purity. The use of the preposi-
tional phrase in this case, as opposed to an equative clause, simply pro-
vides structural balance with the first part of the comparison. The
construction as a whole draws a correlation between God’s character
and believers’ conduct. 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

koinwnivan. See 1:6. Here, the fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva) of the
term helps highlight the profundity of the claim. 

e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. Introduces the apodosis of the
conditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa), which in this case
highlights a consequence of the protasis. On the present tense, see
below on kaqarivzei.

metÆ ajllhvlwn. Association. 
to; ai|ma. Neuter nominative subject of kaqarivzei Metonymy

(see 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for “death.” 
ÆIhsou'. Possessive genitive. 
tou' uiJou'. Genitive in apposition to ÆIhsou'. 

16 1 John 1:7-8
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aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

kaqarivzei. Pres act ind 3rd sg kaqarivzw. Although it may be
theologically appropriate to speak of Jesus’ blood continually cleans-
ing believers, the present tense simply portrays the event as a process
or statement of fact, without reference to the continuity of the process.
Right living leads to fellowship and cleansing. 

hJma'". Accusative direct object of kaqarivzei. 
ajpo; pavsh" aJmartiva". Separation. While pa'" is often used

hyperbolically (see, e.g., Acts 1:1, 18, 19; 2:12; 3:9, 18; 8:10; 24:5;
25:24; 26:20; Culy and Parsons, 16), here pavsh" points to a profound
literal truth (cf. 1:9). 

1:8 eja;n ei[pwmen o{ti aJmartivan oujk e[comen, eJautou;"
planw'men kai; hJ ajlhvqeia oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n. 

eja;n ei[pwmen. See 1:6. 
eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n). The conditional construction functions as a mitigated exhorta-
tion: “Do not claim to be without sin” (Longacre 1983, 7; cf. 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

ei[pwmen. Aor act subj 1st pl levgw. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of

ei[pwmen. 
aJmartivan oujk e[comen. Roughly equivalent to oujc hJmar-

thvkamen (1:10), though probably with more of a focus on culpability
for sinful actions than on the actions themselves (cf. Brown, 205–6). 

aJmartivan. Accusative direct object of e[comen. The fronting (see
1:5 on skotiva) of the object helps highlight the audacity of such a
claim. The term serves as a literary hinge linking this verse to verse 7. 

e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
eJautou;". Accusative direct object of planw'men. 
planw'men. Pres act ind 1st pl planavw. On the significance of

the present tense, see 1:7 on kaqarivzei. Introduces the apodosis of
the conditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). 

hJ ajlhvqeia oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n. This idiomatic expression
appears to serve as another label for those outside the community of
believers (cf. ejn th'/ skotiva/, 2:9). The sense of the idiom (see 1:6 on
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ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men) may be “we have rejected the truth”
(cf. oJ lovgo" aujtou' oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n, 1:10). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin.

1:9 eja;n oJmologw'men ta;" aJmartiva" hJmw'n, pistov" ejstin
kai; divkaio", i{na ajfh'/ hJmi'n ta;" aJmartiva" kai; kaqarivsh/
hJma'" ajpo; pavsh" ajdikiva". 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). The conditional construction functions as a mitigated exhorta-
tion: “You should confess your sins” (Longacre 1983, 7; cf. 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

oJmologw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl oJmologevw. Subjunctive with
ejavn. Louw and Nida (33.275) define the verb in this context: “to
acknowledge a fact publicly, often in reference to previous bad behav-
ior.” The public nature of this definition is consistent with the usage of
this verb in Johannine literature (Westcott, 23). BDAG (708), on the
other hand, distinguishes this usage (sense 3c: “to concede that some-
thing is factual or true . . . . w. focus on admission of wrongdoing”) with
the sense that ordinarily involves public acknowledgment of something
(sense 4). Although verbal acknowledgment, rather than public
acknowledgment, may be the focus, modern readers must beware of
imposing their antipathy against public confession upon the text. 

ta;" aJmartiva". Accusative direct object of oJmologw'men. The
plural form of the noun probably points to confession of specific sins
rather than confession of sinfulness in general (cf. Smalley, 31). 

hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
pistov" . . . kai; divkaio". Predicate adjective. The fronting (see

1:5 on skotiva) of part of the adjective phrase lends prominence to the
statement (cf. Floor, 14; BDF §473). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Introduces the apodosis of the con-
ditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). On the movement of the
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. The implied subject is God, who is the focus
throughout this subsection, rather than Jesus. 

divkaio". Given the contextual marker of confession of sins, the
term probably carries its legal sense, which is captured by the English
term “just” (cf. LN 66.5—“pertaining to being proper or right in the
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sense of being fully justified”). For God not to forgive in such circum-
stances would be unjust, presumably because justice has already been
fully satisfied through the cleansing effects of to; ai|ma ÆIhsou' tou'
uiJou' aujtou' (v. 7) and the concomitant act of confession. Any nega-
tive inference from this statement (e.g., “If we do not confess our sins,
he will not forgive our sins and wash us clean from all unrighteous-
ness”) is beyond the concerns of the letter. 

i{na. Using traditional labels we would say that the i{na introduces
a result clause or a clause that is epexegetical to pistov" . . . kai;
divkaio". It may be better, however, to argue that the verse is framed
as a grounds-conclusion construction, with i{na introducing the con-
clusion (for more on semantic relationships between propositions, see,
e.g., Beekman, Callow, and Kopesec). In other words, pistov" ejstin
kai; divkaio" substantiates the claim made by the i{na clause (Sherman
and Tuggy, 34). 

ajfh'/. Aor act subj 3rd sg ajfivhmi. Subjunctive with i{na. 
hJmi'n. Dative of advantage (lit. “He forgives sins for us”). 
ta;" aJmartiva". Accusative direct object of ajfh'/. 
kaqarivsh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg kaqarivzw. Subjunctive with i{na.  
hJma'". Accusative direct object of kaqarivsh/. 
ajpo; pavsh" ajdikiva". Separation. On pavsh", see 1:7. The term

ajdikiva" should probably be viewed as synonymous with aJmartiva
here (as in verse 7). Its choice likely reflects a stylistic effort to avoid
repeating aJmartiva, which occurs just six words earlier.

1:10 eja;n ei[pwmen o{ti oujc hJmarthvkamen, yeuvsthn poiou'-
men aujto;n kai; oJ lovgo" aujtou' oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n.

This verse introduces the second half of an inclusio (see 1:6) and
thus concludes the paragraph. 

eja;n ei[pwmen. See verse 6. 
eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n). The conditional construction functions as a mitigated exhorta-
tion: “Do not claim that you have not sinned” (Longacre 1983, 7; cf.
1:6 on ÆEa;n). 

ei[pwmen. Aor act subj 1st pl levgw. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of

ei[pwmen.
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oujc hJmarthvkamen. It is unclear whether this expression is sim-
ply a stylistic variant of aJmartivan oujk e[comen (1:8), with the stative
aspect (perfect tense) being equivalent to the stative semantics of
aJmartivan oujk e[comen, or shifts the focus to actual acts of sin (so
Brown, 211; see also 1:8 on aJmartivan oujk e[comen). 

yeuvsthn. Accusative complement in an object-complement dou-
ble accusative construction. In this construction, the second accusative
(either a noun, adjective or participle) complements the direct object
in that it predicates something about it (Wallace 1985, 93). Wallace’s
(1996, 181ff.) distinction between object-complement and person-
thing double accusatives should probably be avoided, since in some
cases the latter is appropriately labeled “object-complement,” while in
other instances the two accusatives represent a different syntactic phe-
nomenon altogether (see comments on pollav" kwvma" in Acts 8:25
and uJma'" in Acts 13:32 in Culy and Parsons, 160, 260). The comple-
ment usually follows the object. Its fronted position (see 1:5 on sko-
tiva) in this case probably highlights the seriousness of associating the
term yeuvsthn with God. 

poiou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl poievw. 
aujto;n. Accusative direct object of poiou'men. The referent is God,

who is the focus throughout this subsection, rather than Jesus. 
oJ lovgo" aujtou' oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n. Probably an idiom (see

1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men) meaning, “We reject his mes-
sage” or “We refuse to accept what he says” (cf. hJ ajlhvqeia oujk
e[stin ejn hJmi'n, 1:8). 

oJ lovgo". The modifier, aujtou', all but rules out taking this as the
personified “Word” (contra GW). 

aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'") or genitive of
source. 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Introduces the apodosis of the con-
ditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). On the movement of the
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin.

2:1 Tekniva mou, tau'ta gravfw uJmi'n i{na mh; aJmavrthte. kai;
ejavn ti" aJmavrth/, paravklhton e[comen pro;" to;n patevra
ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n divkaion:

Tekniva. Vocative. The writer uses this familial term of endear-
ment (the diminutive form of tevknon) seven times in 1 John (2:12, 28;
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3:7, 18; 4:4; 5:21). The diminutive form probably highlights both the
level of endearment and the writer’s position of superiority/authority
within the relationship. Longacre (1983, 7) maintains that the use of
the vocative, along with the reiteration of the verb gravfw, marks the
beginning of a new paragraph. Others reject attributing such boundary
marking power to the vocative (see “Genre and Structure” in the
Introduction). The use of the vocative and return to a first person verb
does mark a boundary of sorts, but it is better to view 2:1-2 as a sub-
unit of 1:5-2:2 that serves as a “closure” of the larger unit (cf. Callow
1999). “The closure repeats and summarizes the main theme of the
section and thereby marks the end of it” (Larsen 1991b, 52).
Longacre’s comment (1992, 273) on 2:1-6—“This is a hortatory para-
graph, but the hortatory component is buried in the purpose clause of
verse 1”—may therefore be applied to 1:5-2:2. 

mou. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

tau'ta. Accusative direct object of gravfw. In terms of syntax, the
demonstrative pronoun should probably be taken as anaphoric, refer-
ring back to the preceding section, even though the letter as a whole
accomplishes the following purpose as well (contra Westcott, 42;
Brooke, 23). 

gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. The writer continues to use
present tense verbs of communication to carry the discourse forward
(cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). Having established himself as a member of
an elite group of eyewitnesses (see 1:1 on ajkhkovamen), however, he
now shifts from the first plural form (gravfomen, 1:4) to first singular,
since he is the one who is actually writing the letter. 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfw. 
i{na. Introduces a purpose clause that helps set the theme for the

entire paragraph. It also serves, according to Longacre (1983, 9), as a
mitigated exhortation (“Don’t sin!”), which is followed by a series of
reasons supporting the implied exhortation (cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n). 

aJmavrthte. Aor act subj 2nd pl aJmartavnw. The writer uses the
aorist tense to portray the sin in view as a specific act rather than a pro-
cess (present tense), effectively highlighting the absolute incompati-
bility of sinful behavior and a relationship with God. 

kai;. The use of the sentence-initial coordinate kai; highlights
thematic continuity (cf. 1:2 on kai;), which is explicitly marked by the
use of aJmavrth/ following aJmavrthte. The fact that a good English
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translation may require that the following proposition be introduced
with a “but” or a “yet” does not mean that the kaiv is adversative, or
contrastive (contra Brown, 215; Burdick, 130; Smalley, 35; Strecker,
35). Such an analysis confuses issues of syntax with issues of transla-
tion (cf. 2:20 on kai;). 

ejavn. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

ti". Nominative subject of aJmavrthte. 
aJmavrth/. Aor act subj 3rd sg aJmartavnw. On the tense, see above

on aJmavrthte. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
paravklhton. This term is rare in other Greek literature and in

the NT occurs only here and in the upper room discourse of the Fourth
Gospel (14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7), where the Holy Spirit, rather than
Jesus, is the referent. Although Behm, along with most scholars (see,
e.g., Brooke, 23; Strecker, 37) argues for a legal sense of the term (e.g.,
“advocate” or even “attorney”), Grayston (1981) presents evidence to
the contrary and maintains that the term carries a more general sense
of “supporter” or “sponsor,” though it may be used in legal contexts at
times. The role of the paravklhto" “is to give advice or to make a
great person favourable to a suppliant” (Grayston 1981, 74). Thus,
Grayston concludes (1981, 79–80) that the usage of the term in 1 John
2:1 “corresponds to the situation described by Philo where a person
who had displeased the emperor needs a sponsor to propitiate him. In
John’s teaching, when a Christian has sinned the Father observes that
the sinner is sponsored by Christ and is persuaded not to reject him and
withdraw his truth.” The focus, then, is not so much on the ability of
the paravklhto" to defend someone, but rather on the status of the
paravklhto", which allows him to bring about a good outcome for
the one being accused. The translation uses “advocate” in its non-legal
sense. 

e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. Introduces the apodosis of the
conditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). 

pro;" to;n patevra. Used to link two personal referents, pro;"
typically carries a relational nuance (see 1:2). In this case, however,
the contextual marker paravklhton, which involves serving as an
intermediary in the presence of someone else, points to a locative
usage. 

ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n. Accusative in apposition to paravklhton. 

22 1 John 2:1-2
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divkaion. Accusative in apposition to ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n. The pre-
vious use of the term (1:9) occurred in the context of offering forgive-
ness and, therefore, pointed to the “just” nature of God. Here, the label
serves to validate Jesus Christ as a qualified paravklhto" and, thus,
points to his righteous character.

2:2 kai; aujto;" iJlasmov" ejstin peri; tw'n aJmartiw'n hJmw'n,
ouj peri; tw'n hJmetevrwn de; movnon ajlla; kai; peri; o{lou tou'
kovsmou. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) and introduces a further comment on the theme of sin. This syn-
tactic link thus supports the view that “The advocacy that the exalted
Christ exercises for the community before the Father is based on the
atonement for sins accomplished in Jesus Christ’s redeeming sacri-
fice” (Strecker, 39). 

aujto;". Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. The
explicit nominative subject pronoun keeps the focus on Jesus Christ. 

iJlasmov". Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). Scholars
debate whether this term, and related terms, refers to propitiation or
expiation. Propitiation focuses on God’s wrath being appeased, while
expiation focuses on the wiping away of sin. According to Büchsel
(317), Plutarch uses the term to focus on both “cultic propitiation of
the gods and expiatory action in general.” He goes on to argue, how-
ever, that in 1 John “iJlasmov" does not imply propitiation of God.”
Instead, it focuses on “the setting aside of sin as guilt against God. This
is shown by the combination of iJlasmov" in 2:2 with paravklhto" in
2:1 and with the confession of sin in 1:8, 10.” The use of iJlasmov"
with peri; tw'n aJmartiw'n mirrors the use of iJlavskomai with peri;
tw'n aJmartiw'n in the LXX (see, e.g., Exod 32:30). In the LXX, the
focus appears to be more on expiation than on propitiation, though cer-
tainty is elusive. Rather than deciding between a focus on expiation or
propitiation, it is probably better simply to recognize that iJlavskomai
refers to dealing with the problem of sin, while iJlasmov" refers to the
means by which sins are dealt with, or “the means by which sins are
forgiven” (LN 40.12). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 
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peri; tw'n aJmartiw'n. Reference. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ouj . . . movnon ajlla; kai;. “Not only . . . but also. . . .” 
ajlla;. Most scholars treat contrast as an inherent nuance of dev (cf.

Larsen, 1991a). Titrud (253), however, maintains that while “the
inherent meaning of ajllav is contrast,” dev depends on context to indi-
cate a contrast. He goes on to concede, however, that “due to its func-
tion of marking what follows as something new and distinct, [dev]
readily allows an adversative sense.”

tw'n hJmetevrwn. See 1:3 on hJ hJmetevra. 
peri; o{lou tou' kovsmou. Elliptical form of peri; tw'n aJmar-

tiw'n o{lou tou' kovsmou. 
tou' kovsmou. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").

Metonymy for the “the people of the world.” Metonymy is a figure of
speech in which one term is used in place of another with which it is
associated. In the expression, “he was reading the prophet Isaiah”
(Acts 8:28), the writer (“the prophet Isaiah”) is used as a metonymy
for his writings (“the book that the prophet Isaiah wrote”).

1 John 2:3-6
3This is how we know that we have come to know him, if we keep

his commands. 4The one who claims, “I know him,” and who does not
keep his commands is a liar and the truth is not in him. 5Whoever
keeps his word (shows that) the love of God has reached its goal in
him. This is how we know that we have a relationship with him. 6The
one who claims to continue to have a relationship with him ought to
live in the same manner that he lived. 

2:3 Kai; ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti ejgnwvkamen aujtovn, eja;n
ta;" ejntola;" aujtou' thrw'men. 

Kai;. The use of the conjunction in the expression Kai; ejn touvtw/
ginwvskomen (contrast 3:16; 4:2, 13; 5:2) may point the reader to look
for thematic continuity between the following statement and what pre-
cedes (see 1:2 on kai;), highlighting the fact that Jesus’ role as univer-
sal iJlasmov" (2:2) does not preclude the absolute necessity of
following his commands. Harris (2003, 74), on the other hand, implau-
sibly argues that the conjunction carries long-range resumptive force:
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“The author, after discussing three claims of the opponents in 1:6, 8,
and 10 and putting forward three counter-claims of his own in 1:7, 1:9,
and 2:1, is now returning to the theme of God as light introduced in
1:5.” Resumption of a topic that far removed would require more than
a simple conjunction (cf. 1:3, where the writer chooses to reiterate part
of the series of relative clauses from 1:1 rather than using the typical
resumptive demonstrative pronoun). 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the eja;n clause. Here, it helps
make clear that the author is shifting to a new (though related) topic.
The use of this phrase with no noun antecedent for the demonstrative
pronoun is a favorite rhetorical device for the author, appearing 12
times in 1 John, an additional five times in the Gospel of John, and
only 10 times elsewhere in the NT (Larsen 1990a, 27). The rhetorical
function of ejn touvtw/ is to place extra emphasis on what the speaker
is about to say or on what he has just said (Larsen 1990a, 28). Indeed,
“cataphora is almost always a very marked feature” (Anderson and
Anderson, 41). Larsen (1990a, 33) points out that the author generally
uses ejn touvtw/ in clauses in which “the main verb expresses the con-
cept of knowledge or realization.” Such clauses tend to be “at the very
center of John’s theme. He wants to oppose certain false teachers who
did not accept that Christ had fully become a person like us at his birth
and that he remained a human person till his death” (Larsen 1990a, 33).

ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. The present tense car-
ries along the main line of the argument (cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). The
verb introduces the apodosis of the third class condition (cf. 1:6 on
yeudovmeqa). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen. Such
complements may be thought of as introducing indirect discourse with
a verb of cognition. 

ejgnwvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. The stative aspect (per-
fect tense) fits the writer’s focus on the referents’ current status. 

aujtovn. Accusative direct object of ejgnwvkamen. 
eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n). The portrayal of what is expected of Christ’s followers in con-
ditional or hypothetical terms produces a mitigated exhortation: “Keep
his commands” (Longacre 1983, 9; cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n). The entire ejavn
clause is epexegetical to touvtw/ (see 1:5 on o{ti).
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ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of thrw'men. The
fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva) of the direct object makes it more promi-
nent. 

aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). Harris (2003,
76–77) argues that it is best to take the genitive modifiers of “com-
mands” in 1 John as references to God the Father, since this is the clear
sense in 3:23 and 4:21. Indeed, Harris has understated the case for
clear references to God the Father in the other occurrences of hJ ejn-
tolh; with aujtou' (see esp. 5:2, 3). Nevertheless, given the common
Johannine focus on the unity between the Father and Son (see Culy
2002, 169–72) and 1 John’s clear focus on knowing both the Father
(2:14; 4:6, 7) and the Son (see 2:13, 14; 3:6), as well as the Holy Spirit
(see 4:2), we may be going beyond the specificity of the text to attempt
to choose a specific referent in every case (see also “Trinitarian
Ambiguity” in the Introduction). 

thrw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl threvw. Subjunctive with ejavn. 

2:4 oJ levgwn o{ti ÒEgnwka aujto;n kai; ta;" ejntola;" aujtou'
mh; thrw'n, yeuvsth" ejsti;n kai; ejn touvtw/ hJ ajlhvqeia oujk
e[stin: 

oJ levgwn o{ti ÒEgnwka aujto;n kai; ta;" ejntola;" aujtou'
mh; thrw'n. The whole participial construction, headed by the nomi-
native oJ levgwn . . . kai; . . . mh; thrw'n, serves as the subject of
ejsti;n. 

oJ levgwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg levgw (substantival). The use
of the substantival participial construction here is roughly equivalent,
in terms of semantics, to the protasis of a conditional construction.
Harris (2003, 77–78) argues that the shift from third class conditional
statements with first person plural verbs (“we say”) to third person sin-
gular references with the substantival participles (“the one who . . .”)
“moves the second group of claims in 2:4-9 one step further away
from the readers.” While this analysis is true in referential terms, and
certainly may point to a direct quotation of the writer’s opponents (so
Brown, 253), it does not address the question of the relative rhetorical
force of the participial construction vis-à-vis the third class condi-
tional statements. The participial constructions should probably also
be viewed as mitigated exhortations (“Don’t claim to know him when
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you don’t keep his commands”; Longacre 1983, 9; cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n),
with their rhetorical force being more direct or accusatory (i.e., less
mitigated) than the third class conditions (see also 2:23 on pa'"). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (direct discourse) of
levgwn. 

ÒEgnwka. Prf act ind 1st sg ginwvskw. On the tense, see 2:3 on
ejgnwvkamen. 

aujto;n. Accusative direct object of ÒEgnwka. 
ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of thrw'n. Again, the

fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) direct object is prominent. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
thrw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg threvw (substantival). The

participle is linked to levgwn by the kai; and governed by the same
article, making it part of a single substantival participial phrase. 

yeuvsth". Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on oJ qeo;"). 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
kai;. The conjunction introduces a clause that reiterates what it

means to be a liar (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men th;n
ajlhvqeian; Titrud, 248). 

ejn touvtw/ hJ ajlhvqeia oujk e[stin. On this idiom (possibly
meaning, “he has rejected the truth”), see 1:8 on hJ ajlhvqeia oujk
e[stin ejn hJmi'n. The antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun is the
participial construction oJ levgwn o{ti ÒEgnwka aujto;n kai; ta;" ejn-
tola;" aujtou' mh; thrw'n. 

hJ ajlhvqeia. Nominative subject of the second e[stin. 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin.

2:5 o}" dÆ a]n thrh'/ aujtou' to;n lovgon, ajlhqw'" ejn touvtw/ hJ
ajgavph tou' qeou' teteleivwtai, ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti ejn
aujtw'/ ejsmen. 

o}" dÆ a]n thrh'/ aujtou' to;n lovgon. The “headless” relative
clause (see 1:1 on ÕO . . . o}) functions as the topic (see 1:1) of what
follows, which will be picked up with the resumptive demonstrative
pronoun touvtw/. 

o}" . . . a]n. Nominative subject of thrh'/. The relative pronoun is
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used with the particle a[n (or ejavn) to form an indefinite relative
pronoun. Grammarians have often referred to o{sti" as an “indefinite
relative pronoun.” This is a misnomer since this relative pronoun is
used with a definite antecedent approximately 90 percent of the time
in the NT (see Culy 1989, 20, 30–31, n. 4). The indefinite relative pro-
noun (o}" a]n) introduces a contingency or condition (like a third class
condition) and can appropriately be rendered, “whoever, whatever.”
Rhetorically, the use of this construction, rather than a third class con-
dition, appears to carry a stronger invitation to be this type of person. 

dÆ. The elided conjunction (dev) introduces a contrast to the liar of
2:4 (but see 2:2 on ajlla;). 

thrh'/. Pres act subj 3rd sg threvw. Subjunctive with a[n. 
aujtou' to;n lovgon. This expression is probably simply a stylis-

tic variant of ta;" ejntola;" aujtou' (2:4; so Harris 2003, 78; Strecker,
41). 

aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). The label “pos-
sessive genitive” is best reserved for instances where the genitive noun
modifies a concrete noun phrase. 

to;n lovgon. Accusative direct object of thrh'/. 
ejn touvtw /. The preposition could be viewed as denoting refer-

ence/respect or it could be locative. The antecedent of the demonstra-
tive pronoun is the relative clause o}" dÆ a]n thrh'/ aujtou' to;n lovgon
(see further above).

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of teteleivwtai. 
tou' qeou'. Given the focus on “keeping” God’s words/commands,

and no indication that the focus shifts to God’s actions, the genitive
should probably be viewed as objective (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"; so, e.g.,
Brooke, 32; Marshall, 125; Young, 30) rather than subjective (contra
Bultmann, 25; Harris 2003, 79; Westcott, 49). Wendland (28), how-
ever, argues that this may well be an example of intentional ambigu-
ity, or “semantic density,” on the part of the author. Such ambiguity
would be a literary rather than syntactic category, and should not be
confused with the questionable label “plenary genitive” (see, e.g.,
Wallace, 119–21). 

teteleivwtai. Prf mid ind 3rd sg teleiovw. Although Louw and
Nida themselves argue that the term in this context means either “to
make perfect in the moral sense” (88.38) or “to cause to be truly and
completely genuine” (73.7), this passage appears to be an example of
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teleiovw (as a middle voice form) being used to indicate, “to be com-
pletely successful in accomplishing some goal or attaining some state”
(LN 68.31). The (hyperbolic) claim, then, is that such a person’s abil-
ity to love God has reached a state of maturity (cf. Smalley, 49;
Strecker, 41). Such a reading fits the semantics of the verse better than
claiming that the verb points to a future event (contra Porter 1994, 41;
Wallace, 581). The choice of perfect tense (stative aspect) is driven by
the semantic focus on status. 

ejn touvtw/. The preposition is instrumental. Some (Smalley, 50;
Anderson and Anderson, 42) take the demonstrative pronoun as cat-
aphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), referring to 2:6, while others (Burdick,
138; Harris 2003, 80) take it as anaphoric, referring to the first part of
this verse (“keeping his word”). Clear cataphoric uses of the demon-
strative pronoun in 1 John are usually followed either by an epexeget-
ical o{ti or i{na clause (1:5; 3:1, 8, 11, 16, 23; 4:9, 10, 13; 5:3, 14), an
appositional noun phrase (2:25; 5:4, 6), a conditional construction
(2:3), a construction introduced by the temporal marker o{tan (5:2), or
an instrumental construction (3:24). The same construction in 3:10 is
ambiguous. Although the cataphoric pronoun may be followed by a
finite clause (4:3), here the editors of the UBS4 are probably correct to
place a comma before the prepositional phrase and a period at the end
of this verse, indicating that the demonstrative is anaphoric. 

ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. The present tense car-
ries along the main line of the argument (cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen (see also
2:3 on o{ti). 

ejn aujtw/'. In this construction, where the referent is God, the func-
tion of the preposition should not be pressed. It is better to take such
language of indwelling as an idiomatic means of highlighting the inti-
mate nature of a relationship (see Culy 2002, 215–16). 

ejsmen. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin.

2:6 oJ levgwn ejn aujtw'/ mevnein ojfeivlei kaqw;" ejkei'no"
periepavthsen kai; aujto;" »ou{tw"¼ peripatei'n. 

oJ levgwn ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. The whole participial construction,
headed by the nominative oJ levgwn, serves as the subject of ojfeivlei.
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On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn. 
oJ levgwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg levgw (substantival). 
ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. This idiom (see 1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei peri-

patw'men) points to continuity of relationship (cf. 2:5 on ejn aujtw'/).
Bultmann (26, n. 9) rightly argues that in contexts such as this, where
“abiding” has to do with personal affiliation (ejn aujtw/'), the sense of
mevnein is very close to the notion of “being faithful.” 

aujtw'/. The referent is God the Father (see below on ejkei'no"). 
mevnein. Pres act inf mevnw (“indirect discourse”). So-called infini-

tives of indirect discourse are structurally infinitives that serve as the
direct object of a verb of communication (see also “Syntactic
Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). 

ojfeivlei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ojfeivlw. The use of this verb, which
implies a degree of obligation, moves the level of urging closer to a
direct command (cf. the discussion of mitigation at 1:6 on ÆEa;n). 

kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
ejkei'no". The explicit nominative subject pronoun is included to

introduce the second referent (the other is oJ levgwn ejn aujtw'/ mevnein)
in the comparative construction. The referent is Jesus Christ. Harris
(2003, 80), following earlier scholars, maintains that “in 1 John there
is a consistent switch in pronouns from aujtov" (autos) to ejkei'no"
(ekeinos) when a reference to Jesus Christ is clearly introduced.” 

periepavthsen. Aor act ind 3rd sg peripatevw. 
aujto;". The use of the nominative pronoun, rather than the accu-

sative, makes it clear that the pronoun is not the subject of the infini-
tive. Instead, it is resumptive and picks up the subject of ojfeivlei (oJ
levgwn ejn aujtw'/ mevnein) after the intervening parenthetical element
(kaqw;" ejkei'no" periepavthsen). 

»ou{tw"¼. The external evidence is relatively strong for both the
inclusion and exclusion of ou{tw". Strecker (43, n. 38) argues that the
reading without ou{tw" would be the harder reading. It would certainly
be normal for a ou{tw" clause to complete the thought of a kaqw;"
clause. In this particular construction, however, in which ou{tw" would
be part of a complementary infinitival clause, it may be more awkward
with the adverb present in the text. Indeed, the syntax is complicated
by the discontinuity of ojfeivlei peripatei'n, making it necessary to
use kaiv and a resumptive pronoun (see above on aujto;"). A
“smoother” word order would be: oJ levgwn ejn aujtw'/ mevnein
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ojfeivlei peripatei'n kaqw;" ejkei'no" periepavthsen. Ultimately,
the textual variation raises only questions of emphasis, since the rela-
tionship between the kaqw;" clause and the rest of the verse is already
made clear by the ojfeivlei plus infinitive construction. It seems most
likely that the discontinuous syntax led the writer originally to include
the explicit adverb, but that this was left out by many scribes because
it is already implicit and/or because it adds to the awkwardness caused
by the resumptive construction. 

peripatei'n. Pres act inf peripatevw (complementary). 

1 John 2:7-11
7Dear friends, I am not writing a new command to you, but rather an

old command that you have had since the beginning. The old com-
mand is the message that you heard. 8On the other hand, I am writing
a new command to you—and this claim (that I am writing a new com-
mand) is true in and of itself and with respect to you—because the
darkness is disappearing and the true light is now shining. 9The one
who claims to be in the light and yet hates his brother or sister is still
in darkness. 10The one who loves his brother and sister continues to be
in the light and there is not something within him that will lead him
to fall away. 11But the one who hates his brother or sister is in the
darkness, walks around in the darkness, and does not know where he
is going, because the darkness has blinded his eyes.

2:7 ÆAgaphtoiv, oujk ejntolh;n kainh;n gravfw uJmi'n ajllÆ
ejntolh;n palaia;n h}n ei[cete ajpÆ ajrch'": hJ ejntolh; hJ
palaiav ejstin oJ lovgo" o}n hjkouvsate. 

ÆAgaphtoiv. Vocative (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva). John uses this term of
endearment seven times between 2:7 and 4:11 (cf. 2 Pet 3:1-17, where
the expression is used four times in 17 verses). The use of the voca-
tive, along with the reiteration of the verb gravfw, once again helps
mark the beginning of a new paragraph (cf. Longacre 1983, 10;
Marshall, 128). Although a number of scholars (e.g., Marshall, 128;
Westcott, 52) have suggested that the choice of ajgaphtoiv rather than
tekniva (2:1, 12, 28; 3:7, 18; 4:4; 5:21) may be driven by the theme of
this section of the letter (love), the fact that tekniva is later used in a
context focusing on love (3:18), and ajgaphtoiv is repeatedly used in
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contexts not focusing on love (3:2, 21; 4:1) suggests that the writer’s
motivation for his choice of vocatives cannot be so narrowly defined. 

ejntolh;n kainh;n. The accusative direct object of gravfw is
naturally fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) as the constituent that will be
contrasted with ejntolh;n palaia;n. 

gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. The writer continues to use
present tense verbs of communication to carry the discourse forward
(cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfw. 
ajllÆ. See 2:2. 
ejntolh;n palaia;n. Accusative direct object of an implicit

gravfw. 
h}n. Accusative direct object of ei[cete. 
ei[cete. Impf act ind 2nd pl e[cw. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal. It is probably best to view this phrase as a

general reference to what has been true for a long time (so Brooke, 35),
rather than as a specific reference either to the beginning of their
Christian experience (Burdick, 142; Marshall, 129; Westcott, 52) or
the beginning of the Christian era (the teaching of Christ himself or the
preaching of the Gospel; Brown, 265). 

hJ ejntolh; hJ palaiav. Nominative subject of ejstin. Here, the
status of this phrase as subject is made clear by the fact that it is the
topic of what precedes (cf. 1:5 on oJ qeo;"; see also Young, 65). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

oJ lovgo". Predicate nominative. 
o}n. Accusative direct object of hjkouvsate. 
hjkouvsate. Aor act ind 2nd pl ajkouvw. 

2:8 pavlin ejntolh;n kainh;n gravfw uJmi'n, o{ ejstin ajlhqe;"
ejn aujtw'/ kai; ejn uJmi'n, o{ti hJ skotiva paravgetai kai; to; fw'"
to; ajlhqino;n h[dh faivnei. 

pavlin. Here, the term is used to indicate that the writer is going to
restate an important point, in this case in contrasting terms (“on the
other hand”). 

ejntolh;n kainh;n. The accusative direct object of gravfw is
naturally fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) as the topic of what follows. 
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gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. The present tense (particularly
with the verb of communication) carries along the main line of the
argument (cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfw. 
o{ ejstin ajlhqe;" ejn aujtw'/ kai; ejn uJmi'n. Efforts to unravel

the meaning of this relative clause and its relationship to the rest of the
verse have, for the most part, been unsuccessful. The neuter gender of
the relative pronoun makes it clear that the antecedent cannot be ejn-
tolh;n kainh;n, which is feminine. The most likely antecedent is the
whole preceding statement: ejntolh;n kainh;n gravfw uJmi'n (so
Brooke, 36; Strecker, 50; cf. Moule, 130). The relative clause is intro-
duced, then, to diffuse the contradiction between the claim in verse 7
and the claim being made here. If this analysis is correct, then aujtw'/,
which is typically viewed as a (masculine gender) reference to Christ
(e.g., Burdick, 143; Brown, 266; Smalley, 57; Strecker, 50), should
probably be viewed as neuter and coreferential with o{, its nearest pos-
sible antecedent. 

In the early manuscripts, it is unclear whether autw is a personal
pronoun (aujtw/') or a reflexive pronoun (auJtw/'). When the reflexive
pronoun is contracted, e.g., eJautou' to auJtou', the shortened form is
formally identical to aujtou' in manuscripts that predate the introduc-
tion of breathing marks and accents, making it impossible to deter-
mine whether the author intended a personal pronoun or a reflexive
pronoun. In John 2:24, for example, where manuscripts vary between
eJautovn and auton, Westcott-Hort read auton as auJtovn, while the
UBS4 reads it as aujtovn. Analogous textual variation is found in Luke
12:21 between eJautw/' and autw. The latter should likely be read as
auJtw/' (see Robertson, 689), though some argue that the contracted
reflexive had died out by the NT period (cf. Tiller, 44). The textual his-
tory of 1 John 5:10 provides a good example of scribes apparently
interpreting the personal pronoun as having reflexive force. Many
manuscripts read ejn eJautw/', while others read en autw, which could
be accented either ejn aujtw/' or ejn auJtw/'. Ultimately, deciding which
breathing mark is correct is irrelevant since the personal pronoun itself
frequently carries reflexive force. As Robertson (680) notes, “In pre-
Homeric times the pronominal stem was reflexive,” and in the period
during which the NT was composed, personal pronouns continued
to be used reflexively (Robertson, 681), even though distinctive
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reflexive forms, like eJautou', were becoming more common. Since
personal pronouns function reflexively when the antecedent of the
pronoun is the subject of the clause in which it occurs (see Tiller),
whether we read ejn aujtw/' or ejn auJtw/', the present text should be ren-
dered: “which is true in itself.” 

In this proposed reading, both uses of the preposition ejn should be
labeled “reference.” The relative clause then points out that the claim
to be writing a new command (or new reminder of an old command)
is both self-evidently true (the author had never written it before) and
also true with respect to the readers (to whom the writer had previ-
ously never written). In the more traditional reading, in which aujtw'/
refers to Christ, the sense of the relative clause is that the love
command found expression in both the life of Jesus and the life of the
readers. 

o{. Nominative subject of ejstin. As Porter (1994, 249) notes, “In
instances where the relative pronoun is referring to an extended phrase
rather than to a particular word or a group of words . . . the neuter pro-
noun is often used” (see also above). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

ajlhqe;". Predicate adjective. 
o{ti. Causal. What proposition, though, does the o{ti clause sup-

port? Virtually all scholars link it, in some way, to the preceding rela-
tive clause. Smalley (57), for example, maintains that it provides
evidence for the relative clause: “this is realized in him and also in you
because the darkness is fading” (cf. Strecker, 50). If the o{ti clause
modifies the relative clause, however, the semantics of the verse
would make better sense if it related only to the second half of the rel-
ative clause (so Burdick, 143). Brown (268), on the other hand, main-
tains that the o{ti clause provides both a “reason for the newness of the
commandment” and a “reason for the way in which it is true in Christ
and the Christian.” If the above analysis of o{ ejstin ajlhqe;" ejn aujtw'/
kai; ejn uJmi'n is correct, however, the relative clause should be viewed
as a parenthetical comment, with the o{ti clause providing a reason for
pavlin ejntolh;n kainh;n gravfw uJmi'n. In this reading, the writer
uses the eschatological invasion of to; fw'", which was brought about
through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, as a support for his
ethical exhortations. He is thus reminding the readers how they should
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be living, precisely because of the fact that the culmination of the ages
has been set in motion. The precise nature of the metaphorical refer-
ence to hJ skotiva and to; fw'" is left open. 

hJ skotiva. Nominative subject of paravgetai. 
paravgetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg paravgw. 
to; fw'" to; ajlhqino;n. Neuter nominative subject of faivnei. 
faivnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg faivnw. 

2:9 oJ levgwn ejn tw'/ fwti; ei\nai kai; to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' mi-
sw'n ejn th'/ skotiva/ ejsti;n e{w" a[rti. 

oJ levgwn ejn tw'/ fwti; ei\nai kai; to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'
misw'n. The whole participial construction, headed by the nominative
oJ levgwn . . . kai; . . . misw'n, serves as the subject of ejsti;n. On the
rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn. 

oJ levgwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg levgw (substantival). 
ejn tw'/ fwti; ei\nai. This idiom is roughly equivalent to ejn tw'/

fwti; peripatei'n (2:6), with the emphasis, however, being more on
one’s status (ei\nai) than on one’s conduct (peripatei'n). As such, it
is another Johannine label for those inside the broad community of
believers (cf. 1:8). 

ei\nai. Pres act inf eijmiv (“indirect discourse”; see 2:6 on mevnein). 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin.  
kai;. Although, given the semantics of the verse, we may trans-

late the conjunction with a concessive or adversative expression in
English, in terms of syntax, the conjunction is coordinate (contra, e.g.,
Harris 2003, 87). 

to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of misw'n. The expression
ajdelfov" serves as a technical term for “believers” (contra Bultmann,
28), with no gender distinction intended. 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

oJ . . . misw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg misevw (substantival). The
participle is linked to levgwn by the kai; and governed by the same
article. The verb is clearly an antonym for ajgapavw in 1 John, as is
made clear in 4:20 (see also 3:14-15), where the use of the two verbs
suggests that misevw in 1 John (with a human direct object) focuses on
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“lack of love” (cf. Strecker, 52, n. 29) rather than strong antipathy or
hostility (contra Brown, 269; Burdick, 145). 

ejn th'/ skotiva ejsti;n. Another Johannine label for those outside
the community of believers (cf. hJ ajlhvqeia oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n;
1:8). 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

e{w" a[rti. The temporal qualifier makes it clear that “hating one’s
brother” and “being in the light” are mutually exclusive.

2:10 oJ ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' ejn tw'/ fwti; mevnei kai;
skavndalon ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin: 

oJ ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. The whole participial con-
struction, headed by the nominative oJ ajgapw'n, serves as the subject
of mevnei. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ
levgwn. 

oJ ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival). 
to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'n. On the

meaning, see 2:9. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
ejn tw'/ fwti; mevnei. See 2:9 on ejn tw'/ fwti; ei\nai. The use

of mevnei rather than ejstivn (2:9) highlights continuity of state and
implies at least the theoretical possibility of deserting the light (contra
Harris 2003, 81). 

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
skavndalon ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin. The antecedent of aujtw'/ is

most likely the topic of the verse (oJ ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou')
rather than tw'/ fwti; (contra Smalley, 62). The idiom means something
like, “there is no fault in him,” or better, “there is not something within
him that will lead him to fall away, i.e., fail to remain in the light” (cf.
NJB; BDAG, 926; Stälin, 356–57). The writer appears to be concerned
with “hatred” of one’s brother being a potential skavndalon, rather
than claiming that those who love their brother are free from anything
that could cause them to stumble. 

skavndalon. Neuter nominative subject of e[stin. On the mean-
ing, see above. 
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e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin.

2:11 oJ de; misw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' ejn th'/ skotiva/ ejsti;n
kai; ejn th'/ skotiva/ peripatei' kai; oujk oi\den pou' uJpavgei,
o{ti hJ skotiva ejtuvflwsen tou;" ojfqalmou;" aujtou'.

oJ de; misw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. The whole participial con-
struction, headed by the nominative oJ . . . misw'n, serves as the sub-
ject of ejsti;n. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ
levgwn. 

oJ . . . misw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg misevw (substantival). 
de;. The conjunction introduces a contrast to oJ ajgapw'n to;n

ajdelfo;n aujtou' (2:10; but see 2:2 on ajlla;). 
to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of misw'n. On the mean-

ing, see 2:9. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
ejn th'/ skotiva/. See 2:9. 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. The use of the verb ejsti;n rather

than mevnei (2:10) places the focus on present status rather than conti-
nuity of status, while peripatei' places the focus on behavior. On the
retention of the accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 

ejn th'/ skotiva/ peripatei'. See 1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei peri-
patw'men. 

peripatei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg peripatevw. The verb here should
be translated using its literal sense (“walk”), since it is part of a larger
metaphor (walking around in the dark and not knowing where you are
going). 

oi\den. Prf act ind 3rd sg oi\da. 
pou' uJpavgei. The interrogative clause serves as the syntactic

direct object of oi\den. 
uJpavgei. Pres act ind 3rd sg uJpavgw. 
o{ti. Causal. 
ejtuvflwsen. Aor act ind 3rd sg tuflovw. The sense of the

metaphor, hJ skotiva ejtuvflwsen tou;" ojfqalmou;" aujtou', appears
to be that his status or metaphorical location (“in the dark”) has led to
the complete loss of spiritual perception. 
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tou;" ojfqalmou;". Accusative direct object of ejtuvflwsen. 
aujtou'. Genitive of possession. 

1 John 2:12-17
12I am writing to you, dear children, because your sins have been

forgiven for the sake of his name. 13I am writing to you, fathers,
because you have known the one who was from the beginning. I am
writing to you, young men, because you have conquered the Evil One.
14I have written to you, children, because you have known the Father.
I have written to you, fathers, because you have known him who was
from the beginning. I have written to you, young men, because you are
strong, and the word of God remains in you, and you have conquered
the Evil One. 

15Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone does
love the world, the love of the Father is not in him. 16For everything
that is in the world—the desire of the flesh, the desire of the eyes, and
the pride concerning (one’s) life—is not from the Father but from the
world. 17Now, the world and its desires pass away, but the one who
does the will of God remains forever.

2:12 Gravfw uJmi'n, tekniva, o{ti ajfevwntai uJmi'n aiJ aJmartivai
dia; to; o[noma aujtou'. 

Gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. The writer continues to use
present tense verbs of communication to carry the discourse forward
(cf. 1:1 on ajkhkovamen). 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of Gravfw. 
tekniva. Vocative. The use of the vocative, along with the reitera-

tion of the verb gravfw, once again helps mark the beginning of a new
paragraph (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva). According to Longacre (1983, 11–14),
this paragraph serves as the first peak (a point of particular promi-
nence) in the discourse, marked by the use of the imperative mood
(verse 15) for the first time (see also “Genre and Structure” in the
Introduction). There is significant debate regarding how the various
familial terms (tekniva, patevre", neanivskoi, and paidiva) in verses
12-14 should be understood. Some scholars have taken tekniva/
paidiva, patevre", and neanivskoi as references to three distinct
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groups of people, who are distinguished by age or spiritual maturity.
In light of the earlier use of tekniva in 2:1 as a designation for the read-
ers as a group (see also the note at 2:1), the original readers would have
likely read patevre" and neanivskoi in verse 13 as two sub-groups
within the larger group of tekniva. Although the introduction of
paidiva in verse 14 may well have suggested to the readers that three
groups were in fact in view, the fact that paidiva is used in 2:18 to refer
to the readers as a whole suggests that it is synonymous with tekniva
in 1 John (cf. the textual variation at 3:7). Louw and Nida (9.46) define
them both as “a person of any age for whom there is a special relation-
ship of endearment and association.” Whether we see literary refer-
ences to two groups or three, ultimately we must still determine
whether actual groups are intended, or whether the writer is using the
divisions merely as a rhetorical device. Against the former is the fact
that the writer would expect Christians of all ages and levels of matu-
rity to have had their sins forgiven, to have known him who was from
the beginning, and to have overcome the Evil One. This suggests that
the distinctions are most likely a rhetorical device that is used to high-
light key characteristics of the readers’ experience. 

o{ti. Causal (so Brooke, 44; Burdick, 172–73; Bultmann, 31;
Westcott, 58). Brown (300) notes that both Augustine and the Vulgate
assumed the causal view. Harris (2003, 94; cf. Brown, 301), on the
other hand, argues that “If the uses of hoti are understood as causal, it
is difficult to see why the author immediately gives a warning in the
section which follows about loving the world. The confidence he has
expressed in his readers (if the hoti-clauses are understood as causal)
would appear to be ill-founded if he is so concerned about their rela-
tionship to the world as 2:15-17 seems to indicate.” Such an analysis
fails to recognize that statements of confidence or commendation are
often interspersed with strong warnings in letters in order to soften the
tone (see esp. Hebrews). 

ajfevwntai. Prf pass ind 3rd pl ajfivhmi. 
uJmi'n. Dative of advantage. 
aiJ aJmartivai. Nominative subject of ajfevwntai. 
dia;. Causal. 
to; o[noma aujtou'. Metonymy (see 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for

“him.” 
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2:13 gravfw uJmi'n, patevre", o{ti ejgnwvkate to;n ajpÆ ajrch'".
gravfw uJmi'n, neanivskoi, o{ti nenikhvkate to;n ponhrovn.

gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. On the tense, see 2:12. 
uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfw. 
patevre". Vocative. The writer uses this term here and in verse 14.

While the designation by itself suggests respect and/or deference, as a
member of the larger group of tekniva/paidiva (see 2:12 on tekniva)
the patevre" remain subordinate to the author of 1 John. 

o{ti. Causal (see 2:12). 
ejgnwvkate. Prf act ind 2nd pl ginwvskw. On the tense, see 2:3 on

ejgnwvkamen. 
to;n ajpÆ ajrch'". The article functions as a “nominalizer” (also

known as a “substantivizer”)—a word (or affix) that changes the fol-
lowing word, phrase, or clause into a substantive. The case of the nom-
inalizer is determined by its syntactic role in the sentence. Here, to;n
ajpÆ ajrch'" is the accusative direct object of ejgnwvkate. The expres-
sion is a clear reference back to 1:1 (see note), making Jesus Christ the
referent (contra Stott, 97). As part of a title, it is likely that ajpÆ ajrch'"
refers to Christ’s preexistence (so Brooke, 45; Smalley, 73; Westcott,
60) rather than to the beginning of his ministry (contra Brown, 303;
Harris 2003, 96). 

gravfw. Pres act ind 1st sg gravfw. 
uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfw. 
neanivskoi. Vocative. Lit. “a young man beyond the age of

puberty, but normally before marriage” (LN 9.32; see also 2:12 on
tekniva). 

o{ti. Causal (see 2:12). 
nenikhvkate. Prf act ind 2nd pl nikavw. The verb nikavw is a key

term in Johannine literature that occurs once in the Fourth Gospel, six
times in 1 John, 17 times in Revelation, and just four times elsewhere
in the NT. 

to;n ponhrovn. Accusative direct object of nenikhvkate. The use
of the masculine form rather than the neuter (as in a) points to a per-
sonal referent: oJ Satana'" (Smalley, 75). 

2:14 e[graya uJmi'n, paidiva, o{ti ejgnwvkate to;n patevra.
e[graya uJmi'n, patevre", o{ti ejgnwvkate to;n ajpÆ ajrch'".
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e[graya uJmi'n, neanivskoi, o{ti ijscuroiv ejste kai; oJ lovgo"
tou' qeou' ejn uJmi'n mevnei kai; nenikhvkate to;n ponhrovn.

e[graya. Aor act ind 1st sg gravfw. The shift from the present
tense in the previous verse to the aorist here is striking, and has been
the subject of much debate. The variation in the textual history sug-
gests that some scribes and translators were puzzled by the shift in
tense and presumably changed the aorist tense to present (1175 Byz
[K] l 147 l 422 l 590 l 592 l 603 l 883 l 1159 l 1141 itar, t, z vgcl, ww

Ambrose Augustine). Some scholars maintain that the shift to the
aorist is driven by the fact that the writer is now referring to the pre-
ceding part of the letter (Brooke, 41–43; cf. Westcott, 60), an earlier
letter (2 or 3 John; so Strecker, 55), or the Gospel of John (so Ross,
162–63). Many claim that the tense change is merely a stylistic device
(Bultmann, 31; Brown, 297; Burdick, 175). Longacre (1983, 13) has
noted, however, that all uses of gravfw preceding verse 14 are present
tense (1:4; 2:1, 7, 8, 12, 13a, 13b), while all those from this point on
are aorist (2:14a, 14b, 14c, 21, 26; 5:13), making the shift at this point
a “watershed of the book.” Such an observation is not inconsistent
with the way that the tenses have been analyzed thus far. If Porter’s
theory of aspectual prominence holds true, then the aorist would effec-
tively downgrade the prominence of the statement. As has been noted,
the present tense verbs (particularly verbs of communication) carry
the hortatory line of the discourse forward. The shift to the aorist tense
here would then help mark this material as being of another nature,
i.e., stopping or pausing the forward movement of the argument (cf.
Porter 1994, 37). Such an analysis is certainly consistent with the
semantics of verse 14. Indeed, subsequent uses of the aorist tense with
gravfw (2:14b, 14c, 21, 26; 5:13) also occur in contexts where the
writer is summarizing what has gone before rather than moving the
discourse forward. All of this suggests that the shift should not simply
be explained as stylistic variation, but rather was the natural choice for
the writer given the nature of the information being presented: “Rather
than using the more heavily marked Present to re-introduce his
repeated assertions the author uses the less heavily marked Aorist in
the second set so as not to detract emphasis from the message itself”
(Porter 1989, 229). 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[graya. 
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paidiva. Vocative. A near synonym of tekniva (see LN 9.46; cf.
2:12 on tekniva). 

o{ti. Causal (see 2:12). 
ejgnwvkate. Prf act ind 2nd pl ginwvskw. On the tense, see 2:3 on

ejgnwvkamen. 
to;n patevra. Accusative direct object of ejgnwvkate. 
patevre". Vocative. See 2:13. 
o{ti. Causal (see 2:12). 
ejgnwvkate to;n ajpÆ ajrch'". See 2:13. 
neanivskoi. Vocative. See 2:13. 
o{ti. Causal (see 2:12). 
ijscuroiv. Predicate adjective. 
ejste. Pres act ind 2nd pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
oJ lovgo" tou' qeou' ejn uJmi'n mevnei. The idiom (see 1:6 on ejn

tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men) probably indicates the continuing embrac-
ing of the truth (contrast hJ ajlhvqeia oujk e[stin ejn hJmi'n; 1:8). The
nuance of continuity comes from the semantics of the verb itself not
its tense (cf. 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein and 2:10 on ejn tw'/ fwti; mevnei). 

tou' qeou'. If a label must be offered, subjective genitive (see 1:1
on th'" zwh'") or source probably best captures the semantics of the
construction. 

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
nenikhvkate to;n ponhrovn. See 2:13. 

2:15 Mh; ajgapa'te to;n kovsmon mhde; ta; ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. ejavn
ti" ajgapa'/ to;n kovsmon, oujk e[stin hJ ajgavph tou' patro;" ejn
aujtw'/:

ajgapa'te. Pres act impv 2nd pl ajgapavw (prohibition). The use
of the imperative mood marks this verse and section as particularly
prominent (five of the thirteen imperative verbs in 1 John occur in
2:15-29). The imperfective aspect (present tense) should not be
pressed to imply that the readers were currently loving the world and
needing to stop (contra Burdick, 176). Rather, it is the natural choice
for prohibiting an action that is viewed as a process and follows the
trend of using the present tense to mark foreground or mainline mate-
rial (see also “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction). As
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Porter notes (1994, 226), summarizing Boyer: “Boyer in his recent
study of the imperative has estimated that the negated present impera-
tive in the NT calls for the cessation of something already being done
in only 74 of 174 instances. In other words, in 100 of the 174 instances
the negated present imperative is not to be interpreted as calling for
cessation of ongoing activity. This is a far cry from the percentages
needed to support the traditional rule.” 

to;n kovsmon. Accusative direct object of ajgapa'te.
ta; ejn tw'/ kovsmw. This expression likely refers to the tangible

things that oJ kovsmo" has to offer. The article functions as a nominal-
izer (see 2:13 on to;n), changing the locative prepositional phrase into
a substantive that is part of the compound accusative direct object of
ajgapa'te. 

ejavn. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). Longacre (1983, 13) once again argues that the conditional
construction functions as a mitigated command: “Don’t love the
world” (cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n). This passage illustrates the importance of
making a distinction between a mitigated “command” and a mitigated
“exhortation.” One would not expect a mitigated or softened com-
mand to follow a direct command. Additional exhortations of any sort,
on the other hand, may be used to support a direct command (see also
“Mitigated Exhortations” in the Introduction). 

ti". Nominative subject of ajgapa'/. 
ajgapa'/. Pres act subj 3rd sg ajgapavw. Subjunctive with ejavn (the

indicative form would be the same). 
to;n kovsmon. Accusative direct object of ajgapa'/.
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Introduces the apodosis of the con-

ditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). On the movement of the
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of e[stin. 
tou' patro;". Objective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").

Wendland (28) argues that this may well be an example of intentional
ambiguity, or “semantic density,” on the part of the author. Such ambi-
guity would be a literary rather than syntactic category, and should not
be confused with the questionable label “plenary genitive” (see, e.g.,
Wallace, 119–21). 

ejn aujtw'/. Locative, in a metaphorical sense.
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2:16 o{ti pa'n to; ejn tw'/ kovsmw/, hJ ejpiqumiva th'" sarko;" kai;
hJ ejpiqumiva tw'n ojfqalmw'n kai; hJ ajlazoneiva tou' bivou, oujk
e[stin ejk tou' patro;" ajllÆ ejk tou' kovsmou ejstivn.

o{ti. Causal. 
pa'n. Neuter nominative subject of e[stin. 
to; ejn tw'/ kovsmw /. The article to; functions as an adjectivizer—a

word (or affix) that changes the following word, phrase, or clause into
an adjectival modifier (cf. nominalizers; see 2:13 on to;n ajpÆ ajrch'").
The whole expression, to; ejn tw'/ kovsmw/, functions like an attributive
adjective modifying the substantival pa'n, and thus agrees with it in
case, number, and gender. 

ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. Locative. 
hJ ejpiqumiva th'" sarko;". Harris (2003, 99) argues that this

expression “refers to everything that is the desire of human beings as
human beings: all that meets their wants and needs.” It is unlikely,
given the context, however, that the term carries a (partially) neutral
sense here (cf. Strecker, 59, n. 22). 

hJ ejpiqumiva . . . kai; hJ ejpiqumiva . . . kai; hJ ajlazoneiva.
Nominatives in apposition to pa'n. 

th'" sarko;". Genitive of source or subjective genitive (see 1:1 on
th'" zwh'"; so Porter 1994, 95; Moule, 40). 

hJ ejpiqumiva tw'n ojfqalmw'n. This expression focuses more
on appetites that are activated through visual stimuli and lead to cov-
etousness (Kruse, 95). 

tw'n ojfqalmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'") or
perhaps genitive of source. 

hJ ajlazoneiva. Louw and Nida (88.219) define this term: “a state
of pride or arrogance, but with the implication of complete lack of
basis for such an attitude.” 

tou' bivou. Here, bivo" likely means, “the resources which one has
as a means of living” (LN 57.18), and may also include one’s status.
The genitive could be taken as objective (cf. Strecker’s [59] transla-
tion: “the pride in riches”) or source (cf. Porter’s [1994, 95] transla-
tion: “life-originating pride”). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Introduces the apodosis of the con-
ditional construction (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa). On the movement of the
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 
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ejk tou' patro;" . . . ejk tou' kovsmou. Source/Origin (but see
2:19 on h\san ejx). 

ajllÆ. See 2:2. 
ejstivn. On the retention of the accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 

2:17 kai; oJ kovsmo" paravgetai kai; hJ ejpiqumiva aujtou', oJ
de; poiw'n to; qevlhma tou' qeou' mevnei eij" to;n aijw'na.

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) with what precedes. 

paravgetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg paravgw. Although the same
verb is used in 2:8 in the present tense to speak of a present reality,
such a time reference is made clear through its use with h[dh. The time
reference here (if any) must be determined through reference to the
present context. The present tense portrays the action as a process
(imperfective aspect), but it is not clear that the claim is that the world
is currently passing away (cf. Schnackenburg, 123; contra Burdick,
181; Harris 2003, 101)—though such a reading would not be inconsis-
tent with the writer’s theology—or that it will pass away. Since the fol-
lowing proposition, which uses another present tense verb (mevnei)
with the temporal expression eij" to;n aijw'na, points to a reality that
extends to the indefinite future, and the first proposition contrasts with
the second (introduced by dev), one could attempt to capture the con-
trast in English using future tense verbs in both propositions: “The
world will pass away along with its desire(s), but the one who does the
will of God will remain forever.” It may be better, however, given the
fact that the writer did not choose future tense verbs, to take the pre-
sent tense here as simply stating a claim about reality: the world is des-
tined for destruction, but those who do God’s will are destined to live
forever (cf. the translation). 

aujtou'. It is unclear whether the genitive is subjective (“the thing
this world desires”) or objective (“the desire for the things of the
world”). 

oJ . . . poiw'n to; qevlhma tou' qeou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative oJ . . . poiw'n, serves as the
subject of mevnei. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4
on oJ levgwn. 

oJ . . . poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival). 
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de;. Introduces a contrast to the previous proposition (but see 2:2 on
ajlla;). 

to; qevlhma. Neuter accusative direct object of poiw'n. 
tou' qeou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. The use of mevnei highlights con-

tinuity of state (cf. 2:10), with the following phrase making that con-
tinuity open-ended. 

eij" to;n aijw'na. A temporal idiom (see 1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei
peripatw'men) denoting “unlimited duration of time, with particular
focus upon the future” (LN 67.95).

1 John 2:18-29
18Children, it is the last hour, and just as you have heard that the

antichrist is coming, even now many antichrists have already appeared.
This is how we know that it is the last hour. 19They went out from us but
they did not belong to us. For if they had belonged to us, they would
have remained with us. Instead, (they left) in order that they might
reveal themselves, namely, that none of them belong to us. 20Now, you
have an anointing from the Holy One, and you all know (the truth). 

21I have not written to you because you do not know the truth, but
because you do know it and (you know) that no lie comes from the
truth. 22Who is the liar? The one who denies that Jesus is the Christ.
This one is the antichrist, the one who (in effect) denies both the Father
and the Son. 23Everyone who denies the Son does not have the Father
either. The one who confesses the Son (on the other hand) also has the
Father. 24As for you, let that which you have heard from the beginning
remain in you. If that which you heard from the beginning remains in
you, you also will remain in the Son and in the Father. 25And this is the
promise that he has promised to us, eternal life. 

26I have written these things to you concerning those who would
deceive you. 27As for you, the anointing that you received from him
remains in you, and you (thus) have no need for anyone to teach you.
Instead, as his anointing teaches you about all things—and is true and
not a lie—yes, just as it taught you, remain in him. 

28And now, dear children, continue in your relationship with him, so
that, when he does appear we will have confidence and not be driven
in shame from his presence at his coming. 29If you really know that he
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is righteous, you will also know that everyone who practices righ-
teousness has been born of him.

2:18 Paidiva, ejscavth w{ra ejstivn, kai; kaqw;" hjkouvsate o{ti
ajntivcristo" e[rcetai, kai; nu'n ajntivcristoi polloi; gegov-
nasin, o{qen ginwvskomen o{ti ejscavth w{ra ejstivn. 

Paidiva. See 2:14. The use of the vocative, with the shift to a new
theme, helps mark the beginning of a new paragraph (cf. Strecker, 62;
see also 2:1 on Tekniva). 

ejscavth w{ra. Nominative subject of ejstivn. Attempts to argue
that ejscavth w{ra refers to the entire period between Christ’s ascen-
sion and Second Coming in this context distract attention from the
rhetorical force of the expression. The original readers likely would
have simply taken ejscavth w{ra as a reference to the imminent culmi-
nation of the ages. Such eschatological imminency is a frequent theme
in the NT that serves rhetorically as a motivation both to perseverance
and right living. 

ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin.

kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
hjkouvsate. Aor act ind 2nd pl ajkouvw. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of

hjkouvsate. 
ajntivcristo". Louw and Nida (53.83) attempt to diffuse the

debate over whether the expression (used only here and in 2:22; 4:3;
and 2 John 7 in the NT) focuses on opposition to Christ or attempting
to take Christ’s place by defining ajntivcristo" as “one who is
opposed to Christ, in the sense of usurping the role of Christ.” Harris
(2003, 106), on the other hand, connects the label ajntivcristo" with
deception: “the opponents, who are trying to deceive the believers of
the community to which the author is writing, are deceivers, and deceit
is linked to the coming of the Antichrist, so the opponents themselves
may be labeled ‘deceivers’ and ‘antichrists’ since they foreshadow the
Antichrist who is to come.” The fact that it is highly improbable that
the opponents had attempted to sway the readers of the letter by por-
traying themselves as “christs” suggests that general opposition to
Christ or his purposes is in view, rather than active attempts to replace
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Christ or usurp his role. There has also been some debate regarding the
significance of the anarthrous ajntivcristo". Smalley (91, n. a, 98; cf.
Westcott, 70), for example, argues that the lack of article suggests that
the term was being used as a proper name by the time the letter was
written. Harris (2003, 106) counters by pointing out that the article is
present in subsequent references to the ajntivcristo" in 2:22; 4:3; and
2 John 7. The subsequent use of articular forms, however, does not rule
out Smalley’s argument. Indeed, in narrative, “When a participant is
first mentioned, reference to him or her by name typically is
anarthrous. However, once (s)he has been introduced, subsequent ref-
erences to him or her by name within the same incident are arthrous”
(Levinsohn 1992, 100). Such a practice may carry over into other
genres. If so, the articular use of the term in 2 John 7 would suggest
knowledge of a prior letter that is closely connected to 2 John. 

e[rcetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg e[rcomai. Miller (428) suggests that
the use of the middle form with this verb is conditioned by its reflex-
ive semantics that involve “moving oneself in one direction or
another,” or “self-propulsion” (Kemmer). For more on the voice, see
“Deponency” in the Introduction. 

gegovnasin. Prf act ind 3rd pl givnomai. 
o{qen. Here, the adverb is used as an inferential conjunction: “from

which.” 
ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen (see also

2:3 on o{ti). 
ejscavth w{ra ejstivn. See above.

2:19 ejx hJmw'n ejxh'lqan ajllÆ oujk h\san ejx hJmw'n: eij ga;r ejx
hJmw'n h\san, memenhvkeisan a]n meqÆ hJmw'n: ajllÆ i{na fanev-
rwqw'sin o{ti oujk eijsi;n pavnte" ejx hJmw'n. 

ejx hJmw'n. Separation. The fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva) of the
prepositional phrase makes it more prominent. The use of the preposi-
tion ejk, along with the verb ejxevrcomai, makes it clear that the writer
is referring to a group of individuals who, at one time, had been a part
of the community to which he is addressing the letter. Rather than
debating whether the first person plural pronoun identifies the writer as
part of the congregation to which he writes (cf. Smalley, 101) or is a ref-
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erence to the universal church (so Westcott, 71), it is better to focus on
the rhetorical function of the pronoun, which is to draw a sharp distinc-
tion between the community of faith and those who have abandoned it. 

ejxh'lqan. Aor act ind 3rd pl ejxevrcomai.
ajllÆ. The adversative conjunction introduces a proposition that is

“contraexpectation” (see also 2:2). The fact that someone departed
“from us” would imply that they had belonged to “our” group. On
the contrary, the writer tells the readers, they were never really “of us”
at all. 

h\san ejx. The most appropriate label for the use of ejk with the verb
eijmiv is probably “source/origin.” Louw and Nida (89.3) describe this
function as: “a marker of the source from which someone or some-
thing is physically or psychologically derived” (LN 89.3). Smalley
(201) argues that ei\nai ejk serves as “a characteristically Johannine
expression denoting the nature of something by referring to its origin.”
It may be appropriate, however, to add that the expression in John’s
writings appears to serve as yet another identity marker, introducing
that to which someone belongs (see also 3:10 on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'). 

h\san. Impf ind 3rd pl eijmiv. The use of the imperfect in the second
class condition should not be pressed to imply that the protasis speaks
of a present state of affairs (as most grammarians claim; cf. Strecker,
64, n. 19). Porter (1996, 260; see also idem, 1989, 305) argues that the
protasis in such conditions need not have “any temporal relation to the
referential world.” 

eij. Introduces the protasis of a second class (contrary to fact) con-
dition. 

ga;r. The conjunction would typically be labeled “causal” here,
since what follows introduces the grounds for the conclusion
expressed in the statement, oujk h\san ejx hJmw'n. Larsen (1991a, 36),
however, suggests that “gavr is simply an explanatory particle that
introduces some further information which the author/speaker wishes
to give his readers/hearers so that they can better understand some
word or aspect of the previous sentence or clause. In some cases, there
may be a causal relationship between the explanatory new information
and the previous statement. But if that is so, it is not signaled by gavr,
but shown by the context.” 

ejx. See above on h\san ejx. 
memenhvkeisan. Plprf act ind 3rd pl mevnw. The use of mevnei

highlights continuity of state (cf. 2:10). 
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a]n. Introduces the apodosis of the second class condition (see also
above on eij). 

meqÆ hJmw'n. Association. 
ajllÆ. In this second use of the conjunction in this verse, it again

introduces a contraexpectation (see also 2:2). Here, however, the con-
traexpectation clause is left implicit (“but they went out from us in
order that . . .”; cf. John 1:8; 9:3; 11:52; 13:18).

i{na. Introduces a purpose clause that modifies an implicit ejx-
h'lqan. 

fanerwqw'sin o{ti. Aor subj 3rd pl fanerovw. On the surface, it
would appear that the third person passive form rules out taking the
o{ti clause as a clausal complement of fanerwqw'sin (“in order that
they might be shown/revealed that . . .”). If the verb is passive, the o{ti
clause would have to be taken as epexegetical: “in order that they
might be revealed, namely . . .” It appears that some scribes (630 1505
2495 pc ith, z syrp, hmg) took the verb as passive and thus attempted to
smooth out the awkward sense that resulted by changing the verb to
third singular fanerwqh'/ (“in order that it might be revealed that . . .).
The verb form, however, may well be middle rather than passive (see
“Deponency” in the Introduction on the -qh- morpheme) and there-
fore carry the sense here of “to reveal oneself” (cf. BDAG, 1048). In
this reading, the o{ti clause would remain epexegetical. 

oujk. Given its position, the negativizer modifies the verb, rather than
pavnte" (contra Bultmann, 37), making it clear that the point is that “all
(of them) were not of us” rather than “not all of them were of us.” 

eijsi;n. Pres act ind 3rd pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

pavnte". Nominative subject of eijsi;n or perhaps predicate nomi-
native. 

ejx. See above on h\san ejx. 

2:20 kai; uJmei'" cri'sma e[cete ajpo; tou' aJgivou kai; oi[date
pavnte". 

kai;. The conjunction here does not appear to explicitly build on a
theme introduced in the previous verse (cf. 1:2 on kai;). When we
compare 2:19-20 with 2:26-27, however, it appears that having the
cri'sma is the referential opposite of not being ejx hJmw'n (1:19) and the
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opposite of being among tw'n planwvntwn (2:26). There is thus the-
matic continuity but no lexical links between the current verse and the
preceding one. Although it may be appropriate to translate this verse
beginning with a “but,” we should beware of using such a translation
to identify the conjunction kaiv as “adversative” (contra Dana and
Mantey, 250). The contrast is made clear through a combination of the
explicit nominative subject pronoun (uJmei'") and the positive seman-
tics of the verse, which contrast with oujk h\san ejx hJmw'n and oujk
eijsi;n pavnte" ejx hJmw'n (2:19). Persson (21) argues that the conjunc-
tion links the main proposition of this verse with the main proposition
of verse 18, with verse 19 serving as a parenthetical comment on
antichrists. This view, which depends on viewing the coming of many
antichrists and the anointing as two grounds for a putative exhortation,
is not consistent with the syntax. 

uJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun highlights the
contrast between the readers and those who “went out from us.” 

cri'sma. Neuter accusative direct object of e[cete. The term
occurs only here and in 2:27 (twice) in the NT. Grouping cri'sma with
the cognate verb crivw, Louw and Nida (37.107) define it: “to assign a
person to a task, with the implication of supernatural sanctions, bless-
ing, and endowment.” Scholars tend to debate whether the expression
refers to the Holy Spirit (so most scholars), the teachings of the
Gospel/the Word of God (Grayston 1984, 87; Houlden, 79), or both
(Marshall, 155). Elsewhere, the Holy Spirit is portrayed as the “instru-
ment” with which someone is anointed (see LXX Isa 61:1; Acts 10:38;
cf. 2 Cor 1:21-22). Perhaps more important are the parallels between
Jesus’ discourse on the Holy Spirit in John 14 and 1 John 2. “In 1 John
2:27 believers are told that they ‘received’ the cri'sma (chrisma),
while in John 14:17 Jesus contrasts his disciples with the ‘world’ who
cannot ‘receive’ the Paraclete. In 1 John 2:27 the cri'sma (chrisma) is
said to ‘remain in’ believers, while in John 14:17 Jesus tells the disci-
ples that the Paraclete ‘remains with you and will be in you.’ 1 John
2:27 says that the cri'sma (chrisma) ‘teaches you [believers] about all
things,’ while in John 14:26 Jesus says, ‘the Paraclete will teach you
everything.’ Finally, in 1 John 2:20 knowledge (‘and [sic.] all of you
know’) is the result of having the cri'sma (chrisma), while in John
14:17 knowledge is given by the Paraclete” (Harris 2003, 111). Such
parallels suggest that the Holy Spirit is in view here, in which case,
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cri'sma should be taken as an example of personification (see 1:2 on
hJ zwh;; see also 2:27). 

e[cete. Pres act ind 2nd pl e[cw. 
ajpo; tou' aJgivou. Source. The use of the substantival form of

a{gio" as a messianic designation elsewhere in the NT (cf. Mark 1:24;
Luke 4:34; John 6:69; Acts 3:14; Rev 3:7) makes a reference to Jesus
here more likely (so most scholars) than a reference to God (contra
BDAG, 11; Burdick, 198). As Harris (2003, 113) notes, Jesus is also
repeatedly described as the one who conveys the Holy Spirit to his fol-
lowers (John 15:26; 16:7; Acts 2:33). 

kai;. In the syntax, the conjunction simply introduces a coordinate
clause. In terms of semantics, however, the conjoined clause, oi[date
pavnte", introduces the result of the previous event, or conclusion
drawn from the previous statement. Titrud (250) suggests that in cases
such as this, “By syntactically elevating what is logically subordinate,
the author is placing more prominence (emphasis) on the clause than
it would have had if introduced by a subordinating conjunction” (see
also 2:27; 3:9). 

oi[date. Prf act ind 2nd pl oi\da. 
pavnte". Nominative subject of oi[date. The direct object of

oi[date is left unstated. The awkwardness of the text without a direct
object appears to have led to variation in the textual history of this
verse. The UBS4 reading is supported by a B P Y 398 1838 1852 copsa

arm Jerome Hesychiuslat, while there is widespread manuscript evi-
dence for the accusative pavnta (A C 33 81 322 323 436 614 945 1067
1175 1243 1292 1409 1505 1611 1735 1739 1852 2138 2298 2344
2464 Byz [K] Lect itar,  h,  z vg syrp, h copbo eth geo slav Cyril-
Jerusalemdublem Didymusdub). The context, which contrasts the readers
with those who have deserted the community of faith, coupled with the
fact that the nominative is the harder reading and also has early sup-
port, favors the nominative reading, though an early scribal error can-
not definitively be ruled out.

2:21 oujk e[graya uJmi'n o{ti oujk oi[date th;n ajlhvqeian ajllÆ
o{ti oi[date aujth;n kai; o{ti pa'n yeu'do" ejk th'" ajlhqeiva"
oujk e[stin. 

e[graya. Aor act ind 1st sg gravfw. On the tense, see 2:14 on
e[graya. 
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uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[graya. 
o{ti . . . o{ti . . . o{ti. The function of the three o{ti clauses in

this verse is difficult to determine. (1) All three could be viewed as
causal (“I did not write because . . .”; so NASB, NIV, NEB; Brooke,
57; Strecker, 67, n. 36). (2) All three could be taken as introducing
clausal complements of e[graya (“I did not write that . . . but that . .
. and that . . .”). Despite the strong scholarly support for this view
(Bultmann, 38, n. 13; Brown, 350; Harris 2003, 115; Haas, de Jonge,
and Swellengrebel, 66–67; Schnackenburg, 144), it makes little sense
in the context of the letter for the author to say that he has written to
them about their knowledge of the truth, assuring them of something
they already know (cf. Strecker, 67, n. 36). (3) The first two could be
taken as causal and the third as introducing a clausal complement of
either (a) e[graya (“I did not write because . . . but because . . . and
that . . .”; so KJV, RSV), or (b) the preceding oi[date (“I did not write
because . . . but because you know it and (you know) that . . .”; so
CEV, GW, NCV, NRSV, REB, RSV; Dodd, 55; Smalley, 109–10).
Option (3a) should be rejected as untenable due to the use of kai; pre-
ceding the o{ti, which somehow links the following o{ti clause with the
preceding one. Harris (2003, 115) argues that taking any of the o{ti
clauses as causal “is grammatically awkward because there is no direct
object expressed for the verb e[graya. . . . If the hoti-clauses were
causal we should have expected a direct object such as tau'ta.” While
a o{ti clause is frequently used as a clausal complement of gravfw in
the NT (introducing the content of what is or was written), this phe-
nomenon generally occurs as part of a formula (with the perfect tense)
for introducing a Scripture quotation (e.g., gevgraptai o{ti). Even
Mark 12:19, which appears to have an analogous construction, is a ref-
erence to Scripture. Furthermore, gravfw is frequently used without
an explicit direct object. Indeed, the NET Bible, which follows Harris
(its general editor) here, takes the o{ti clause that follows gravfw in
Revelation 21:5, where no explicit direct object is present, as causal
(cf. 1 Cor 9:10, where the o{ti is taken as causal with the passive
ejgravfh). Thus, given the fact that John is not introducing a Scripture
quotation, and direct objects need not be supplied with gravfw, the
causal reading for the first two occurrences appears to be more natu-
ral. This narrows the options to (1) and (3b). Although either reading
is plausible, the semantics and the use of the conjunction preceding the
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third o{ti clause points toward option (3b). In terms of semantics, it is
difficult to determine how “every lie is not from the truth” could serve
as a reason for writing. Harris (2003, 115) argues against (3b) on the
basis that the kaiv that introduces the third o{ti clause is coordinate
rather than epexegetical. He is correct in viewing the conjunction as
coordinate but incorrect in arguing that this rules out (3b). The kaiv, in
fact, links the third o{ti clause to aujth;n, making it part of a compound
direct object of the preceding oi[date. The writer thus begins by stat-
ing that the readers should not think that he is writing “because” (first
o{ti clause) they lack knowledge of truth. Quite the contrary, he is writ-
ing precisely “because” (second o{ti clause) they do know the truth
and (kaiv) they know “that” (third o{ti clause) the lies of his opponents
have a different source. This analysis is consistent with the author’s
practice of reminding readers of what they already know rather than
conveying new information (Persson, 20–21). 

oi[date. Prf act ind 2nd pl oi\da. 
th;n ajlhvqeian. Accusative direct object of oi[date. 
ajllÆ. See 2:2. 
pa'n yeu'do". Neuter nominative subject of e[stin. 
ejk th'" ajlhqeiva". Source/Origin (but see 2:19 on h\san ejx). 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin.

2:22 Tiv" ejstin oJ yeuvsth" eij mh; oJ ajrnouvmeno" o{ti ÆIhsou'"
oujk e[stin oJ Cristov"É ou|tov" ejstin oJ ajntivcristo", oJ ajr-
nouvmeno" to;n patevra kai; to;n uiJovn. 

Tiv". Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The rhetorical ques-
tion, introduced by tiv", functions as a “focus-forcing” device, i.e., it
draws attention to the piece of new information that is provided in the
writer’s response to the question (Anderson and Anderson, 45). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

oJ yeuvsth". Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. 
eij mh;. Louw and Nida (89.131) describe this expression as “a

marker of contrast by designating an exception—‘except that, but,
however, instead, but only.’” 

oJ ajrnouvmeno" o{ti ÆIhsou'" oujk e[stin oJ Cristov".
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Constructions introduced by eij mh; should probably be viewed as
elliptical. In this case, the whole participial construction, headed by
the nominative oJ ajrnouvmeno", serves as the subject of an implied
verb and predicate (ejstin oJ yeuvsth"). 

oJ ajrnouvmeno". Pres mid ptc masc nom sg ajrnevomai (substanti-
val). Miller (427) accounts for the use of the middle form with this verb
by listing it as a verb that involves reciprocity, or more specifically, a
situation “where two parties are involved and where the removal of one
party would render the verb meaningless and no action possible.” For
more on the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction.

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ajrnouvmeno", which
should probably be taken as direct discourse (so Burdick, 200;
Smalley, 111), given the presence of the negative oujk: “the one who
denies (Jesus, by saying) ‘Jesus is not the Christ.’” 

ÆIhsou'" oujk e[stin oJ Cristov". The use of the negativizer oujk
in a clause that gives the content of the verb ajrnevomai is analogous
to a double negative and intensifies the semantics (cf. 1:5 on oujk . . .
oujdemiva). 

ÆIhsou'". Although in equative clauses the articular noun is nor-
mally the subject (see 1:5 on oJ qeo;"), where one of the nominative
constituents is a proper noun, it will generally be the subject of the sen-
tence regardless of whether or not it is articular (see Wallace, 44, 45,
n. 25; contra Carson 1987, 642–44). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

oJ Cristov". Predicate nominative (see above on ÆIhsou'"). 
ou|tov". Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. The sec-

ond accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. 
oJ ajntivcristo". Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). On the

meaning, see 2:18. 
oJ ajrnouvmeno". Pres mid ptc masc nom sg ajrnevomai. The par-

ticiple could be taken as either attributive (modifying oJ ajntivcristo")
or substantival (and thus nominative in apposition to oJ ajntivcristo"),
as the editors of the UBS4 imply through the insertion of a comma
between the two constituents. On the voice, see above. 

to;n patevra kai; to;n uiJovn. Accusative direct object of ajr-
nouvmeno".
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2:23 pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno" to;n uiJo;n oujde; to;n patevra e[cei,
oJ oJmologw'n to;n uiJo;n kai; to;n patevra e[cei. 

pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno" to;n uiJo;n. The whole participial construc-
tion, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno", functions as the
subject of e[cei. In constructions where pa'" is followed by an articu-
lar participle one could take either pa'" or the participle as substanti-
val. If pa'" is viewed as substantival, the participle will be attributive.
Since the nominative singular pa'" does not require an article to make
it substantival, and indeed is never articular, either analysis is accept-
able (cf. BDF §413[2]; Robertson, 772–73). Rhetorically, the use of
pa'" with an articular participle is more forceful than the simple sub-
stantival construction (e.g., oJ ajrnouvmeno"; cf. Paul’s quotation of
LXX Isa 28:16 in Rom 10:11, where he adds pa'" to the simple sub-
stantival participle to strengthen the universal focus). 

oJ ajrnouvmeno". Pres mid ptc masc nom sg ajrnevomai (substan-
tival or attributive; see above). On the voice, see 2:22. 

to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of ajrnouvmeno". 
to;n patevra e[cei. This expression, which probably highlights

relationship, is another way of identifying those who are part of the
community of faith. The writer picks up this same language in 5:12 to
highlight the defining characteristic of those who possess life: oJ e[cwn
to;n uiJo;n e[cei th;n zwhvn: oJ mh; e[cwn to;n uiJo;n tou' qeou' th;n zwh;n
oujk e[cei. 

to;n patevra. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
oJ oJmologw'n to;n uiJo;n. The whole participial construction,

headed by the nominative oJ oJmologw'n, serves as the subject of e[cei.
On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn. 

oJ oJmologw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg oJmologevw (substantival).
Here, the verb means, “to express openly one’s allegiance to a propo-
sition or person” (LN 33.274; cf. 1:9 on oJmologw'men). 

to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of oJmologw'n. 
to;n patevra. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 

2:24 uJmei'" o} hjkouvsate ajpÆ ajrch'", ejn uJmi'n menevtw. eja;n ejn
uJmi'n meivnh/ o} ajpÆ ajrch'" hjkouvsate, kai; uJmei'" ejn tw'/ uiJw'/
kai; ejn tw'/ patri; menei'te.
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uJmei'". The pendent, or “hanging,” nominative serves as the topic
(see 1:1) of what follows. 

o} hjkouvsate ajpÆ ajrch'". The headless relative clause (see 1:1
on ÕO . . . o}), which is fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) for emphasis (cf.
2:27), serves as the subject of menevtw. Some manuscripts (å syrh

Augustine) add ou\n after the pronoun to make the logical connection
between this verse and what precedes more explicit. 

o}. Accusative direct object of hjkouvsate. 
hjkouvsate. Aor act ind 2nd pl ajkouvw. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal (see 2:7). 
ejn uJmi'n menevtw. The use of mevnei highlights continuity of state

(cf. 2:10). In this case, the idiom refers to continued adherence to the
subject of the imperative verb. 

menevtw. Pres act impv 3rd sg mevnw. The imperative clause marks
the beginning of the “hortatory heart of the paragraph,” which reaches
its climax with the imperative statement in verse 27 (Longacre 1992,
273). For more on the significance of the tense and mood, see 2:15 on
ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction. 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n) that serves to urge the readers to respond appropriately to the
preceding imperative by portraying the “remaining” as a reality that is
open to question. 

meivnh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg mevnw. Subjunctive with ejavn. On the
semantics, see above on ejn uJmi'n menevtw. 

o} ajpÆ ajrch'" hjkouvsate. The headless relative clause (see 1:1
on ÕO . . . o}) functions as the subject of meivnh/. On its internal syntax,
see above. 

ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ kai; ejn tw'/ patri; menei'te. When mevnein ejn is
used with a personal object of the preposition, as here, the idiom points
to a continued relationship (see 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein). 

menei'te. Fut act ind 2nd pl mevnw. 

2:25 kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ ejpaggeliva h}n aujto;" ejphggeivlato
hJmi'n, th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion. 

kai;. The use of kai; here, highlighting thematic continuity (see 1:2
on kai;), may indicate that hJ ejpaggeliva and o} hjkouvsate ajpÆ
ajrch'" (2:24) are coreferential. 
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au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
is cataphoric (cf. 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to th;n zwh;n th;n
aijwvnion (contra Brown, 357, who argues that it primarily points back
to verse 24). 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ejpaggeliva. Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejsti;n. 
h}n. Accusative direct object of ejphggeivlato. 
aujto;". Nominative subject of ejphggeivlato (intensive). The ref-

erent is Jesus Christ. 
ejphggeivlato. Aor mid ind 3rd sg ejpaggevllomai. The writer

adds extra rhetorical force through the use of a verb that is cognate
with the preceding noun (cf. 5:4; Anderson and Anderson, 44). Miller
(427) maintains that verbs that by their nature involve two parties, or
a sense of reciprocity, tend to utilize the middle voice. Although she
does not list this verb in her charts, it fits well in the category of “pos-
itive communication” with verbs like ajpoftevggomai and martuvro-
mai. For more on the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction. 

hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of ejphggeivlato. A few scribes (B
1241 1292* 1881 l 1441 vgmss) inadvertently changed the pronoun to
uJmi'n. 

th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion. We would expect this noun phrase to
be nominative in apposition to au{th (though some may identify hJ
ejpaggeliva as the appositional element). At first glance, it may
appear that the case of th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion has been attracted to
the relative pronoun. Attraction occurs when a relative pronoun takes
the case of its antecedent rather than the case it would bear as a con-
stituent of the relative clause (see also 3:24 on ou|). Occasionally,
“inverse” attraction occurs, resulting in the antecedent taking on the
case of the relative pronoun (for more on inverse attraction see Culy
and Parsons, 210). Here, however, the relative clause modifies hJ
ejpaggeliva and is syntactically unrelated to th;n zwh;n th;n
aijwvnion. The strong logical or referential connection between au{th,
hJ ejpaggeliva, and h}n, has apparently led the writer to place the noun
phrase th;n zwh;n th;n aijwvnion in the accusative case in apposition to
the relative pronoun h}n, even though technically it should be in appo-
sition to au{th and therefore nominative.
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2:26 Tau'ta e[graya uJmi'n peri; tw'n planwvntwn uJma'". 

Tau'ta. Neuter accusative direct object of e[graya. The antecedent
is most naturally taken as the immediately preceding context of 2:18-
25 (so Burdick, 204; Bultmann, 40; Brooke, 61; Westcott, 78), but a ref-
erence to the entire letter cannot be ruled out (cf. Smalley, 122).

e[graya. Aor act ind 1st sg gravfw. On the tense, see 2:14 on
e[graya. 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[graya. 
peri;. Reference. 
tw'n planwvntwn. Pres act ptc masc gen pl planavw (substanti-

val). Genitive object of the preposition peri;. While “those trying to
deceive you” may be an appropriate translation, it provides no basis
for labeling the tense “conative present.” The tense merely portrays
the event as a process. The “conative” nature of the event is derived
from the context not the syntax of the verb (contra Strecker, 76). 

uJma'". Accusative direct object of planwvntwn.

2:27 kai; uJmei'" to; cri'sma o} ejlavbete ajpÆ aujtou', mevnei ejn
uJmi'n kai; ouj creivan e[cete i{na ti" didavskh/ uJma'", ajllÆ wJ"
to; aujtou' cri'sma didavskei uJma'" peri; pavntwn kai; ajlhqev"
ejstin kai; oujk e[stin yeu'do", kai; kaqw;" ejdivdaxen uJma'",
mevnete ejn aujtw'/. 

kai;. See 2:20 on kai;. 
uJmei'". The pendent, or “hanging,” nominative serves as the topic

(see 1:1) of what follows (cf. 2:24). 
to; cri'sma. Neuter nominative subject of mevnei. On the mean-

ing, see 2:20. The subject along with its modifying relative clause, o}
ejlavbete ajpÆ aujtou', is fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) to highlight
(along with the topic construction) the contrast between the readers
and tw'n planwvntwn (v. 26; cf. 2:20). 

o}. Accusative direct object of ejlavbete. 
ajpÆ aujtou'. Source. The referent is Jesus Christ (tou' aJgivou;

2:20). 
mevnei ejn uJmi'n. The use of mevnei highlights continuity of state

(cf. 2:10). Depending on whether one takes to; cri'sma personally or
impersonally, the verb may point to continuity of relationship or
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continued adherence to the subject of the verb (cf. 2:24 on ejn uJmi'n
menevtw). 

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
kai;. In the syntax, the conjunction simply introduces a coordinate

clause. In terms of semantics, however, the conjoined clause, ouj
creivan e[cete i{na ti" didavskh/ uJma'", introduces the result that fol-
lows from the previous statement. Titrud (250) suggests that in cases
such as this, “By syntactically elevating what is logically subordinate,
the author is placing more prominence (emphasis) on the clause than
it would have had if introduced by a subordinating conjunction” (see
also 2:20; 3:9). 

creivan. Accusative direct object of e[cete. 
e[cete. Pres act ind 2nd pl e[cw. 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to creivan (contra

Wallace, 473, who lists it as a result clause, probably due to the fact
that the entire clause, kai; ouj creivan e[cete i{na ti" didavskh/ uJma'",
introduces a result of what precedes). 

ti". Nominative subject of didavskh/. 
didavskh/. Pres act subj 3rd sg didavskw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
uJma'". Accusative direct object of didavskh/. 
ajllÆ. See 2:2. 
wJ". The particle could be viewed as “a marker of cause or reason,

implying the special nature of the circumstances” (LN 89.37). As such
it would introduce the grounds for the conclusion or exhortation that
is introduced by mevnete. It is more likely, however, that the particle
functions here as a “relatively weak . . . [marker] of a relationship
between events or states” (LN 64.12). 

aujtou '. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"), with Jesus
being the agent of the anointing. 

cri'sma. Neuter nominative subject of didavskei. This should
probably be viewed as an example of personification (see 1:2 on hJ
zwh;), with the referent being the Holy Spirit (see 2:20). 

didavskei. Pres act ind 3rd sg didavskw. 
uJma'". Accusative direct object of didavskei. 
peri; pavntwn. Reference. A tantalizingly vague and strikingly

broad (hyperbolic) designation of the content of the teaching (cf. John
14:26). 

kai;. The coordinate conjunction links the following clause to the
clause introduced by wJ". 
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ajlhqev". Predicate adjective.
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. The implied subject is cri'sma. 
kai;. The conjunction introduces a clause that reiterates ajlhqev"

ejstin (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeian;
Titrud, 248). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

yeu'do". Predicate adjective. 
kai; kaqw;". The conjunction is used with kaqw;" (a marker “of

similarity in events and states, with the possible implication of some-
thing being in accordance with something else”; LN 64.14) to resume
and strengthen the comparison introduced earlier by wJ". 

ejdivdaxen. Aor act ind 3rd sg didavskw. The implied subject could
either be cri'sma (so Bultmann, 41; Westcott, 79), which is the implied
subject of the preceding conjoined clause (ajlhqev" ejstin kai; oujk
e[stin yeu'do") and the explicit subject of the clause before it (to; auj-
tou' cri'sma didavskei uJma'" peri; pavntwn), or (less likely) Christ,
the referent of the syntactically more distant pronoun aujtou' at the
beginning of this verse (so Burdick, 205; Houlden, 75; Smalley, 127). 

uJma'". Accusative direct object of ejdivdaxen. 
mevnete ejn aujtw'/. On the semantics, see above on mevnei ejn uJmi'n. 
mevnete. Pres act ind/impv 2nd pl mevnw. The textual variant

menei'te (049 å) indicates that certain scribes read this as an indica-
tive, but they also changed the tense to future. Elsewhere in the NT,
ajllÆ wJ" always introduces a comparison that follows a negative
proposition (Matt 22:30; 26:39; John 7:10; 21:8; Rom 9:32; 1 Cor 3:1;
4:14; 2 Cor 2:17a, b; 7:14; 11:17; Gal 4:14; Eph 5:15; 6:6; 1 Pet 2:16)
except here and in Ephesians 5:24. In Ephesians 5:24, ajllÆ wJ" intro-
duces the grounds for an implicit command that is introduced by
ou{tw" kaiv. Although ou{tw" kaiv is absent here and the semantics of
the two propositions are not parallel as in Ephesians 5:24, an impera-
tive reading still makes better sense of the whole verse (so Burdick,
207; Bultmann, 41; Schnackenburg, 149; Smalley, 127; contra
Brooke, 63–64; Westcott, 81). The fact that the following verse uses
the imperative form (mevnete) does not rule out an imperative here,
since there is a paragraph break between 2:27 and 2:28. On the signif-
icance of the imperative form here, see also 2:24 on menevtw, 2:15 on
ajgapa'te, and “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction. 
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2:28 Kai; nu'n, tekniva, mevnete ejn aujtw'/, i{na eja;n fanerwqh'/
scw'men parrhsivan kai; mh; aijscunqw'men ajpÆ aujtou' ejn th'/
parousiva/ aujtou'. 

Kai; nu'n, tekniva. Vocatives (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva) are frequently
used at the beginning of a new paragraph in 1 John, and Longacre
(1992, 274) argues that this paragraph concludes the introduction of
the letter. Given the use of the vocative with the transitional Kai; nu'n
and an imperative verb, it is indeed appropriate to see a boundary
here. Verses 28-29, however, are better viewed as a sub-unit of 2:3-29
that serves as a “closure” of the section (see 2:1 on Tekniva) and
anticipates what follows (cf. Larsen 1991b, 52–53). The conjunction
and adverb together may be used to highlight a key point in a horta-
tory discourse, either oral (cf. Culy and Parsons, 78, on Acts 4:29) or
written (see 2 John 5). Here, the statement serves to summarize and
reinforce the preceding ethical peak (2:12-17), which focuses on not
loving the world, and dogmatic peak (2:18-27), which focuses on
proper Christology (see also “Genre and Structure” in the
Introduction).

mevnete ejn aujtw'/. On the meaning, see 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
aujtw'/. Given the fact that the following verb and final aujtou' (used

with th'/ parousiva/) almost certainly refer to Jesus Christ and his
Parousia, he is the likely referent of the pronoun here as well, though
the writer may have been intentionally ambiguous (see “Trinitarian
Ambiguity” in the Introduction). 

mevnete. Pres act impv 2nd pl mevnw. Given its use with Kai; nu'n
and the vocative tekniva, the form mevnete should be taken as imper-
ative rather than indicative. On the significance of the imperative
mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the
Introduction. 

i{na. Purpose. 
eja;n. Louw and Nida (67.32) maintain that this conjunction may be

used to refer to “a point of time which is somewhat conditional and
simultaneous with another point of time” (LN 67.32). Citing this pas-
sage as an example, BDAG (268) claims that at times the meaning of
ejavn “approaches closely that of o{tan.” Similarly, Young (184) notes,
“ÆEa;n can be used as a temporal conjunction to convey a future event
that is contemporaneous with another future event.” It is quite possi-
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ble, however, that these definitions have been influenced more by
English usage than by Greek syntax. The author of this letter is fond
of clothing propositions that are readily accepted as true in hypotheti-
cal language, i.e., third class conditions (see 2:29; 5:15). Rhetorically,
such constructions appear to force the reader to the conclusion that the
apodosis of the conditional construction should also be readily
accepted as true. In the present case, the writer is arguing that if the
readers heed his warning to “remain in him,” they will most certainly
have confidence “if” he appears. Since English does not use conditional
language with readily accepted truths, however, most translators have
used “when” rather than “if.” In an attempt to capture some of the con-
ditional nuance of the syntax, while still working within the framework
of English grammar, I have rendered the clause “when he does appear.” 

fanerwqh'/. Aor subj 3rd sg fanerovw. The verb could be viewed
as either middle or passive voice (see 3:8; “Deponency” in the
Introduction; cf. BDAG, 1048). Subjunctive with ejavn. 

scw'men. Aor act subj 1st pl e[cw. Subjunctive with i{na. The shift
from second person plural (mevnete) to first person plural links the
readers’ need to “remain,” and so have confidence, with the author’s
need to do likewise. Rhetorically, then, it supports the exhortation by
reminding the readers that “We’re all in this together.” 

parrhsivan. Accusative direct object of scw'men. Louw and
Nida (25.158) define parrhsiva as “a state of boldness and confi-
dence, sometimes implying intimidating circumstances.” The sense of
parrhsiva is certainly constrained by the phrase mh; aijscunqw'men,
to which its clause is conjoined. The idea of “confidence” is, therefore,
probably in view in this context. Given the fact, however, that in the
Greco-Roman world, parrhsiva was “the voice of friendship”
(Plutarch, Adul. amic. [Mor.] 51C), and the context points to maintain-
ing a relationship with the Son (mevnete ejn aujtw'/), parrhsiva prob-
ably goes beyond simple confidence to highlight relational intimacy
(for more, see Culy 2002, 75–79). 

kai;. The conjunction introduces a clause that amplifies the signif-
icance of scw'men parrhsivan (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa kai; ouj
poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeian; Titrud, 248). 

aijscunqw'men. Aor pass ind 1st pl aijscuvnw. Although some
parse this form as passive deponent and others treat it as middle (as is
clearly the case in Mark 8:38; see also “Deponency” in the
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Introduction on the nature of the -qh- morpheme) and thus render the
whole expression something like “may not draw back in shame from
him” (Brown, 381; cf. Brooke, 66), it may be preferable to view the
form as a true passive with God or Jesus Christ being the unexpressed
agent (cf. Smalley, 131), given its use with ajpov (see below). “Shame”
language is often used in an eschatological sense, as here (cf. Mark
8:38; Brown, 381). 

ajpÆ aujtou'. Separation. The entire expression, aijscunqw'men
ajpÆ aujtou', appears to point to a negative judgment that involves
removal from the Son’s presence. Some, however, have argued that
the preposition introduces the agent of the passive verb (cf. Haas, de
Jonge, and Swellengrebel, 74; Marshall, 166, n. 9). 

ejn th'/ parousiva/. Temporal. Although parousiva can be used of
someone “coming” or “arriving” in general (see 1 Cor 16:17), in the
NT it is frequently used as a technical term for the eschatological com-
ing of Christ, as here.

aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 

2:29 eja;n eijdh'te o{ti divkaiov" ejstin, ginwvskete o{ti kai; pa'"
oJ poiw'n th;n dikaiosuvnhn ejx aujtou' gegevnnhtai. 

eja;n. Introduces a third class condition (see 1:6 on ÆEa;n). The use
of a third class condition probably serves as a mild rebuke by calling
into question a belief that the readers unquestionably embraced. The
construction also highlights the fact that the proposition in the apo-
dosis is an equally obvious truth (cf. 2:28 on eja;n). 

eijdh'te. Prf act subj 2nd pl oi\da. Subjunctive with ejavn. The shift
between the perfect tense eijdh'te and the present tense ginwvskete is
probably governed by stylistic concerns, i.e., rules of collocation
(ginwvskw is never used with eja;n in the NT), rather than indicating a
difference in meaning (oi\da does not occur in the present tense). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of eijdh'te (see also 2:3 on
o{ti). 

divkaiov". Predicate adjective. The second accent comes from the
enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. The subject of the verb could be either Christ or God. In favor
of the latter is the fact that the pronoun aujtou' later in the verse almost
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certainly refers to the Father and has as its syntactic antecedent the
unexpressed subject of ejstin. Harris (2003, 127–28) notes that ejx
aujtou' gegevnnhtai “in the Johannine literature customarily refers to
God and never refers unambiguously to Jesus.” In favor of a reference
to Christ is the fact that Jesus was described as “the righteous one”
(divkaion) in 2:1, and was the topic of the previous verse, where at
least the final two uses of the pronoun aujtov" referred to him. This
appears to be another case where the striking unity between the Father
and Son has led to referential ambiguity (see “Trinitarian Ambiguity”
in the Introduction). 

ginwvskete. Pres act ind 2nd pl ginwvskw. Particularly given the
use of the third class condition (see above on eja;n), the apodosis serves
as a fairly strong (though mitigated) exhortation to righteous living
(cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n). As part of a third class condition, the verb should
almost certainly be taken as indicative rather than imperative (contra
Westcott, 82). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskete (see also 2:3
on o{ti). 

kai;. The awkward position of the adverbial kaiv apparently led
some scribes (B Y å and some versions) to omit it (on the distinction
between the conjunctive and adverbial roles of kaiv, see Titrud,
242–45). 

pa'" oJ poiw'n th;n dikaiosuvnhn. The whole participial con-
struction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ poiw'n, functions as the
subject of gegevnnhtai. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an artic-
ular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival or attribu-
tive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

th;n dikaiosuvnhn. Accusative direct object of poiw'n. 
ejx aujtou' gegevnnhtai. This expression, which also occurs in

3:9a, 9b; 4:7; 5:1a, 1b, 4, 18a, 18b, points to God (ejx aujtou') initiat-
ing spiritual life in his followers. Within the context of the conditional
construction, the metaphor appears to focus on the transference of
character traits from the Father to those who have been “born of him”
(see also the discussion on spevrma aujtou' ejn aujtw'/ mevnei at 3:9). 

gegevnnhtai. Prf pass ind 3rd sg gennavw.
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1 John 3:1-6
1Just look at the kind of love the Father has given to us: we are called

children of God. And that is what we are! For this reason the world
does not know us, because it has not known him. 2Dear friends, we are
presently God’s children, and it has not yet been revealed exactly what
we will be. We know (however) that when he does appear, we will be
like him, since we will see him as he is. 3And everyone who has this
hope in him purifies himself, just as he is pure. 

4Everyone who practices sin, also practices lawlessness. Indeed, sin
is lawlessness. 5Now, you know that he was revealed (in the first place)
so that he might get rid of sin, and there is no sin in him (at all).
6Everyone who continues in relationship with him does not sin.
Everyone who sins has neither seen him nor known him.

3:1 i[dete potaph;n ajgavphn devdwken hJmi'n oJ pathvr, i{na
tevkna qeou' klhqw'men, kai; ejsmevn. dia; tou'to oJ kovsmo" ouj
ginwvskei hJma'", o{ti oujk e[gnw aujtovn. 

i[dete. Aor act impv 2nd pl oJravw/ei\don. The imperative form of
oJravw/ei\don serves to draw the attention of the readers to an important
point. In this case, the imperative marks the beginning of a new para-
graph and the vocative, which typically occurs at the beginning of
paragraphs in 1 John (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva), is not introduced until verse
2 (Longacre 1992, 274). For more on the significance of the tense and
mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the
Introduction. 

potaph;n. The interrogative potapov" (equivalent to poi'o";
Strecker, 86, n. 2; LN 58.30) simply raises an indirect question regard-
ing the nature of the thing it modifies. Used with the expression i[dete
(or i[de; Mark 13:1), however, it calls attention to the wondrous nature
of the thing being described. 

ajgavphn. Accusative direct object of devdwken. 
devdwken. Prf act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. The use of the perfect tense,

along with the interjection i[dete and interrogative potaph;n, marks
the proposition as particularly prominent. 

hJmi'n. Dative indirect object. 
oJ pathvr. Nominative subject of devdwken. 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to ajgavphn (contra

Strecker, 87, who attributes a telic/final nuance to it). 
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tevkna. Nominative complement in a subject-complement double
nominative construction (contra, e.g., Young, 13, who calls it a “nom-
inative of appellation”). When a double accusative construction is pas-
sivized, the result is a double nominative construction. Passivization
involves making the accusative direct object of an active verb the
nominative subject of the passive verb. Since complements will
always bear the same case as the constituent that they “complement,”
passivized double accusative constructions will contain two nomina-
tive constituents, a nominative subject and a nominative complement. 

qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

klhqw'men. Aor pass subj 1st pl kalevw. Subjunctive with i{na.
kai; ejsmevn. This conjoined clause is omitted by 1175 Byz [K L]

Lect vgms. Its strong external attestation (¸74vid a A B C P Y 33 81 et
al.) suggests its originality (see also Metzger, 642). As the text stands,
the conjunction introduces a clause that reiterates and thus emphasizes
the previous proposition (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa kai; ouj poiou'men
th;n ajlhvqeian; Titrud, 248). 

ejsmevn. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

dia; tou'to. This expression refers to a reason that supports the
proposition it introduces. Technically, the demonstrative pronoun could
be either anaphoric or (more likely) cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th).
Harris (2003, 130) notes that when dia; tou'to is used to refer to what
follows in the Gospel of John (six times: 5:16, 18; 8:47; 10:17; 12:18,
39), there is always an epexegetical o{ti clause accompanying it, while
when it refers to what precedes (nine times: 1:31; 6:65; 7:21-22; 9:23;
12:27; 13:11; 15:19; 16:15; 19:11), it is never followed by a o{ti clause.
He goes on to maintain that the same pattern holds true in the three uses
of the expression in the Johannine Letters (see also 4:5; 3 John 10).
Haas, de Jonge, and Swellengrebel (77), on the other hand, prefer to
take the demonstrative pronoun as anaphoric and view the subsequent
o{ti as providing an additional explanation (cf. Strecker, 87). 

oJ kovsmo". Nominative subject of ginwvskei. Metonymy (see 2:2
on ou' kovsmou) for “the people of the world.”

ginwvskei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. 
hJma'". Accusative direct object of ginwvskei. 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to tou'to (or perhaps

causal; see above on dia; tou'to). 
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e[gnw. Aor act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. 
aujtovn. Accusative direct object of e[gnw. The pronoun could once

again refer to either Jesus Christ or God the Father. Given the fact that
aujtovn is the one that the world did not know (e[gnw), a likely refer-
ence to the incarnation (cf. John 1:10—ejn tw'/ kovsmw/ h\n, kai; oJ
kovsmo" diÆ aujtou' ejgevneto, kai; oJ kovsmo" aujto;n oujk e[gnw), the
former seems more likely (notice also the intertextual link between
tevkna qeou' klhqw'men and e[dwken aujtoi'" ejxousivan tevkna qeou'
genevsqai in John 1:12). The fact that similar statements are made
with clear reference to the Father (John 17:25—pavter divkaie, kai; oJ
kovsmo" se oujk e[gnw, ejgw; dev se e[gnwn), however, coupled with
the writer’s propensity for not drawing sharp distinctions between the
Father and the Son (see “Trinitarian Ambiguity” in the Introduction),
suggests that we should be cautious in making strong claims here.

3:2 ÆAgaphtoiv, nu'n tevkna qeou' ejsmen, kai; ou[pw ejfane-
rwvqh tiv ejsovmeqa. oi[damen o{ti eja;n fanerwqh'/, o{moioi
aujtw'/ ejsovmeqa, o{ti ojyovmeqa aujto;n kaqwv" ejstin.

ÆAgaphtoiv. Vocative (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva and 3:1 on i[dete). 
nu'n. The adverb sets up the temporal contrast that will be intro-

duced with the future ejsovmeqa. 
tevkna. Predicate nominative. 
qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
ejsmen. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
kai;. Although a good English rendering may use “but,” the con-

junction itself is coordinate not adversative (contra Burdick, 232). The
semantic contrast is set up by nu'n and ou[pw. Once again, we must be
careful not to confuse issues of syntax with translation issues. 

ejfanerwvqh. Aor pass ind 3rd sg fanerovw. 
tiv ejsovmeqa. The interrogative clause functions as a clausal sub-

ject of ejfanerwvqh. 
tiv. Predicate nominative (of ejsovmeqa). 
ejsovmeqa. Fut ind 1st pl eijmiv. 
oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da. Some manuscripts (å syr copsa,

bo) add dev after the verb in order to make the contrast between this
proposition and preceding one explicit (but see 2:2 on ajlla;).
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Greenlee (48), however, rejects the view that any contrast should be
seen here. 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[damen (see also 2:3
on o{ti). 

eja;n. Introduces a third class condition (see 1:6 on ÆEa;n). On its use
in this context, see 2:28. 

fanerwqh'/. Aor subj 3rd sg fanerovw. The verb could be viewed
as either middle or passive voice (see 3:8; “Deponency” in the Intro-
duction; cf. BDAG, 1048). Subjunctive with ejavn. The implied subject
of the verb could be either (a) the same as the subject of ejfanerwvqh
(“We know that when what we will be is revealed . . .”; so Harris 2003,
131–32; and Brown, 393–94, who renders the clause: “But we know
that at this revelation”), or (b) Jesus Christ (so most scholars). Three
factors point to the latter option as preferable. First, if the subject of
fanerwqh'/ is Jesus Christ, then the following pronouns (aujtw'/ and
aujto;n) have a clear antecedent. Second, and more important, the verb
fanerwqh'/ is conceptually linked to and further explained by the verb
ojyovmeqa, which follows. The fact that the object of this verb is almost
certainly Christ (contra Brown, 395) makes it likely that Christ is also
the subject of the passive verb fanerwqh'/. Finally, if the analysis of
kaiv presented in 1:2 is correct, then the lack of thematic continuity (i.e.,
no kaiv) between this clause and the previous one supports a different
subject for fanerwqh'/ than for ejfanerwvqh. 

o{moioi. Predicate adjective. 
aujtw'/. Dative complement of o{moioi. The antecedent is most likely

Jesus Christ (so most scholars; contra Brown, 394–95; Haas, de Jonge,
and Swellengrebel, 78–79). 

o{ti. Causal. Given its location, the o{ti clause must provide the rea-
son for the narrower claim, o{moioi aujtw'/ ejsovmeqa, rather than the
broader claim oi[damen o{ti eja;n fanerwqh'/, o{moioi aujtw'/ ejsovmeqa. 

ojyovmeqa. Fut mid ind 1st pl oJravw. Cooper (594; cited by Conrad,
8, n. 18) maintains that the volitional nature of the future tense fre-
quently led to the use of middle voice morphology (see also
“Deponency” in the Introduction). 

aujto;n. Accusative direct object of ojyovmeqa. The antecedent is
most likely Jesus Christ (so most scholars; contra Brown, 394–95;
Haas, de Jonge, and Swellengrebel, 78–79). 

kaqwv". Introduces a comparison. 
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ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

3:3 kai; pa'" oJ e[cwn th;n ejlpivda tauvthn ejpÆ aujtw'/ aJgnivzei
eJautovn, kaqw;" ejkei'no" aJgnov" ejstin. 

kai;. See 1:2 on kai;. 
pa'" oJ e[cwn th;n ejlpivda tauvthn ejpÆ aujtw'/. The whole

participial construction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ e[cwn, func-
tions as the subject of aJgnivzei. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an
articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno" (cf. 2:4 on oJ
levgwn). Here, the semantics of the verse as a whole, though the main
verb is indicative, point to a mitigated command (see “Mitigated
Exhortations” in the Introduction) that urges the readers to purify
themselves (cf. Strecker, 91). As Longacre (1992, 274) notes, verses
3-6 form the “hortatory body of the paragraph.” 

oJ e[cwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg e[cw (substantival or attributive;
see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

th;n ejlpivda. Accusative direct object of e[cwn. 
tauvthn. The antecedent is the content of 3:2b. 
ejpÆ aujtw'/. The preposition is used to introduce the object of the

implicit verbal idea in th;n ejlpivda (cf. the use of ejlpivzw with ejpiv in
1 Tim 4:10; 5:5; 6:17; 1 Pet 1:13). The referent of the demonstrative
pronoun is most likely Jesus Christ, but could be God the Father (see
3:1 on aujtovn). 

aJgnivzei. Pres act ind 3rd sg aJgnivzw. This verb, which occurs 7
times in the NT (John 11:55; Acts 21:24, 26; 24:18; Jas 4:8; 1 Pet
1:22), is a near synonym for kaqarivzw. The two verbs appear to be
used interchangeably in James 4:8. Indeed, while it could be argued
that kaqarivzw is used of outward cleansing (cei'ra") and aJgnivzei of
inward cleansing (kardiva") in James 4:8, kaqarivzw is used with ta;"
kardiva" as its object in Acts 15:9. Here, the choice of aJgnivzei is dic-
tated by the following use of aJgnov". The verb should be understood
in an ethical (“avoid sinning”) rather than a cultic sense (“undergo
purification rites”; cf. Strecker, 91–92; Smalley, 149). 

eJautovn. Accusative direct object of aJgnivzei. 
kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
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ejkei'no". Nominative subject of ejstin (cf. 1:4 on au{th). The ref-
erent is Jesus Christ (see also 2:6). 

aJgnov". Predicate adjective (see 1:5 on au{th). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 

3:4 Pa'" oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan kai; th;n ajnomivan poiei',
kai; hJ aJmartiva ejsti;n hJ ajnomiva. 

Pa'" oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan. The whole participial construc-
tion, headed by the nominative Pa'" oJ poiw'n, functions as the subject
of poiei'. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular participle,
see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan. The expression should probably be
viewed as synonymous with oJ aJmartavnwn (contra Smalley, 154, who
takes the construction as “emphatic”). The choice of the periphrastic
expression is dictated by its connection with th;n ajnomivan poiei' here
(the verb aJnomevw is not used in the NT) and its contrast with oJ poi-
w'n th;n dikaiosuvnhn in 2:29 (cf. Brown, 398; see also 3:8). 

oJ poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival or attribu-
tive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

th;n aJmartivan. Accusative direct object of poiw'n. 
th;n ajnomivan. Accusative direct object of poiei'. The term

ajnomiva differs from aJmartiva in that it carries the nuance of rebellion
or willful rejection of an established standard (“to behave with
complete disregard for the laws or regulations of a society”; LN
88.139). Strecker (94) notes that this term is frequently used in both
Jewish and Christian apocalyptic literature “to describe the activity of
Satan against God immediately before the end” (cf. the eschatological
language in 1 John, e.g., ejscavth w{ra ejstivn, 2:18).

poiei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg poievw. 
kai;. The conjunction should not be taken to contain a causal ele-

ment (contra Strecker, 94, n. 5). Here it introduces a clause that reiter-
ates the preceding statement (cf. 1:6 on yeudovmeqa kai; ouj
poiou'men th;n ajlhvqeian; Titrud, 248). 

hJ aJmartiva. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. Where two articular
nominative nouns are used in an equative construction (X = Y), as
here, the one that is the topic of what precedes will be the subject. 
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ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ajnomiva. Predicate nominative.

3:5 kai; oi[date o{ti ejkei'no" ejfanerwvqh, i{na ta;" aJmartiva"
a[rh/, kai; aJmartiva ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin.

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) and introduces a further comment on the inappropriateness of sin
in the life of the Christian. 

oi[date. Prf act ind 2nd pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[date (see also 2:3 on

o{ti). 
ejkei'no". Nominative subject of ejfanerwvqh. The referent is

Jesus Christ (see also 2:6). 
ejfanerwvqh. Aor ind 3rd sg fanerovw. The verb could be viewed

as either middle or passive voice (see 3:8; “Deponency” in the
Introduction; cf. BDAG, 1048). 

i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
ta;" aJmartiva" a[rh/. The language suggests an echo of John

1:29—ÒIde oJ ajmno;" tou' qeou' oJ ai[rwn th;n aJmartivan tou' kovs-
mou (Smalley, 156). 

ta;" aJmartiva". Accusative direct object of a[rh/. It is impossi-
ble to determine whether the author wrote ta;" aJmartiva" or ta;"
aJmartiva" hJmw'n. Both readings have strong external support and the
pronoun is implicit in the UBS4 reading.

a[rh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg ai[rw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
kai; aJmartiva ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin. Smalley (157) notes the

parallel expression in John 7:18—kai; ajdikiva ejn aujtw'/ oujk e[stin. 
kai;. The kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on kai;) with the

preceding clause. 
aJmartiva. Nominative subject of e[stin. 
ejn aujtw'/. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. The antecedent of

aujtw'/ is ejkei'no". There is no syntactic or contextual basis for main-
taining that the pronoun could possibly refer to the Christian (contra
Smalley, 157–58). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. The present tense should not be pressed to imply “the
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eternally sinless character of Jesus” (contra Smalley, 157), however
theologically accurate such a claim may be.

3:6 pa'" oJ ejn aujtw'/ mevnwn oujc aJmartavnei: pa'" oJ aJmar-
tavnwn oujc eJwvraken aujto;n oujde; e[gnwken aujtovn. 

pa'" oJ ejn aujtw'/ mevnwn. The whole participial construction,
headed by the nominative pa'" oJ . . . mevnwn, functions as the subject
of aJmartavnei (see also 3:3 on pa''"). On the rhetorical force of pa'"
with an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

ejn aujtw'/ mevnwn. On the meaning, see 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
oJ . . . mevnwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg mevnw (substantival or

attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 
aJmartavnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg aJmartavnw. The author’s state-

ment here with the present tense verb has led to widespread debate
regarding the meaning of the passage. Given the writer’s penchant for
absolute statements, the rhetorical force of this statement must be kept
in mind. His concern is not with projected eschatological realities
(contra Wallace, 524–25). Rather, his bold statement serves “in the
parenthetical context . . . [as] a warning to the community to draw the
necessary conclusions from the liberating indicative of the Christ-
event” (Strecker, 96; cf. Bultmann, 51). Or, as Smalley (159) puts it,
the writer’s statement makes it clear that “an intimate and ongoing
relationship with Christ . . . precludes the practice of sin.” Read within
the context of the rest of the letter, it is clear that the writer does not
necessarily expect a sinless life for those who “remain in him.” He had
made it clear in 2:1 that sin may occur in the believer’s life. His ethi-
cal standards, both here and elsewhere in the letter, however, are
incredibly high. It is important, then, not to water down his statement
by pressing the present tense to imply a focus on continual or habitual
sin (contra e.g., Burdick, 239; Young, 108), as though the writer were
claiming that true Christians may sin as long as it is not continual or
habitual. The tense simply portrays the sin as a process without regard
to the event’s frequency of recurrence—a process that should have no
place in the life of one who “remains in him.” 

pa'" oJ aJmartavnwn. Nominative subject of eJwvraken. On the
rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ
ajrnouvmeno". 
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oJ aJmartavnwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajmartavnw (substanti-
val or attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). On the tense, see
above on aJmartavnei.  

eJwvraken. Prf act ind 3rd sg oJravw. On the tense, see 2:3 on
ejgnwvkamen. While most would agree that the literal sense of oJravw is
not in view, it is not clear whether the sense here is “to take special
notice of something, with the implication of concerning oneself” (LN
30.45), “to come to understand as the result of perception” (LN 32.11),
“to experience an event or state, normally in negative expressions
indicating what one will not experience” (LN 90.79), “to be mentally
or spiritually perceptive . . . w. focus on cognitive aspect” (BDAG,
720), or something else. It is likely that eJwvraken and e[gnwken are
close in meaning in this context, with the former focusing more on
general experience of Christ and the latter focusing on actual relation-
ship. The earlier uses of oJravw, particularly the parallel perfect uses of
the verb in chapter 1, suggest that the writer may be contrasting his
eyewitness experience of Christ, which led to a changed lifestyle, with
his opponents’ lack of eyewitness experience, which led them to take
a less serious view of sin. 

aujto;n. Accusative direct object of eJwvraken. The referent is Jesus
Christ, since he is the only possible antecedent in verses 5-6. 

e[gnwken. Prf act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. On the tense, see 2:3 on
ejgnwvkamen. 

aujto;n. Accusative direct object of e[gnwken. The referent is Jesus
Christ (see above). 

1 John 3:7-12
7Dear children, let no one deceive you. The one who practices righ-

teousness is righteous, even as (Jesus) is righteous. 8The one who prac-
tices sin (on the other hand) belongs to the devil, because the devil has
been sinning since the beginning. For this reason, the Son of God was
revealed, that he might destroy the works of the devil. 9Everyone who
has been born of God does not practice sin, since God’s seed remains
in him and he is not able to sin, because he has been born of God. 

10This is how the children of God and the children of the devil may
be distinguished: anyone who does not practice righteousness does not
belong to God, and (the same is true of) the one who does not love his
brother or sister. For this is the message that you have heard from the
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beginning: we should love one another—12not as Cain did; he was
from the Evil One and murdered his brother. And why did he murder
him? Because his deeds were evil, but his brother’s were righteous. 

3:7 Tekniva, mhdei;" planavtw uJma'": oJ poiw'n th;n dikaio-
suvnhn divkaiov" ejstin, kaqw;" ejkei'no" divkaiov" ejstin: 

Tekniva. The use of the vocative (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva), along with
the imperative verb, helps mark a paragraph break. Some scribes (A P
33 et al.) replaced tekniva with its synonym paidiva. 

mhdei;". Substantival nominative subject of planavtw. 
planavtw. Pres act impv 3rd sg planavw. On the significance of

the tense and mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and
Mood” in the Introduction. 

uJma'". Accusative direct object of planavtw. 
oJ poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival). The

participial construction, oJ poiw'n th;n dikaiosuvnhn, functions as the
subject of ejstin. 

th;n dikaiosuvnhn. Accusative direct object of poiw'n. 
divkaiov". Predicate adjective. The second accent comes from the

enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
ejkei'no". Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. The ref-

erent is Jesus Christ (see also 2:6). 
divkaiov" ejstin. See above.

3:8 oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan ejk tou' diabovlou ejstivn, o{ti ajpÆ
ajrch'" oJ diavbolo" aJmartavnei. eij" tou'to ejfanerwvqh oJ
uiJo;" tou' qeou', i{na luvsh/ ta; e[rga tou' diabovlou.

oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan. The choice of this near synonym for
oJ aJmartavnwn (3:6) is probably dictated by the contrast being drawn
with oJ poiw'n th;n dikaiosuvnhn (3:7; see also 3:4 on oJ poiw'n th;n
aJmartivan). 

oJ poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival). The par-
ticipial construction, oJ poiw'n th;n aJmartivan, functions as the subject
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of ejstivn. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ
levgwn. 

ejk tou' diabovlou. Source/Origin (but see 2:19 on h\san ejx). 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
o{ti. Causal. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal. The specific temporal reference (perhaps

to the Garden of Eden) is left unstated. 
oJ diavbolo". Nominative subject of aJmartavnei. Louw and Nida

(12.34) describe this term as “a title for the Devil, literally ‘slan-
derer’.” The title likely carried more semantic freight than the English
term “devil.” Foerster (73) suggests that the closest English equivalent
is “adversary,” with the work of the diavbolo" always implying “an
attempt . . . to separate God and man.” 

aJmartavnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg aJmartavnw. The present tense of
this verb simply portrays the action as a process, while the temporal
marker ajpÆ ajrch'" sets the boundaries of the process as extending
from the distant past to the present. Interpreters should beware of
imposing both nuances on the tense itself and viewing it as a “habitual
present” (contra Smalley, 169), one of many highly questionable tense
labels (see “Syntactic Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). To
capture the sense of ajpÆ ajrch'" . . . aJmartavnei in English requires
the use of a perfect progressive construction (“has been sinning . . .”). 

eij". Purpose. 
tou'to. Cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th). 
ejfanerwvqh. Aor pass ind 3rd sg fanerovw. It would be possible,

following Strecker (101, n. 52; cf. Brown, 406), to view this and other
cases of ejfanerwvqh in 1 John, where Jesus is the subject, as middle
forms: “the Son of the God has revealed himself” (see “Deponency”
in the Introduction on the nature of the -qh- morpheme). 

oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou'. It is unclear whether this expression should be
taken primarily as an ontological claim or a messianic title. Given the
focus on Jesus’ role in 1 John, the latter option is most likely (cf. Matt
26:63, where the high priest clearly uses the expression as a messianic
title: oJ Cristo;" oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou'). 

oJ uiJo;". Nominative subject of ejfanerwvqh. 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
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i{na. The i{na clause should probably be taken as epexegetical to
the demonstrative pronoun, which (with eij") introduces purpose. 

luvsh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg luvw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
ta; e[rga. Accusative direct object of luvsh/. 
tou' diabovlou. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 

3:9 Pa'" oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou' aJmartivan ouj poiei',
o{ti spevrma aujtou' ejn aujtw' / mevnei, kai; ouj duvnatai
aJmartavnein, o{ti ejk tou' qeou' gegevnnhtai. 

Pa'" oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative Pa'" oJ gegennhmevno", func-
tions as the subject of poiei'. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an
articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". Strecker’s (101)
claim that the use of the pa'" indicates that “the community is being
addressed as a whole” reflects an overly literal reading of the adjective
that ignores its rhetorical function. 

oJ gegennhmevno". Prf pass ptc masc nom sg gennavw (substan-
tival or attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

ejk tou' qeou'. The most appropriate label is probably “source.”
Used with gennavw, however, the preposition ejk specifically intro-
duces the one who produces the “offspring” (cf. 2:29 on ejx aujtou'
gegevnnhtai). 

aJmartivan. Accusative direct object of poiei'.
poiei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg poievw. On the tense, see 3:6 on

aJmartavnei. 
o{ti. Causal. 
spevrma aujtou' ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. Attempts to take spevrma as

a reference to the Word of God/Gospel (so Dodd, 77–78) or the Holy
Spirit (Brown, 411; Schnackenburg, 175) fail to situate the interpreta-
tion of the term in its metaphorical context (oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou'
qeou'). In this context, the expression as a whole probably highlights
the transference of character traits—spiritual DNA, as it were—
through spiritual descent from the Father (cf. Smalley, 172). As
Strecker (103) puts it: “anyone who is born of God and therefore is of
one nature with God lives in irreconcilable opposition to every kind of
sinful action.” 

spevrma. Neuter nominative subject of mevnei. 
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aujtou'. Possessive genitive. The antecedent is tou' qeou'. 
ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. The use of mevnei highlights continuity of state

(cf. 2:10). 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
kai;. In the syntax, the conjunction simply introduces a coordinate

clause. In terms of semantics, however, the conjoined clause, ouj
duvnatai aJmartavnein, introduces the result of the preceding clause.
Titrud (250) suggests that in cases such as this, “By syntactically ele-
vating what is logically subordinate, the author is placing more promi-
nence (emphasis) on the clause than it would have had if introduced
by a subordinating conjunction” (see also 2:20, 27). 

duvnatai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg duvnamai. The middle voice is likely
conditioned by the fact that “the subject is the center of gravity”
(Miller, 429; for more, see “Deponency” in the Introduction). 

aJmartavnein. Pres act inf aJmartavnw (complementary). 
o{ti. Causal. 
ejk tou' qeou'. See above. The fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva) of the

prepositional phrase (in contrast to oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou')
makes it more prominent. 

gegevnnhtai. Prf pass ind 3rd sg gennavw. On the tense, see 2:3
on ejgnwvkamen. 

3:10 ejn touvtw/ fanerav ejstin ta; tevkna tou' qeou' kai; ta;
tevkna tou' diabovlou: pa'" oJ mh; poiw'n dikaiosuvnhn oujk
e[stin ejk tou' qeou', kai; oJ mh; ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. 

ejn touvtw. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun should prob-
ably be taken as cataphoric (so Brooke, 90; Bultmann, 53; Harris
2003, 151; Strecker, 104; see also 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to
the pa'" clause, rather than anaphoric (contra Brown, 416; but see
below on pa'" oJ mh; poiw'n dikaiosuvnhn), though some scholars
simply claim that it refers to both (Schnackenburg, 176, n. 181;
Smalley, 179). On the rhetorical function of this expression, see 2:3. 

fanerav. Neuter plural predicate adjective. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Neuter plural subjects characteris-

tically take singular verbs (see Wallace, 399–400). On the loss of
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 
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ta; tevkna tou' diabovlou. Similar language is found in John
8:44—uJmei'" ejk tou' patro;" tou' diabovlou ejste;. 

ta; tevkna . . . kai; ta; tevkna. Neuter nominative subject of
ejstin. 

tou' qeou', tou' diabovlou. Genitive of relationship (but see
“Syntactic Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). 

pa'" oJ mh; poiw'n dikaiosuvnhn. The whole participial con-
struction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ . . . poiw'n, functions as the
subject of e[stin. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular par-
ticiple, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ . . . poiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg poievw (substantival or
attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

dikaiosuvnhn. Accusative direct object of poiw'n. 
e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. The most appropriate label for the use of ejk

with the verb eijmiv is probably “source/origin.” It is not clear, however,
whether this expression is synonymous with “born of God” (oJ
gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou'; v. 9) and/or focuses more on identity
and character (see 2:19 on h\san ejx). The contrasting designation, ejk
tou' ponhrou', occurs in 3:12. It is likely that the birth language (gen-
navw; 2:29; 3:9a, 9b; 4:7; 5:1a, 4, 18a, 18b) and familial language (ta;
tevkna tou' qeou'; cf. John 8:44—uJmei'" ejk tou' patro;" tou' dia-
bovlou ejste;) both point to relational links that are evident in one’s
behavior and character (cf. John 8:44—kai; ta;" ejpiqumiva" tou'
patro;" uJmw'n qevlete poiei'n). 

e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Neuter plural subjects characteris-
tically take singular verbs (see Wallace, 399–400). On the movement
of the accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 

kai;. Although some take the conjunction as epexegetical (“that is,
anyone who does not love his brother”; so Bultmann, 54; Smalley,
181; Strecker, 105), it is preferable to take the conjunction as introduc-
ing a clause that is coordinate with the preceding one and in which oujk
e[stin ejk tou' qeou' is implied. 

oJ mh; ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative oJ . . . ajgapw'n, serves as the
subject of an implicit oujk e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. On the rhetorical force
of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn. 

oJ . . . ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival). 
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to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'n. On the
meaning, see 2:9. 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

3:11 ÓOti au{th ejsti;n hJ ajggeliva h}n hjkouvsate ajpÆ ajrch'",
i{na ajgapw'men ajllhvlou",

ÓOti. Causal. Many have noted the structural parallel to 1:5 (Kai;
e[stin au{th hJ ajggeliva), with some arguing that 3:11 marks the
beginning of the second major section of the letter, which extends to
5:12 (see, e.g., Brown, 126, who argues that 1:5 and 3:11 each set the
theme for the half of the letter that follows). Although such an analy-
sis may make good sense of the themes of the letter, it ignores the sur-
face structure. The o{ti makes it clear that syntactically 3:11 is
subordinate to 3:10. Typical corroborating markers of a new paragraph
or section do not appear until 3:13. 

au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th). 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ajggeliva. Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejsti;n. On
the meaning of this term, see 1:5. Some scribes (a C P Y et al.) substi-
tuted the more common ejpaggeliva, which occurs 52 times in the
NT (ajggeliva occurs only here and in 1:5 in the NT). 

h}n. Accusative direct object of hjkouvsate. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal (see 2:7). 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men.

3:12 ouj kaqw;" Kavi>n ejk tou' ponhrou' h\n kai; e[sfaxen to;n
ajdelfo;n aujtou': kai; cavrin tivno" e[sfaxen aujtovnÉ o{ti ta;
e[rga aujtou' ponhra; h\n ta; de; tou' ajdelfou' aujtou' divkaia. 

kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
Kavi>n. Most translations render what follows Kavi>n using a relative

clause (e.g., NRSV: “We must not be like Cain who was from the evil
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one and murdered his brother”). Although such translations may be
natural, syntactically Kavi>n is the subject of an implied verb and pred-
icate (hjgavphsen to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'; “not as Cain ‘loved’ his
brother”), while ejk tou' ponhrou' h\n is a new independent clause.
The diaeresis over the iota indicates that the vowel is not part of a
diphthong, but rather is syllabic (Kav-in). 

ejk tou' ponhrou'. On the meaning of this expression, see 3:10 on
e[stin ejk tou' qeou' and 2:19 on h\san ejx. 

tou' ponhrou'. The use of this title, which refers to oJ diavbolo"
(3:8), makes the connection between Cain, whose works were “evil”
(ta; e[rga aujtou' ponhra; h\n), and his “father” more explicit. 

h\n. Impf ind 3rd sg ejimiv. 
e[sfaxen. Aor act ind 3rd sg sfavzw. The use of the aorist tense

helps mark this material as background or supplemental material that
does not serve to carry the argument forward. The choice of this term
(“to slaughter, either animals or persons; in contexts referring to per-
sons, the implication is of violence and mercilessness”; LN 20.72),
which occurs only here and in Revelation in the NT, highlights the
heinous nature of Cain’s crime. 

to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of e[sfaxen. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
cavrin. This preposition, which takes a genitive modifier and

serves as “a marker of a reason, often with the implication of an under-
lying purpose” (LN 89.29), occurs just nine times in the NT (also Luke
7:47; Gal 3:19; Eph 3:1, 14; 1 Tim 5:14; Titus 1:5, 11; Jude 16). It actu-
ally serves as a “postposition” generally, i.e., it generally follows its
genitive modifier. It should not be mistaken for the noun cavri", which
is identical in form in the accusative singular and from which it is
derived (Robertson, 486–88). The expression, cavrin tivno", is unique
to the NT (Strecker, 109, n. 12). 

tivno". Genitive object of the preposition cavrin. On the force of
the rhetorical question that follows, see 2:22 on Tiv". 

e[sfaxen. See above. 
aujtovn. Accusative direct object of e[sfaxen. 
ta; e[rga. Neuter nominative subject of h\n. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ponhra;. Predicate adjective. 
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h\n. Impf ind 3rd sg ejimiv. Neuter plural subjects characteristically
take singular verbs (see Wallace, 399–400). 

ta;. The noun e[rga is left implicit. 
tou' ajdelfou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). On the

meaning, see 2:9.
divkaia. Predicate adjective. 

1 John 3:13-18
13Do not be surprised, brothers and sisters, if the world hates you.

14We know that we have moved from death to life because we love
(our) brothers and sisters. The one who does not love (his brothers and
sisters) remains in death. 15Everyone who hates his brother or sister is
a murderer; and you know that no murderer has eternal life remaining
in him. 16This is how we know (what) love (is): he laid down his life
for us. So, we ought to lay down our lives for our brothers and sisters.
17But whoever has material possessions and notices a brother or sister
in need and (still) refuses to have compassion on him, how can the
love of God remain in him? 18Dear children, do not love (others
merely) with (your) speech or by what you say, but truly (love them)
by what you do. 

3:13 »kai;¼ mh; qaumavzete, ajdelfoiv, eij misei' uJma'" oJ
kovsmo". 

»kai;¼. The editors of the UBS4 were not able to determine with any
degree of certainty whether the original text had the conjunction or
not. The conjunction is found in a Cvid P Y 1739 itr, 65 syrp arm eth,
while it is absent in A B K L 33 81 614 Byz Lect ith vg syrh copsa, bo, fay

et al. The conjunction could have been added, either intentionally or
intuitively, to make explicit the thematic continuity (see 1:2 on kai;)
with what precedes. The fact that the link is relatively weak (the
world’s treatment of Christians is being set against Cain’s treatment of
his brother), however, may have led some scribes to omit it intuitively.
The preceding word (divkaia) could also have led to an accidental
omission (cf. Metzger, 643) or insertion of the kaiv. 

qaumavzete. Pres act impv 2nd pl qaumavzw. On the significance
of the tense and mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and
Mood” in the Introduction. 
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ajdelfoiv. On the meaning, see 2:9. The use of the vocative, along
with an imperative verb provides evidence for a paragraph break (cf.
2:1 on Tekniva). 

eij. The conjunction should probably be taken as introducing a first
class condition. The choice of the first class rather than third class con-
dition (which is predominant in 1 John), moves the reader away from
hypothetical situations (see 1:6 on ÆEa;n) to more likely situations,
though the first class condition itself simply presents an assertion for
the sake of argument (see, e.g., Wallace, 690–94), without reference to
whether or not it is true in reality. BAGD (219), however, treats eij as
a complementizer equivalent to o{ti here, noting that such a usage is
attested elsewhere after verbs of emotion. Similarly, Young (185)
argues that “Eij functions as a complementizer to transform an embed-
ded sentence into a complement noun clause. This function is common
after verbs of emotion or wonder, but occurs with other verbs as well.”
The fact that qaumavzw is frequently followed by a complement clause
introduced by o{ti (see, e.g., Luke 11:38; John 3:7; 4:27; Gal 6:1),
however, raises the question of why the writer would switch to eij here,
and suggests that we are simply dealing with a first class condition. An
examination of the usage of verbs like qaumavzw may have been what
led BDAG (277–78) to change the entry for eij so that it no longer links
the current usage to a verb of emotion (though the new entry—
“marker of an indirect question as content, that”—leaves questions
about the function of eij). 

misei' uJma'" oJ kovsmo". Although Smalley (187) views all three
constituents here as “emphatic,” the only constituent that may possi-
bly be viewed as a marked word order is uJma'", since objects follow
the subject in unmarked constructions (see 1:5 on skotiva). 

misei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg misevw. 
uJma'". Accusative direct object of misei'. 
oJ kovsmo". Nominative subject of misei'. Metonymy (see 2:2 on

ou' kovsmou) for “the people of the world.” 

3:14 hJmei'" oi[damen o{ti metabebhvkamen ejk tou' qanavtou
eij" th;n zwhvn, o{ti ajgapw'men tou;" ajdelfouv": oJ mh; ajga-
pw'n mevnei ejn tw'/ qanavtw/. 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun helps emphasize
the contrast between the characteristic actions of the world and Cain
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(hatred and murder) and the characteristics of those who have crossed
over from death to life. 

oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[damen (see also 2:3

on o{ti). 
metabebhvkamen ejk tou' qanavtou eij" th;n zwhvn. Similar

language is found in John 5:24—metabevbhken ejk tou' qanavtou eij"
th;n zwhvn. 

metabebhvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl metabaivnw. The perfect
tense is required by the semantics of the verb and the ejk . . . eij"
construction that follows, both of which highlight the change from one
state or place to another (cf. LN 13.51; BDAG, 638). As Smalley (188)
notes, the verb “provides a graphic description of the believer’s tran-
sition from the world of hatred and death to the realm of love and life.” 

ejk tou' qanavtou. Separation. 
eij" th;n zwhvn. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. 
o{ti. Causal. More specifically, this o{ti clause provides the grounds

for the conclusion expressed in the statement oi[damen o{ti meta-
bebhvkamen ejk tou' qanavtou eij" th;n zwhvn (so also Young, 260). 

ajgapw'men. Pres act ind 1st pl ajgapavw. The present tense,
which simply portrays the action as a process, should not be pressed to
imply “that the need for brotherly love . . . is constant” (contra
Smalley, 189). 

tou;" ajdelfouv". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. On the
meaning, see 2:9. 

oJ . . . ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substanti-
val). Nominative subject of mevnei. The text of the UBS4 is supported
by a A B 33 1739 ith, r, 65 vg copbo, fay arm, while a number of
manuscripts (C K L Y 81 Byz Lect et al.) read ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfvon
and others (P 056 614 syrp, h et al.) read ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfvon auj-
tou'. All three variants reflect the same content, since ajgapw'n to;n
ajdelfvon aujtou' is implicit in the shortest reading. Since the UBS4

reading has strong external support and it appears that copyists were
more likely to intuitively/accidentally include implicit information
rather than omit it (consistent with the shorter reading principle), most
scholars prefer the shorter reading. 

mevnei ejn tw'/ qanavtw/. The use of mevnei highlights continuity
of state (cf. 2:10), in this case continuity in the state of death (lacking
spiritual life). 
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mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 

3:15 pa'" oJ misw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' ajnqrwpoktovno"
ejstivn, kai; oi[date o{ti pa'" ajnqrwpoktovno" oujk e[cei zwh;n
aijwvnion ejn aujtw'/ mevnousan. 

pa'" oJ misw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ misw'n, functions as the
subject of ejstivn. In an equative clause (cf. 1:5 on oJ qeo;") such as this,
the heavier noun phrase (pa'" oJ misw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou') will
tend to be the subject and the shorter noun phrase (ajnqrwpoktovno")
the predicate. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular partici-
ple, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ misw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg misevw (substantival or attribu-
tive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of misw'n. On the mean-
ing, see 2:9. 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ajnqrwpoktovno". Predicate nominative (see above). The whole
clause should probably be viewed as hyperbole (so Brown, 447; con-
tra most scholars), on par with Jesus’ statement in Matthew 5:21-22.
This term is used only here and in John 8:44 (to describe oJ diavbolo")
in the NT. 

ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

kai;. The text should likely have a period or semi-colon preceding
the conjunction rather than a comma. The clause-initial kai; marks
thematic continuity (see 1:2 on kai;) and introduces a further comment
on ajnqrwpoktovno". 

oi[date. Prf act ind 2nd pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[date (see also 2:3 on

o{ti). 
pa'" ajnqrwpoktovno". Nominative subject of e[cei. 
oujk e[cei zwh;n aijwvnion ejn aujtw'/ mevnousan. The language

(mevnw points to continuity in a particular state; cf. 2:10) suggests on
the surface that failure to love one’s fellow believer, or perhaps active
“hatred” of one’s fellow believer, leads to exclusion from both present
and eschatological privilege. This is consistent with the writer’s
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earlier argument that identifies loving one’s fellow believers as a val-
idation of having passed from death to life (3:14; cf. 2:10; 3:10).
Rhetorically, then, the indicative statement serves as a powerful
reminder (cf. 1:6 on ÆEa;n) to believers not to allow themselves to slip
into “hating” another believer. 

e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. Rather than claiming that the present
tense of the verb “includes a durative force . . . and this is intensified
by the phrase which follows” (Smalley, 191), it is better to recognize
that the present tense simply portrays the event as a process, while it
is the participle mevnousan that provides the durative nuance. 

zwh;n aijwvnion. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
ejn aujtw'/. Locative. 
mevnousan. Pres act ptc fem acc sg mevnw. The participle could be

viewed as attributive (cf. Rogers and Rogers, 596) or as an accusative
complement in an object-complement double accusative construction
(see 1:10 on yeuvsthn). 

3:16 ejn touvtw/ ejgnwvkamen th;n ajgavphn, o{ti ejkei'no" uJpe;r
hJmw'n th;n yuch;n aujtou' e[qhken: kai; hJmei'" ojfeivlomen uJpe;r
tw'n ajdelfw'n ta;" yuca;" qei'nai. 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. On the rhetori-
cal function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ejgnwvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. The semantics of the
verse drive the writer to use the perfect tense, i.e., he is going to appeal
to a past event (“he gave his life for us”) as the basis for a present real-
ity (“we know what true love is”; see also 2:3). 

th;n ajgavphn. Accusative direct object of ejgnwvkamen. 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to touvtw/ (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
ejkei'no". Nominative subject of e[qhken. The referent is Jesus

Christ (see also 2:6). 
uJpe;r hJmw'n. In this context, the preposition functions as “a marker

of a participant who is benefited by an event or on whose behalf an
event takes place” (LN 90.36). Louw and Nida’s label “benefaction”
(1:802) is preferable to the traditional label “substitution” or “repre-
sentation.” Although (1) the preposition (with the genitive) can denote
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“substitution,” (2) it is theologically true that Jesus died in place of his
followers, and (3) at times the notions of substitution and benefaction
cannot be distinguished with this term (cf. Harris 1975–78, 1197), the
parallel use of the term below with reference to believers strongly sug-
gests that benefaction, as defined above, is in focus here. 

th;n yuch;n . . . e[qhken. An idiom meaning, “to die, with the
implication of voluntary or willing action” (LN 23.113; cf. Strecker,
115; and Smalley, 193, who renders the verb “surrender”). 

th;n yuch;n. Accusative direct object of e[qhken. 
aujtou'. Possessive genitive. 
e[qhken. Aor act ind 3rd sg tivqhmi. 
kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on th;n yuch;n . . . e[qhken.
Given the semantics of the verb ojfeivlomen and the context, the con-
junction cannot introduce a second clause governed by o{ti (“By this
we know what love is . . . we ought to lay down our lives . . . ”; contra
Smalley, 194). 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun (coupled with the
conjunction; see above on kai;) highlights the logical response of
Christians to what Jesus Christ did for them, which will be introduced
by ojfeivlomen. 

ojfeivlomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ojfeivlw. On the semantics and
rhetorical significance of this verb, see 2:6 on ojfeivlei. Smalley’s
contention (194) that “the present tense of the verb contains a durative
force” is untenable. The present tense simply portrays the event as a
process. Moreover, this verb only occurs in the imperfective aspect in
the NT (30 times in the present tense, and 5 times in the imperfect). 

uJpe;r tw'n ajdelfw'n. Benefaction (see above on uJpe;r hJmw'n).
On the meaning of ajdelfw'n, see 2:9. 

ta;" yuca;" qei'nai. On the idiom, see above. The use of the
idiom here should probably be understood as a synecdoche (see 1:1 on
aiJ cei're" hJmw'n) of sorts. If the readers ought to be willing to give
their lives for their fellow believers (one way of serving), then surely
they should be quick to embrace all lesser forms of serving them. 

ta;" yuca;". Accusative direct object of qei'nai. 
qei'nai. Aor act inf tivqhmi (complementary). 
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3:17 o}" dÆ a]n e[ch/ to;n bivon tou' kovsmou kai; qewrh'/ to;n
ajdelfo;n aujtou' creivan e[conta kai; kleivsh/ ta; splavgcna
aujtou' ajpÆ aujtou', pw'" hJ ajgavph tou' qeou' mevnei ejn aujtw'/É 

o}"  . . . aujtou'. The entire relative clause functions as the topic
(see 1:1) of what follows, which will be picked up with the resumptive
pronoun aujtw'/. 

o}" . . . a]n. The indefinite relative pronoun (see 2:5 on o}" . . . a]n)
serves as the nominative subject of e[ch/. There is no syntactic basis for
claiming that this construction “expresses a situation which occurs
generally” (contra Smalley, 196; Strecker, 116). 

dÆ. Used in this context (see 2:2 on ajlla;), the elided conjunction
(dev) introduces a contrast (but see 2:2 on ajlla;) to the statement in the
previous verse: hJmei'" ojfeivlomen uJpe;r tw'n ajdelfw'n ta;" yuca;"
qei'nai. 

e[ch/. Pres act subj 3rd sg e[cw. Subjunctive with a[n. The present
tense simply portrays the event as a process. It does not imply a situa-
tion that occurs “repeatedly” (contra Smalley, 196). 

to;n bivon. Accusative direct object of e[ch/. Used with tou' kovs-
mou, the sense here is “the resources which one has as a means of liv-
ing” (LN 57.18). It is worth noting that the writer has chosen to use
this expression rather than to;n plou'ton (“riches, wealth”), making it
clear that o}" a[n will include just about everyone, not just the rich,
since all have resources.

tou' kovsmou. Attributive genitive. 
qewrh'/. Pres act subj 3rd sg qewrevw. Subjunctive with a[n. The

choice of verb may imply a clear awareness of the plight of to;n
ajdelfo;n. BDAG (454) defines the present usage as “to observe
someth. with sustained attention” (cf. LN 24.14; Smalley, 196).

to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of qewrh'/. Given the use
of this expression through 1 John, the focus appears to be on fellow
believers (see 2:9). 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

creivan. Accusative direct object of e[conta. 
e[conta. Pres act ptc masc acc sg e[cw. Accusative complement in

an object-complement double accusative construction (see 1:10 on
yeuvsthn).

kleivsh/ ta; splavgcna aujtou'. An idiom (lit. “he closes his
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intestines”) meaning, “to refuse to show compassion” (LN 25.55). 
kleivsh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg kleivw. Subjunctive with a[n. 
ta; splavgcna. Accusative direct object of kleivsh/. 
aujtou'. Genitive of possession. 
ajpÆ aujtou'. Separation. 
pw'". Bauer (82–83) maintains that pw'" introduces the rhetorical

question as a means of denying that such a state of affairs is possible. 
hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of mevnei. 
tou' qeou'. Probably objective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"; cf.

2:5). When the writer asks, pw'" hJ ajgavph tou' qeou' mevnei ejn aujtw'/,
his point is not that God’s lack of love for someone results in that per-
son’s failure to love his brother (subjective genitive; contra Haas, de
Jonge, and Swellengrebel, 92; Strecker, 117). Instead, the question
points to the dissonance between claiming to love God and not demon-
strating that love in action toward others in need. Wendland (28), how-
ever, argues that this may well be an example of intentional ambiguity,
or “semantic density,” on the part of the author. Such ambiguity would
be a literary rather than syntactic category, and should not be confused
with the questionable label “plenary genitive” (see, e.g., Wallace,
119–21). 

mevnei ejn aujtw'/. The use of mevnei highlights continuity of state
(cf. 2:10). 

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. BDF §366(4) argues that the verb
should be accented as a future (menei') rather than a present form.

3:18 Tekniva, mh; ajgapw'men lovgw/ mhde; th'/ glwvssh/ ajlla;
ejn e[rgw/ kai; ajlhqeiva/. 

Tekniva. Although vocatives frequently occur at the beginning of
new paragraphs in 1 John (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva), and some scholars see
3:18 as marking a new sub-section (see, e.g., Harris 2003, 152), it is
probably better to follow Strecker (118), who argues that the “renewed
address to the readers does not mean that a new section begins at this
point, but rather that the whole of what has been said up to now will
be summarized in this verse” (cf. Haas, de Jonge, and Swellengrebel,
92; Marshall, 196). 

ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw (hortatory subjunctive).
The use of the subjunctive with mhv is typically labeled “prohibitive
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subjunctive” when the verb is second person. First person subjunctives
of this nature are typically labeled “hortatory subjunctive” (so
Wallace, 465, for this passage), since the subject is not “commanding”
himself or herself to refrain from a particular action. With the horta-
tory subjunctive, the writer is exhorting the readers to join him or her
in some action (McKay, 79). Since the hortatory subjunctive func-
tions, however, as a “thinly veiled substitute for a second person
imperative” (McKay, 79), the semantic distinction between a negative
hortatory subjunctive and a prohibitive subjunctive should not be
pressed. For more on the similarities, compare Gal 6:9 (to; de; kalo;n
poiou'nte" mh; ejgkakw'men), which McKay (78) treats as a hortatory
subjunctive, with the semantically analogous 2 Thess 3:13 (mh;
ejgkakhvshte kalopoiou'nte"), which McKay (80) labels a pro-
hibitive subjunctive. 

lovgw/ mhde; th'/ glwvssh/. Instrumental. Although Smalley (198)
argues that this expression functions as a hendiadys (see further
below), the lack of symmetry (one noun is anarthrous and one is artic-
ular) argues against this. 

ajlla;. The conjunction highlights the sharp contrast that is being
drawn between loving speech and loving action (see also 2:2). 

ejn e[rgw/ kai; ajlhqeiva/. Instrumental. We should not see any
semantic distinction between the prepositional phrase with ejn and the
earlier simple dative lovgw/ mhde; th'/ glwvssh/ (contra Westcott, 115).
The conjoined noun phrase e[rgw/ kai; ajlhqeiva/ could be viewed as
a hendiadys and thus rendered “genuine works” (so Bultmann, 56; cf.
Haas, de Jonge, and Swellengrebel, 93). Strecker argues against this
view, presumably because the two terms are not near synonyms. It is
helpful, in this case, to draw a distinction between a “hendiadys” and
a “doublet,” though the two terms are often used interchangeably. A
doublet refers to the use of two near synonyms, joined by a conjunc-
tion, to refer to a single idea. Doublets in Greek, such as tevrata kai;
shmei'a, serve to intensify the semantics of the conjoined terms. The
traditional definition of hendiadys, on the other hand, refers to a con-
struction that conjoins two nouns (from different semantic domains),
with one noun functioning like an attributive modifier of the other. For
example, in Gen 3:16, Eve is told by God, “I will greatly multiply your
pains and pregnancies” meaning “I will greatly multiply your pains of
pregnancy” (so Wenham, 81) or “I will greatly multiply your labor
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pains.” Thus, while Strecker’s (118) argument against hendiadys here
(“the relationship between action and truth cannot be readily summa-
rized in a single concept”) would be valid with respect to a doublet, a
traditional hendiadys does not require conjoined near synonyms (for
more on hendiadys, see esp. Avishur, 100–11). 

ajlhqeiva/. One should not try to read a deeper significance (“shar-
ing in the revelation of God in Christ”) into the use of this term (con-
tra Smalley, 199). The context and its use with the preposition ejn
points to the sense “pertaining to being a real or actual event or state”
(LN 70.4).

1 John 3:19-24
19[So] That is how we will know that we belong to the truth and will

(be able to) convince our heart before him—20if our heart condemns
(us)—that God is greater than our heart; indeed, he knows all things.
21Dear friends, if our heart does not condemn us, then we have confi-
dence before God 22and we receive whatever we ask from him,
because we keep his commands and do what is pleasing before him. 

23Now, this is his command, that we believe in the name of his Son
Jesus Christ and that we love one another, just as he commanded us to
do. 24So then, it is the one who keeps his commands that continues to
have a relationship with him, and he with that person. This is how we
know that he continues to have a relationship with us, by his Spirit,
whom he has given to us. 

3:19 »Kai;¼ ejn touvtw/ gnwsovmeqa o{ti ejk th'" ajlhqeiva"
ejsmevn, kai; e[mprosqen aujtou' peivsomen th;n kardivan hJmw'n, 

»Kai;¼. Most manuscripts read kai; ejn touvtw/ (a C Y 81 322 323
945 1175 1241 1243 1739 1881 2298 Byz Lect itq syrp copsa, boms arm eth
slav Augustine). Others, however, omit the conjunction (A B 436 1067
1409 1735 2344 2464 itar, h, t, z vg copbo, fay geo Clement), and still others
read kai; ejk touvtou (1292 1505 1611 1844 1852 2138 [syrh]). External
evidence tends to favor the first reading, which the UBS4 upgraded to
a “C” rating. The conjunction, if original, marked thematic continuity
with what precedes. The fact that the thematic link is relatively weak (it
focuses on “truth,” which is not a primary topic in what precedes) may
have led some scribes to omit it intuitively (cf. 3:13). 
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ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The antecedent of touvtw/ is probably the
statements in verse 18. On the rhetorical function of this expression,
see 2:3. 

gnwsovmeqa. Fut mid ind 1st pl ginwvskw. It is going beyond the
syntax to claim that the future tense points to “a moment of crisis (for
which reassurance may be needed)” (contra Smalley, 201). Instead,
since the antecedent of touvtw/ is verse 18, the point is that if the read-
ers love in the manner described, then they will know that they “are of
the truth.” Given the fact that “knowing” has a high degree of intellec-
tual self-involvement (see Miller, 428), it is not surprising to find the
middle voice being used. Cooper (594; cited by Conrad, 8, n. 18)
points out that the volitional nature of the future tense is what has led
to the use of middle morphology with many verbs (see also
“Deponency” in the Introduction). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of gnwsovmeqa (see also
2:3 on o{ti). 

ejk th'" ajlhqeiva" ejsmevn. The use of a prepositional phrase,
headed by ejk, once again highlights identity. Although this is then
another way of saying that the readers belong to God, the term
ajlhqeiva" does not itself refer to God (contra Westcott, 116). 

ejsmevn. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

kai;. The conjunction could either introduce a second clause that is
linked to ejn touvtw/ (“By this we will know that we belong to the truth
and (by this) we will convince our heart before him”) or introduce a
new sentence (“And we will convince our heart before him, 20because
. . .”) that is conjoined to »Kai;¼ ejn touvtw/ gnwsovmeqa o{ti ejk th'"
ajlhqeiva" ejsmevn. In the latter case, the o{ti that begins verse 20
would probably be taken as causal (see below on verse 20). The use of
two future verbs, however, suggests that they should be viewed as par-
allel/coordinate, thus favoring the former option. 

e[mprosqen aujtou'. If the clause is read eschatologically, then
e[mprosqen aujtou' peivsomen th;n kardivan hJmw'n would be roughly
synonymous with scw'men parrhsivan . . . ejn th'/ parousiva/
aujtou' (2:28). Although the future tense of the verb peivsomen may
suggest an eschatological sense (“at the Judgment”), the use of a future
verb (gnwsovmeqa) apparently to point to a (potentially) present real-
ity in the previous clause (056 and 0142 read ginwvskomen), and the
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similar expression apparently referring to prayer in 3:21 (see pro;"
to;n qeo;n), both suggest that a strictly eschatological sense should not
be pressed in the present context.

peivsomen th;n kardivan hJmw'n. Louw and Nida (25.166)
argue that peivqw th;n kardivan is an idiom meaning, “to exhibit con-
fidence and assurance in a situation which might otherwise cause dis-
may or fear.” Smalley (201) renders the verb “reassure” and points to
2 Maccabees 4:45 and Matthew 28:14 in support of this rendering (cf.
BDAG, 791: “conciliate, pacify, set at ease/rest”). The verb, however,
seems always to carry the sense “to convince someone to believe
something and to act on the basis of what is recommended” (LN
33.301). Since this makes good sense of 2 Maccabees 4:45 and
Matthew 28:14, we should not posit a new meaning for the verb,
though the whole expression may in fact be an idiom. 

peivsomen. Fut act ind 1st pl peivqw. On the meaning, see above. 
th;n kardivan. Accusative direct object of peivsomen. 
hJmw'n. Possessive genitive.

3:20 o{ti eja;n kataginwvskh/ hJmw'n hJ kardiva, o{ti meivzwn
ejsti;n oJ qeo;" th'" kardiva" hJmw'n kai; ginwvskei pavnta. 

The contiguous o{ti clauses in this verse make the syntax difficult to
sort out. To begin, it is important to recognize that neither of the o{ti
clauses can introduce a clausal complement (object clause) of
peivsomen, since that verb already has a direct object (th;n kardivan).
(1) Some take the first o{ti as causal and the second as introducing a
clausal complement of an implicit verb (e.g., ginwvskomen): “because
if our heart condemns (us), (we know) that God is greater than our
heart” (cf. Burdick 274–75, Bultmann, 57). (2) A second reading
maintains that o{ti should actually be read as o{ ti, with o{ ti eja;n being
a rather emphatic way of stating that “whatever/whenever our heart
condemns us,” we continue to have confidence in God (Smalley, 200,
202; Westcott, 117; cf. the syntax in Mark 6:23; 1 Cor 16:2; Col 3:17).
In this reading, the second o{ti could be either causal (“we convince
our heart before him, 20whenever our heart condemns (us), because
God is greater than our heart”) or epexegetical (“we convince our heart
before him, 20whenever our heart condemns (us), that God is greater
than our heart”). If this is the appropriate way to understand the first
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o{ti/ o{ ti, it may be appropriate to render the first clause in verse 20,
“regardless of how our heart condemns us.” (3) A third reading takes
both o{ti clauses as epexegetical to the final clause of verse 19: “we
convince our heart before him 20that if our heart condemns (us), that
God is greater than our heart.” In this reading, the second o{ti is used
resumptively following the protasis (the second o{ti is, in fact, omitted
by A 33 pc it vg copbo, samss). Unfortunately, none of these analyses can
be ruled out and certainty regarding the syntax of the passage remains
elusive. 

o{ti. See above. 
eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n).
kataginwvskh/. Pres act subj 3rd sg kataginwvskw. Subjunctive

with ejavn. 
hJmw'n. Possessive genitive. 
hJ kardiva. Nominative subject of kataginwvskh/. Although the

force of the protasis may best be captured by translating hJ kardiva,
“conscience,” it may be appropriate either to take hJmw'n hJ kardiva as
an example of synecdoche (see 1:1 on aiJ cei're" hJmw'n), meaning
“we,” or to take the whole expression kataginwvskh/ hJmw'n hJ kar-
diva as an idiomatic way of referring to “condemning oneself.” 

o{ti. See above. 
meivzwn. Predicate adjective. 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of ejsti;n. 
th'" kardiva". Genitive of comparison (with meivzwn). 
hJmw'n. Possessive genitive. 
kai;. Epexegetical. 
ginwvskei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. 
pavnta. Neuter accusative direct object of ginwvskei. 

3:21 ÆAgaphtoiv, eja;n hJ kardiva »hJmw'n¼ mh; kataginwvskh/,
parrhsivan e[comen pro;" to;n qeo;n 

ÆAgaphtoiv. Vocative (see 2:7). 
eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n). Smalley (204) argues that the negative conditional statement,
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eja;n . . . mh; kataginwvskh/ points to “a resolution of the tensions out-
lined in vv 19-20” and should thus be rendered “if our heart no longer
condemns us.” It is not clear from the syntax, however, that the seman-
tics of the conditional clause should be so closely linked to verses 19-
20. 

hJ kardiva »hJmw'n¼ mh; kataginwvskh/. It is unclear (1) whether
or not the original text included the bracketed pronoun, and (2)
whether or not the verb was followed by the pronoun hJmw'n (genitive
object of kataginwvskh/). Some manuscripts have a single pronoun
following kardiva (e.g., codex C), others have a single pronoun fol-
lowing kataginwvskh/ (e.g., codex A), others have pronouns in both
positions (e.g., Byz), and still others have no pronouns at all (e.g.,
codex B). Ultimately, each variant only raises the question of whether
the information conveyed by the pronouns is implicit or explicit. 

hJ kardiva. Nominative subject of kataginwvskh/. 
»hJmw'n¼. Possessive genitive. On the textual issue, see above. 
kataginwvskh/. Pres act subj 3rd sg kataginwvskw. Subjunctive

with ejavn. 
parrhsivan. Accusative direct object of e[comen. On the mean-

ing, see 2:28. 
e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
pro;" to;n qeo;n. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. The use of

this expression with parrhsivan may suggest an eschatological con-
text (cf. 2:28), rather than a present confidence in prayer. The refer-
ence to prayer in the following verse (cf. also 5:14), however, suggests
that present confidence is primarily in view, particularly if the analy-
sis of the conjunction kaiv (v. 22) is correct.

3:22 kai; o} eja;n aijtw'men lambavnomen ajpÆ aujtou', o{ti ta;"
ejntola;" aujtou' throu'men kai; ta; ajresta; ejnwvpion aujtou'
poiou'men. 

kai;. The conjunction should probably be taken as epexegetical (so
Strecker, 124, n. 29). 

o} eja;n aijtw'men lambavnomen. The language here is similar
to language found at a number of points in the Fourth Gospel (see, e.g.,
14:13-14; 15:7; 16:23-24). It is also worth noting that both this
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language and the notion of parrhsiva (3:21) are indicative of the lan-
guage of ideal friendship (see Culy 2002, 72–79, 216–21). 

o} eja;n aijtw'men. The relative clause functions as the direct object
of lambavnomen. 

o} eja;n. The indefinite relative pronoun (see 2:5 on o}" . . . a]n)
serves as the accusative direct object of aijtw'men. 

aijtw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl aijtevw. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
lambavnomen. Pres act ind 1st pl lambavnw. 
ajpÆ aujtou'. Source. 
o{ti. Causal. 
ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of throu'men. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").
throu'men. Pres act ind 1st pl threvw. 
ta; ajresta;. Accusative direct object of poiou'men. 
ejnwvpion aujtou'. Locative, in a metaphorical sense. Smalley

(206; following Westcott, 119) suggests that ejnwvpion aujtou' points to
God’s “sight” or “regard,” while e[mprosqen aujtou' (v. 19) focuses
on God’s “presence.” Such a fine difference in meaning should prob-
ably be rejected (see, e.g., Harris 2003, 163; LN 83.33). 

poiou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl poievw. 

3:23 kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ ejntolh; aujtou', i{na pisteuvswmen tw'/
ojnovmati tou' uiJou' aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristou' kai; ajgapw'men
ajllhvlou", kaqw;" e[dwken ejntolh;n hJmi'n. 

kai; au{th ejsti;n. See 1:5 on Kai; e[stin au{th. 
kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on ta;" ejntola;" aujtou'
(3:22). 

au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
pronoun is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the i{na
clause. 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ejntolh;. Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejsti;n. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). Given the con-

tent of the command, the referent must be God. 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on
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o{ti). Any imperatival sense comes from the semantics of ejntolh;
rather than from the i{na (contra Strecker, 126). 

pisteuvswmen. Aor act subj 1st pl pisteuvw. Subjunctive with
i{na. The aorist tense, which may or may not be original (it appears in
B å), portrays the act of belief as an event (completive aspect) and
may downgrade the prominence of this proposition, presenting it as
something that is an assumed foundation (or “background”) for the
hortatory discourse (see “Tense, Aspect, and Mood” in the
Introduction). If this analysis of the tense is correct, then the variant
present tense reading pisteuvwmen (found in a A C Y 33 et al.) would
make believing in Jesus Christ part of the exhortation, rather than
information that is already assumed to be true. Strecker (127) argues
that the verb pisteuvswmen here “is not used in the intellectual sense
of merely ‘holding something to be true,’ but has the meaning of
‘acknowledging.’” 

tw'/ ojnovmati. The dative complement is used with pisteuvw to
introduce the object of belief. Commenting on 1 John 2:12, Brown
(302) suggests that “We are dealing here with a Semitic outlook where
‘name’stands for the very identity of the person . . .” Similarly, Brooke
(104) maintains that the whole expression here “denotes the convic-
tion that Christ really is that which His name implies Him to be.” 

tou' uiJou'. Probably possessive genitive (but see 2:5 on aujtou'). 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
ÆIhsou' Cristou'. Genitive in apposition to tou' uiJou'. 
ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Subjunctive with i{na.

The present tense both portrays the love directed at fellow believers as
a process and may help mark this proposition as part of the main hor-
tatory line of the discourse. 

ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 
kaqw;". Introduces a comparative clause that probably further

explains ajgapw'men ajllhvlou" alone, rather than pisteuvswmen
tw'/ ojnovmati tou' uiJou' aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristou' kai; ajgapw'men
ajllhvlou". 

e[dwken. Aor act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. The most natural syntactic sub-
ject would be God (see above on aujtou'), but the readers would have
remembered Jesus as the one who had given the love command (on the
blurring of reference between the Father and the Son, see “Trinitarian
Ambiguity” in the Introduction). 
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ejntolh;n. Accusative direct object of e[dwken. 
hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[dwken.

3:24 kai; oJ thrw'n ta;" ejntola;" aujtou' ejn aujtw'/ mevnei kai;
aujto;" ejn aujtw'/: kai; ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti mevnei ejn
hJmi'n, ejk tou' pneuvmato" ou| hJmi'n e[dwken. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) and introduces a further comment on ejntolh;n (v. 23). As a
whole, this verse provides a summary of this section and anticipates
the next one (Larsen 1991b, 53; so also Titrud, 247). 

oJ thrw'n ta;" ejntola;" aujtou'. The whole participial construc-
tion, headed by the nominative oJ thrw'n, serves as the subject of
mevnei. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn.

oJ thrw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg threvw (substantival).
ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of thrw'n. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). In terms of syn-

tax, the most likely referent continues to be God the Father (but see
3:23 on e[dwken). 

ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. See 2:6. It is impossible to determine whether the
referent of aujtw'/ is God or Jesus Christ (see “Trinitarian Ambiguity”
in the Introduction).

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
kai;. Introduces a clause that is coordinate with the previous clause

and in which the verb of the previous clause is implied. 
aujto;". Nominative subject of an implicit mevnei. On the antecedent,

see above on ejn aujtw'/ mevnei.
aujtw'/. The antecedent of the second aujtw/' is oJ thrw'n ta;" ejnto-

la;" aujtou'.
kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on “remaining.” 
ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric

(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to ejk tou' pneuvmato" ou| hJmi'n
e[dwken. On the rhetorical function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen (see also

2:3 on o{ti). 
mevnei ejn hJmi'n. This idiom, built on the verb mevnw, once again
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points to continuity of relationship (see 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein). In
this case, however, the subject of mevnw is Jesus Christ or God, rather
than the believer. 

mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. On the unexpressed subject, see
above on ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. 

ejk tou' pneuvmato". Cataphoric pronouns in 1 John are typically
followed by an epexegetical clause introduced by o{ti (see 1:5; 3:16)
or i{na (3:8). Here, the instrumental ejn touvtw/ is picked up by the
preposition ejk, probably serving as “a marker of means as constituting
a source” (LN 89.77; contra Brown, 466, who takes it as partitive).
The idea may, however, be that possession of the Spirit is the grounds
(cause; so Strecker, 129) for the conclusion (ginwvskomen o{ti mevnei
ejn hJmi'n) or that the readers’ knowledge of God’s continuing relation-
ship with them flows out of (source) the fact that he has given them the
Spirit. 

ou|. Genitive by attraction to tou' pneuvmato" (see 2:25 on th;n
zwh;n th;n aijwvnion). Sometimes a relative pronoun takes the case of
its antecedent rather than the case it would bear as a constituent of the
relative clause (in the present instance we would expect the relative
pronoun to be accusative as the direct object of e[dwken). This phe-
nomenon, known as attraction, occurs a total of more than 50 times
throughout the NT. It appears to be a stylistic device or simply an
idiomatic usage with no pragmatic function. 

hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[dwken. 
e[dwken. Aor act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. On the unexpressed subject,

see above on ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. In the Fourth Gospel, both the Father
(14:26) and the Son (15:26) are the sender of the Spirit, effectively
highlighting their absolute unity of purpose (see Culy 2002, 170–
71).

1 John 4:1-6
1Dear friends, do not trust every spirit, but test the spirits (to deter-

mine) whether or not they are from God, since many false prophets
have gone out into the world. 2This is how you know the Spirit that
comes from God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come
as a human being is from God, 3and every spirit that does not confess
Jesus is not from God. Indeed, this is (a spirit) from the antichrist,
which you have heard is coming and now is already in the world. 
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4You belong to God, dear children, and you have conquered them;
for the one who is in you is greater than the one who is in the world.
5They belong to the world. This is why they speak from the world’s
perspective and the world listens to them. 6We belong to God. The one
who knows God pays attention to us, the one who does not belong to
God does not pay attention to us. By this we know the True Spirit and
the deceptive spirit.

4:1 ÆAgaphtoiv, mh; panti; pneuvmati pisteuvete ajlla; doki-
mavzete ta; pneuvmata eij ejk tou' qeou' ejstin, o{ti polloi;
yeudoprofh'tai ejxelhluvqasin eij" to;n kovsmon. 

ÆAgaphtoiv. Vocative (see 2:7). The use of the vocative with an
imperative verb following the summary statement that concludes 3:24
provides strong evidence for a paragraph break (so Larsen 1991b, 54;
cf. 2:1 on Tekniva). Longacre (1992, 275) argues that this paragraph
(4:1-6) constitutes the doctrinal peak of the main body of the letter (see
also “Genre and Structure” in the Introduction). 

pneuvmati. Dative complement of pisteuvete. 
pisteuvete. Pres act impv 2nd pl pisteuvw (prohibition). On the

significance of the tense and mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense,
Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction. 

ajlla;. Introduces a strong contrast to the preceding proposition
(see also 2:2). 

dokimavzete. Pres act impv 2nd pl dokimavzw. On the significance
of the tense and mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and
Mood” in the Introduction. 

ta; pneuvmata. Accusative direct object of dokimavzete. 
eij. Introduces an indirect question. 
ejk tou' qeou'. Source. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. Neuter plural subjects characteris-

tically take singular verbs (see Wallace, 399–400). On the loss of
accent, see 1:5 on ejstin. 

o{ti. Causal.
yeudoprofh'tai. Nominative (masculine) subject of ejxelh-

luvqasin. 
ejxelhluvqasin. Prf act ind 3rd pl ejxevrcomai. 
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eij" to;n kovsmon. Locative. 

4:2 ejn touvtw/ ginwvskete to; pneu'ma tou' qeou': pa'n pneu'ma
o} oJmologei' ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejn sarki; ejlhluqovta ejk tou'
qeou' ejstin,

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the second clause. On the
rhetorical function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ginwvskete. Pres act ind 2nd pl ginwvskw. 
to; pneu'ma. Accusative direct object of ginwvskete. 
tou' qeou'. Source (cf. Smalley, 221). The expression to; pneu'ma

tou' qeou' could also be rendered God’s Spirit (possessive genitive).
Either way the referent is almost certainly the Holy Spirit, with the
context focusing on a contrast between the Spirit that comes from God
(ejk tou' qeou', 4:1) and those that do not. Although the expression,
pa'n pneu'ma, may imply that there are many spirits that come from
God, the use of pa'n is conditioned by the focus on polloi; yeudo-
profh'tai (4:1), each of whom produce spirit inspired utterances. 

pa'n pneu'ma. Neuter nominative subject of ejstin. 
o}. Neuter nominative subject of oJmologei'. 
oJmologei' ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejn sarki; ejlhluqovta. The

language is very similar to 2 John 7. 
oJmologei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg oJmologevw. On the meaning, see

2:23 on oJ oJmologw'n. 
ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n. Accusative direct object of oJmologei'. 
ejn sarki;. Manner. The term sarki; is an example of synecdoche

(see 1:1 on aiJ cei're" hJmw'n), meaning “human body.” 
ejlhluqovta. Prf act ptc masc acc sg e[rcomai. Accusative com-

plement in an object-complement double accusative construction (see
1:10 on yeuvsthn; contra Young, 149; see also 2 John 7 on ÆIhsou'n
Cristo;n). On the distinction between the perfect participle here and
the present participle in 2 John, see 2 John 7 on ejrcovmenon. 

ejk tou' qeou'. Source. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
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4:3 kai; pa'n pneu'ma o} mh; oJmologei' to;n ÆIhsou'n ejk tou'
qeou' oujk e[stin: kai; tou'tov ejstin to; tou' ajnticrivstou, o}
ajkhkovate o{ti e[rcetai, kai; nu'n ejn tw'/ kovsmw/ ejsti;n h[dh. 

kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;). 

pa'n pneu'ma. Nominative subject of e[stin. 
o}. Neuter nominative subject of oJmologei'. 
mh;. Although it may simply be a solecism (cf. Porter 1992, 284),

according to Law (396) the rare use of mhv with the indicative is con-
sistent with “classical correctness, as expressing the subjective con-
viction of the writer that there are no exceptions to the statement he is
making.” He goes on, following Westcott (142), to suggest that
Polycarp’s quotation of this text in Phil 7.1 illustrates that this is how
he understood the construction: Pa'" ga;r o}" a]n mh; oJmologh/'
ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejn sarki; ejlhluqevnai, ajnticristov" ejstin.
While it is questionable whether Polycarp was quoting or even allud-
ing to this particular text, it is not unlikely that he used Pa'" o}" a]n mh;
oJmologh/' as an equivalent of o} mh; oJmologei'. 

oJmologei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg oJmologevw. On the meaning, see
2:23 on oJ oJmologw'n. 

to;n ÆIhsou'n. Accusative direct object of oJmologei'. Although the
verb can focus on expressing one’s allegiance to either a person or a
proposition (LN 33.274), and the use of the direct object without a
complement (cf. 4:2) points to confessing allegiance to Jesus as a per-
son, given the context, to;n ÆIhsou'n may well be an elliptical reference
to the participial content of the confession: ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejn
sarki; ejlhluqovta. This is the way that many scribes appear to have
understood the text. The range of textual variants at this point in the
text simply reflects a question of whether information is explicit or
implicit, with no change in meaning. 

ejk tou' qeou'. Source. 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
kai; tou'tov. The use of kai; here to mark thematic continuity (see

1:2 on kai;) suggests that to; tou' ajnticrivstou and pa'n pneu'ma o}
mh; oJmologei' to;n ÆIhsou'n are coreferential. 

tou'tov. Nominative subject (see 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. The sec-
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ond accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). The
antecedent is pa'n pneu'ma. 

to;. The neuter nominative singular article functions as a nominal-
izer (see 2:13 on to;n ajpÆ ajrch'"), in this case changing the genitive
substantive tou' ajnticrivstou into a predicate nominative substantive. 

tou' ajnticrivstou. Source. The use of the nominalized expres-
sion makes it clear that the writer is not saying that the spirit is the
antichrist (cf. ou|tov" ejstin oJ ajntivcristo", 2:22), but rather that such
spirits come from the antichrist. The construction is probably intended
to highlight the contrast between to; (pneu'ma) tou' ajnticrivstou and
to; pneu'ma tou' qeou' (4:2). 

o}. If the o{ti clause serves as a clausal complement of ajkhkovate,
then the relative pronoun would have to be taken as an accusative of
reference. The weaker alternative is to take the relative pronoun as
the accusative direct object of ajkhkovate and the o{ti clause as
epexegetical. 

ajkhkovate. Prf act ind 2nd pl ajkouvw. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of

ajkhkovate (but see above on o}). 
e[rcetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg e[rcomai. On the voice, see 2:18

and “Deponency” in the Introduction. 
ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. Locative.
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 

4:4 uJmei'" ejk tou' qeou' ejste, tekniva, kai; nenikhvkate auj-
touv", o{ti meivzwn ejsti;n oJ ejn uJmi'n h] oJ ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. 

uJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun sharpens the con-
trast between the readers and to; tou' ajnticrivstou (4:3). 

ejk tou' qeou' ejste. On the meaning of this expression, see 3:10
on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. 

ejste. Pres act ind 2nd pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

tekniva. Vocative (cf. 2:1). The use of the vocative here, along with
the shift in subject, marks the beginning of a new paragraph.

nenikhvkate. Prf act ind 2nd pl nikavw. As elsewhere in Johannine
literature, the reader is left to determine the precise nature of the action
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associated with nikavw (“to win a victory over”; LN 39.57) through
reference to the context of the statement and/or the readers’ circum-
stances. “Conquering” the false prophets (yeudoprofh'tai, 4:1) and
the spirits who inspire them (ta; pneuvmata, 4:1-3) would apparently
involve recognizing their origin and choosing to reject them if they do
not “confess (that) Jesus (Christ has come in human form)” (4:2, 3)
and are thus not “from God” (ejk tou' qeou', 4:1, 3). 

aujtouv". Accusative direct object of nenikhvkate. The antecedent
is yeudoprofh'tai, who have been the focus of attention in 4:1-3. 

o{ti. Causal. 
meivzwn. Predicate adjective. 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
oJ ejn uJmi'n. The article functions as a nominalizer (see 2:13 on

to;n), changing the locative prepositional phrase into the nominative
subject of ejsti;n. It may be possible to read this expression and the one
below as relational idioms (see 2:5 on ejn aujtw/'). 

oJ ejn tw'/ kovsmw/. The article functions as a nominalizer (see 2:13
on to;n), changing the locative prepositional phrase (but see above on
oJ ejn uJmi'n) into the nominative subject of an implicit ejsti;n. 

4:5 aujtoi; ejk tou' kovsmou eijsivn, dia; tou'to ejk tou' kovsmou
lalou'sin kai; oJ kovsmo" aujtw'n ajkouvei. 

aujtoi;. The explicit nominative subject pronoun highlights the
contrast between the readers who are ejk tou' qeou' (4:4) and those
who are ejk tou' kovsmou. 

ejk tou' kovsmou. Source/Origin (but see 2:19 on h\san ejx; cf.
2:16). Here, the expression strongly associates the referents with the
enemy of God (oJ ejn tw'/ kovsmw/; 4:4). 

eijsivn. Pres act ind 3rd pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

dia; tou'to. Causal. The demonstrative pronoun is anaphoric (con-
trast 3:1), pointing back to the proposition aujtoi; ejk tou' kovsmou eij-
sivn. Their status as those who are of the world has two results, which
are introduced by dia; tou'to. 

ejk tou' kovsmou. Lit. “from the world.” 
lalou'sin. Pres act ind 3rd sg lalevw.
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kai;. The conjunction is coordinate, introducing a second result of
the proposition aujtoi; ejk tou' kovsmou eijsivn. 

oJ kovsmo". Nominative subject of ajkouvei. 
aujtw'n. Genitive object of ajkouvei. 
ajkouvei. Pres act ind 3rd pl ajkouvw. Here, “to believe something

and to respond to it on the basis of having heard” (LN 31.56) or “to lis-
ten or pay attention to a person, with resulting conformity to what is
advised or commanded” (LN 36.14).

4:6 hJmei'" ejk tou' qeou' ejsmen, oJ ginwvskwn to;n qeo;n
ajkouvei hJmw'n, o}" oujk e[stin ejk tou' qeou' oujk ajkouvei hJmw'n.
ejk touvtou ginwvskomen to; pneu'ma th'" ajlhqeiva" kai; to;
pneu'ma th'" plavnh". 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun highlights the
contrast between those who are ejk tou' kovsmou (4:5) and those who
are ejk tou' qeou' (perhaps simply the writer in this case; see also 4:4). 

ejk tou' qeou' ejsmen. On the meaning of this expression, see 3:10
on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. The relational language in this case serves to
bolster the authority of the writer by implying that some others are not
“of God.” 

ejsmen. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

oJ ginwvskwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ginwvskw (substantival).
The participial construction, oJ ginwvskwn to;n qeo;n, serves as the
nominative subject of ajkouvei. 

to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of ginwvskwn. 
ajkouvei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ajkouvw. On the meaning, see 4:5. 
hJmw'n. Genitive object of ajkouvei. 
o}" oujk e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. The “headless” relative clause

clause (see 1:1 on ÕO . . . o}) functions as the subject of ajkouvei. 
o}". Nominative subject of e[stin. 
e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. On the meaning of this expression, see 3:10

on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
ajkouvei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ajkouvw. On the meaning, see 4:5. 
hJmw'n. Genitive object of ajkouvei. 
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ejk touvtou. The demonstrative pronoun is anaphoric. Here, the
preposition is “a marker of means as constituting a source” (LN
89.77). 

ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. There is probably a
shift from an exclusive “we” in the first part of this verse (hJmei'" . . .
ejsmen) to an inclusive first plural referent here. 

to; pneu'ma. Accusative direct object of ginwvskomen. 
th'" ajlhqeiva". Attributive genitive. 
th'" plavnh". Attributive genitive. 

1 John 4:7-10
7Dear friends, let us love one another, because love comes from God

and everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God. 8The
one who does not love does not know God; for God is love. 9This is
how the love of God was revealed among us: God sent his one and
only Son into the world so that we might live through him. 10This is
love: not that we have loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son
as the means by which our sins are dealt with.

4:7 ÆAgaphtoiv, ajgapw'men ajllhvlou", o{ti hJ ajgavph ejk tou'
qeou' ejstin, kai; pa'" oJ ajgapw'n ejk tou' qeou' gegevnnhtai
kai; ginwvskei to;n qeovn.

Longacre maintains that the second ethical peak of the letter begins
here and continues through 4:21. He argues that the second paragraph
(4:11-21) is a paraphrase of the first, a phenomenon that is a common
feature of peaks (Longacre 1992, 279–80; see also “Genre and
Structure” in the Introduction). 

ÆAgaphtoiv. Vocative (see 2:7). 
ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Hortatory subjunctive. 
ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 
o{ti. Causal. 
hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of ejstin. 
ejk tou' qeou'. Source. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
pa'" oJ ajgapw'n. Nominative subject of gegevnnhtai. On the

rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ
ajrnouvmeno". 
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oJ ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival or
attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

ejk tou' qeou' gegevnnhtai. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'. 
gegevnnhtai. Prf pass ind 3rd sg gennavw. 
ginwvskei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. 
to;n qeovn. Accusative direct object of ginwvskei.

4:8 oJ mh; ajgapw'n oujk e[gnw to;n qeovn, o{ti oJ qeo;" ajgavph
ejstivn. 

oJ . . . ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substanti-
val). Nominative subject of e[gnw. 

e[gnw. Aor act ind 3rd sg ginwvskw. 
to;n qeovn. Accusative direct object of e[gnw. 
o{ti. Causal. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject (1:5 on oJ qeo;") of ejstivn. 
ajgavph. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on oJ qeo;"). 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 

4:9 ejn touvtw/ ejfanerwvqh hJ ajgavph tou' qeou' ejn hJmi'n, o{ti
to;n uiJo;n aujtou' to;n monogenh' ajpevstalken oJ qeo;" eij" to;n
kovsmon i{na zhvswmen diÆ aujtou'. 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cata-
phoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. On the
rhetorical function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ejfanerwvqh. Aor pass ind 3rd sg fanerovw. The verb could con-
ceivably be viewed as middle here (see “Deponency” in the
Introduction; cf. BDAG, 1048). 

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of ejfanerwvqh.
tou' qeou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ejn hJmi'n. Locative (probably “among us” rather than “within us”;

so Burdick, 320; Smalley, 240; contra Brooke, 119; Brown, 516). 
o{ti to;n uiJo;n aujtou' to;n monogenh' ajpevstalken oJ

qeo;" eij" to;n kovsmon. Several features of the o{ti clause lend
it special prominence: (1) the cataphoric demonstrative pronoun
(touvtw/) focuses attention on the o{ti clause (cf. Anderson and
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Anderson, 43); (2) the direct object is fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva); and
(3) the perfect tense is used rather than the aorist. 

o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to touvtw/ (see 1:5 on
o{ti). 

to;n uiJo;n . . . to;n monogenh'. Accusative direct object of
ajpevstalken. On its position, see above. The term monogenhv", has
frequently been read as “only begotten” under the influence of the
KJV, implying that the focus is on being the only son. As many have
noted, however, the adjective focuses on unique status rather than
unique ancestry (“pertaining to what is unique in the sense of being the
only one of the same kind or class”; LN 58.52). Thus Abraham’s son
Isaac may be described as monogenhv" (Heb 11:17), as the unique son
of the promise, even though Abraham had another son (Ishmael). 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ajpevstalken. Prf act ind 3rd sg ajpostevllw. On the tense, see
above on o{ti to;n uiJo;n . . . to;n kovsmon. 

oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of ajpevstalken. 
eij" to;n kovsmon. Locative. 
i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
zhvswmen. Aor act subj 1st pl zavw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
diÆ aujtou'. Intermediate agent. The antecedent is to;n uiJo;n.

4:10 ejn touvtw/ ejsti;n hJ ajgavph, oujc o{ti hJmei'" hjgaphvka-
men to;n qeo;n ajllÆ o{ti aujto;" hjgavphsen hJma'" kai;
ajpevsteilen to;n uiJo;n aujtou' iJlasmo;n peri; tw'n aJmartiw'n
hJmw'n. 

ejn touvtw/. Reference. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. On the rhetori-
cal function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. 
o{ti. Introduces two conjoined clauses that are epexegetical to

touvtw/ and provide both negative and positive formulations of love
(see 1:5 on o{ti). 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun marks the primary
point of contrast between the two clauses (hJmei'" vs. aujto;"). 
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hjgaphvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ajgapavw. Although the external
support for the perfect (B Y 322 323 945 1241 1739 2298 eth) is more
limited than support for the aorist hjgaphvsamen (a1 A 048vid 33 81vid

436 1067 1175 1243 1292 1409 1505 1611 1735 1844 1852 1881 2138
2344 2464 Byz [K L] Lect arm geo slav Philo-Carpsia), the aorist can
perhaps be accounted for as assimilation to the following aorist forms
(Metzger, 645). 

to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of hjgaphvkamen. 
ajllÆ. Introduces a proposition that contrasts with the preceding

one (see also 2:2). 
aujto;". Nominative subject of hjgavphsen (see also above on

hJmei'"). 
hjgavphsen. Aor act ind 3rd sg ajgapavw. 
hJma'". Accusative direct object of hjgavphsen. 
ajpevsteilen. Aor act ind 3rd sg ajpostevllw. 
to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of ajpevsteilen. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
iJlasmo;n. Accusative complement in an object-complement dou-

ble accusative construction (see 1:10 on yeuvsthn). On the meaning,
see 2:2. 

peri; tw'n aJmartiw'n. Reference. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 

1 John 4:11-21
11Dear friends, if God has loved us in this way, then we in turn ought

to love one another. 12No one has ever seen God. If we love one
another God continues to have a relationship with us and his love has
reached its goal in us. 13This is how we know that we continue to have
a relationship with him and he with us: he has given us a portion of his
Spirit. 

14Now, we have seen and testify that the Father sent the Son as
Savior of the world. 15Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God,
God continues to have a relationship with that person, and he with
God. 16And we have come to know and to believe the love that God
has for us. 

God is love, and the one who continues loving continues to have a
relationship with him, and God continues to have a relationship with
that person. 17This is how love has reached its goal among us: we will
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have confidence on the day of judgment because just as he is (in this
world) so also we are in this world. 

18There is no fear where there is love. On the contrary, perfect love
drives out fear, because fear has (anticipated) punishment (in mind).
So, the one who has fear has not reached the goal in the matter of love.
19We love because he first loved us. 

20If anyone says, “I love God,” and (yet) hates his brother or sister,
he is a liar. For the one who does not love his brother or sister, whom
he has seen, is not able to love God, whom he has not seen. 21And we
have this command from him: the one who loves God must also love
his brother and sister.

4:11 ÆAgaphtoiv, eij ou{tw" oJ qeo;" hjgavphsen hJma'", kai ;
hJmei'" ojfeivlomen ajllhvlou" ajgapa'n. 

ÆAgaphtoiv. On the meaning, see 2:7. The use of the vocative sug-
gests a paragraph break (cf. 2:1 on Tekniva; so Longacre 1992,
275–76). 

eij. Introduces a first class condition (cf. 3:13). 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of hjgavphsen. 
hjgavphsen. Aor act ind 3rd sg ajgapavw. 
hJma'". Accusative direct object of hjgavphsen. 
hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun serves to help

highlight the necessary connection between the actions of God and the
actions of the readers. 

ojfeivlomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ojfeivlw. On the semantics and
rhetorical significance of this verb, see 2:6 on ojfeivlei (cf. Longacre
1992, 276). 

ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapa'n. 
ajgapa'n. Pres act inf ajgapavw (complementary). 

4:12 qeo;n oujdei;" pwvpote teqevatai. eja;n ajgapw'men
ajllhvlou", oJ qeo;" ejn hJmi'n mevnei kai; hJ ajgavph aujtou' ejn
hJmi'n teteleiwmevnh ejstivn. 

qeo;n oujdei;" pwvpote teqevatai. The author does not actu-
ally identify the significance of this statement until verse 20. 

qeo;n. Accusative direct object of teqevatai. 
oujdei;". Nominative subject of teqevatai. 
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teqevatai. Prf mid ind 3rd sg qeavomai. On the voice, see 1:1 on
ejqeasavmeqa. 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Subjunctive with eja;n. 
ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of mevnei. 
ejn hJmi'n mevnei. See 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of ejstivn. 
aujtou'. The genitive case could be taken as either subjective or

objective. Given the semantics of teleiovw and the fact that God is the
agent of mevnei, the case should most likely be viewed as subjective (so
Brooke, 120; Brown, 521; Harris 2003, 190; contra Dodd, 113).
Wendland (28), however, argues that this may well be an example of
intentional ambiguity, or “semantic density,” on the part of the author.
Such ambiguity would be a literary rather than syntactic category, and
should not be confused with the questionable label “plenary genitive”
(see, e.g., Wallace, 119–21). 

ejn hJmi'n. Locative. Porter (1989, 468) notes the ambiguity in the
syntax: If ejn hJmi'n “modifies the subject [hJ ajgavph aujtou'], the
understanding is that God abides in us and ‘his love in us’ is in a state
of completion. If the locative completes the Participle and the con-
struction is periphrastic, it means that God abides in us and his love is
in a state of completion in us” (italics mine). The latter is more likely
given the parallel construction that precedes. 

teteleiwmevnh. Prf mid ptc fem nom sg teleiovw (perfect
periphrastic; see 1:4 on peplhrwmevnh). On the voice and semantics,
see 2:5 on teteleivwtai. 

ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

4:13 ÆEn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti ejn aujtw'/ mevnomen kai;
aujto;" ejn hJmi'n, o{ti ejk tou' pneuvmato" aujtou' devdwken
hJmi'n. 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the second o{ti clause. On the
rhetorical function of this expression, see 2:3. 
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ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen (see also

2:3 on o{ti). 
ejn aujtw'/ mevnomen. See 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
mevnomen. Pres act ind 1st pl mevnw. 
kai;. Introduces a clause that is coordinate with the previous clause

and in which the verb of the previous clause is implied. 
aujto;". Nominative subject of an implicit mevnei. 
ejn hJmi'n. The verb (mevnei) is implied. On the meaning, see 2:6 on

ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to touvtw/ (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
ejk tou' pneuvmato". The syntax of this verse is similar to but dis-

tinct from 3:24 (kai; ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti mevnei ejn hJmi'n, ejk
tou' pneuvmato" ou| hJmi'n e[dwken). In 3:24, we had the unusual case
of a cataphoric demonstrative pronoun being picked up by the prepo-
sition ejk rather than the usual epexegetical o{ti clause. Here, though
the choice of words is almost identical, the syntax (and thus semantics)
is not. The fact that the verb divdwmi is not part of a relative clause in
this case forces us to take the preposition ejk as denoting source or
more likely as partitive (so Moule, 72). English readers may tend to
react against the rendering “a portion of his Spirit,” since our logical
minds ask how the Holy Spirit can be divided. Commenting on
Pauline pneumatology, however, Fee (864) rightly points out that
“Paul does not see life in the Spirit as the result of a single experience
of the Spirit at conversion. The Spirit is the key to all of Christian life,
and frequently Paul implies there are further, ongoing appropriations
of the Spirit’s empowering.” Such theology probably stands behind
John’s use of the partitive construction here as well. His point, then, is
that his readers’ present experience of the Spirit, partial though it may
be, provides evidence of their continuing relationship with God. 

aujtou'. Possessive genitive. 
devdwken. Prf act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. 
hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of devdwken. 

4:14 kai; hJmei'" teqeavmeqa kai; marturou'men o{ti oJ pa-
th;r ajpevstalken to;n uiJo;n swth'ra tou' kovsmou. 

kai;. If the use of a sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity
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(see 1:2 on kai;; cf. 4:16), then “remaining” in him also entails contin-
uing to make known the Gospel message: oJ path;r ajpevstalken to;n
uiJo;n swth'ra tou' kovsmou. 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun lends further
prominence to the statement that follows. 

teqeavmeqa. Prf mid ind 1st pl qeavomai. On the voice, see 1:1
on ejqeasavmeqa. The use of the perfect tense lends special promi-
nence, once again, to the eyewitness experience and testimony of the
writer. For more on the significance of the tense and number, see 1:1
on ajkhkovamen. 

marturou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl marturevw. For more on the
significance of the tense and number, see 1:1 on ajkhkovamen. 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (indirect discourse) of
marturou'men. 

oJ path;r. Nominative subject of ajpevstalken. 
ajpevstalken. Prf act ind 3rd sg ajpostevllw. 
to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of ajpevstalken. 
swth'ra. The noun could be viewed as accusative in apposition to

to;n uiJo;n, or better as the accusative complement in an object-comple-
ment double accusative construction (see 1:10 on yeuvsthn; so also
Young, 17). 

tou' kovsmou. Objective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").

4:15 o}" eja;n oJmologhvsh/ o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ uiJo;" tou'
qeou', oJ qeo;" ejn aujtw'/ mevnei kai; aujto;" ejn tw'/ qew'/. 

o}" eja;n oJmologhvsh/ o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou'.
The relative clause functions as the topic (see 1:1) of what follows,
which will be picked up with the resumptive demonstrative pronoun
aujtw'//. 

o}" eja;n. The indefinite relative pronoun (see 2:5 on o}" . . . a]n)
serves as the nominative subject of oJmologhvsh/. 

oJmologhvsh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg oJmologevw. On the meaning, see
2:23 on oJ oJmologw'n. 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement (direct or indirect dis-
course) of oJmologhvsh/. 

ÆIhsou'". Nominative subject (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
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oJ uiJo;". Predicate nominative (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of mevnei. 
ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. See 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
kai;. Introduces a clause that is coordinate with the previous clause

and in which the verb of the previous clause is implied. 
aujto;". Nominative subject of an implicit mevnei.
ejn tw'/ qew'/. The verb (mevnei) is implied. On the meaning, see 2:6

on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 

4:16 kai; hJmei'" ejgnwvkamen kai; pepisteuvkamen th;n
ajgavphn h}n e[cei oJ qeo;" ejn hJmi'n. ïO qeo;" ajgavph ejstivn,
kai; oJ mevnwn ejn th'/ ajgavph/ ejn tw'/ qew'/ mevnei kai; oJ qeo;"
ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. 

The syntax of the first part of this verse is closely parallel to 4:14. 
kai;. If the use of a sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity

(see 1:2 on kai;; cf. 4:14), then “confessing” Jesus or “remaining” in
him also entails bearing witness to and living out the love of God. 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun, along with the
perfect verbs, lends prominence to this statement (see also “Tense,
Aspect, and Mood” in the Introduction). 

ejgnwvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl ginwvskw. 
pepisteuvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl pisteuvw. 
th;n ajgavphn. Accusative direct object of the conjoined verb

phrase ejgnwvkamen kai; pepisteuvkamen. 
h}n. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of e[cei. 
ejn hJmi'n. The function of the prepositional phrase is difficult to

determine. Most take it as referring to the object of God’s love, but this
does not conform to any typical use of the preposition. It is probably
better to take the preposition as denoting “reference/respect” (though
a smooth English translation will probably require “for”). The choice
of ejn was probably dictated by stylistic concerns, in anticipation of the
threefold use of the preposition at the end of the verse. 

ïO qeo;". Nominative subject (see 1:5 on oJ qeo;") of ejstivn. 
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ajgavph. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on oJ qeo;"). 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
oJ mevnwn ejn th'/ ajgavph/. The use of mevnei highlights continu-

ity of state (cf. 2:10). Here, where mevnein is used with a non-personal
referent (cf. 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein), the sense is to “continue lov-
ing.” The whole participial construction, headed by the nominative oJ
mevnwn, serves as the subject of mevnei. 

oJ mevnwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg mevnw (substantival). 
ejn tw'/ qew'/ mevnei kai; oJ qeo;" ejn aujtw'/ mevnei. On the

meaning of the idiom, see 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of mevnei. 
mevnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg mevnw. 

4:17 ejn touvtw/ teteleivwtai hJ ajgavph meqÆ hJmw'n, i{na
parrhsivan e[cwmen ejn th'/ hJmevra/ th'" krivsew", o{ti
kaqw;" ejkei'nov" ejstin kai; hJmei'" ejsmen ejn tw'/ kovsmw/
touvtw/. 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental (but see below). The demonstrative pro-
noun could be either anaphoric or cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th). If it is
anaphoric (so Brown, 527; Harris 2003, 196–97; Marshall, 223, n. 17;
Westcott, 157), the point would be that through God continuing in
relationship with the believer (oJ qeo;" ejn aujtw'/ mevnei; 4:16), and per-
haps through the believer continuing in relationship with God (ejn tw'/
qew'/ mevnei; 4:16) and continuing to live a life of love (oJ mevnwn ejn
th'/ ajgavph/; 4:16), love has been brought to maturity among the read-
ers. In favor of this view is the fact that the logic in this reading mir-
rors the statement made in 4:12: eja;n ajgapw'men ajllhvlou", oJ qeo;"
ejn hJmi'n mevnei kai; hJ ajgavph aujtou' ejn hJmi'n teteleiwmevnh ejs-
tivn. If, on the other hand, the demonstrative pronoun is taken as cat-
aphoric, it could point forward to either the i{na clause or the o{ti
clause. The semantics of the verse, however, appear to rule out con-
necting ejn touvtw/ to the i{na clause (contra Anderson and Anderson,
43; Brooke, 124; Bultmann, 72, n. 1). As Brown (526) notes, it is dif-
ficult to unravel the logic of love having reached perfection in some-
thing that has not yet occurred. While the logical quandary may be
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minimized if ejn touvtw/ means “in this” rather than “by this” (thus,
given the fact that the readers have confidence presently, love has been
perfected among them), the focus on future (ejn th'/ hJmevra/ th'"
krivsew") rather than present confidence argues against this reading.
The final option connects ejn touvtw/ to the following o{ti clause (so
Schnackenburg, 222), a pattern that occurs frequently in 1 John (e.g.,
1:5; 3:16; 4:9, 10, 13). The primary argument against this reading is
that the o{ti clause does not immediately follow the clause of which ejn
touvtw/ is a part. The intervening i{na clause is where it is, however, to
make clear that confidence on judgment day is closely linked to the
perfection in view. 

teteleivwtai. Prf mid ind 3rd sg teleiovw. On the voice and
semantics, see 2:5. 

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of teteleivwtai. 
meqÆ hJmw'n. Association. Harris (2003, 197) may be correct in

viewing the statement that love is perfected with us as a reference to
“our actions in loving our fellow believers.” 

i{na. Likely introduces a result clause but could be epexegetical
(see above on ejn touvtw/). The relationship between mature or perfect
love and freedom from fear of judgment will be fleshed out in 4:18. 

parrhsivan. Accusative direct object of e[cwmen. On the mean-
ing, see 2:28. 

e[cwmen. Pres act subj 1st pl e[cw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
ejn th'/ hJmevra/. Temporal. 
th'" krivsew". “The day of judgment” refers to “the day when God

judges people.”
o{ti. The function of the o{ti clause is either epexegetical (with a

cataphoric ejn touvtw/) or causal (with an anaphoric touvtw/; see above).
The point of the clause is that love has been perfected among the read-
ers through their continuing presence in this world, just as Jesus was
present in the world as love incarnate (cf. Larsen 1990a, 4). 

kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
ejkei'nov". Nominative subject of ejstin. The second accent comes

from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). The referent is Jesus Christ
(see also 2:6). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. The predicate, ejn tw'/ kovsmw/ touvtw/, is left implicit until the
second part of the comparative construction. 
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hJmei'". Nominative subject of ejsmen. On the loss of accent, see 1:5
on ejstin. The explicit subject pronoun helps highlight the contrast
that is being drawn between “him” (ejkei'nov") and “us.” 

ejn tw'/ kovsmw/ touvtw/. Locative. 

4:18 fovbo" oujk e[stin ejn th'/ ajgavph/ ajllÆ hJ teleiva ajgavph
e[xw bavllei to;n fovbon, o{ti oJ fovbo" kovlasin e[cei, oJ de;
fobouvmeno" ouj teteleivwtai ejn th'/ ajgavph/. 

fovbo". Nominative subject of e[stin. 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
ejn th'/ ajgavph/. Reference/Respect. 
ajllÆ. Introduces a strong contrast (see also 2:2). 
hJ teleiva ajgavph. Nominative subject of bavllei. 
bavllei. Pres act ind 3rd sg bavllw. 
to;n fovbon. Accusative direct object of bavllei. 
o{ti. Causal. 
oJ fovbo" kovlasin e[cei. Lit. “fear has punishment,” i.e., fear

stems from an expectation of judgment. 
oJ fovbo". Nominative subject of e[cei. 
kovlasin. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
oJ . . . fobouvmeno". Pres mid ptc masc nom sg fobevomai (sub-

stantival). Nominative subject of teteleivwtai. Though typically
parsed as middle/passive deponent, the form should probably be taken
as a true middle (see “Deponency” in the Introduction), as is common
with verbs that describe an emotional state (cf. Miller, 428). 

teteleivwtai. Prf mid ind 3rd sg teleiovw. On the voice and
semantics, see 2:5. 

ejn th'/ ajgavph. Reference/Respect. 

4:19 hJmei'" ajgapw'men, o{ti aujto;" prw'to" hjgavphsen hJma'". 

hJmei'". The explicit nominative subject pronoun helps highlight
the contrast between those who fear (oJ fobouvmeno", v. 18) and those
who have been perfected in love (teteleivwtai ejn th'/ ajgavph/, v. 18). 

ajgapw'men. Pres act ind 1st pl ajgapavw. The direct object, which
could be God, others, or both, is left implicit. 

o{ti. Causal. 
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aujto;". Nominative subject of hjgavphsen. 
hjgavphsen. Aor act ind 3rd sg ajgapavw.
hJma'". Accusative direct object of hjgavphsen. 

4:20 ejavn ti" ei[ph/ o{ti ÆAgapw' to;n qeo;n kai; to;n ajdelfo;n
aujtou' mish'/, yeuvsth" ejstivn: oJ ga;r mh; ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n
aujtou' o}n eJwvraken, to;n qeo;n o}n oujc eJwvraken ouj duvnatai
ajgapa'n.

ejavn. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). 

ti". Nominative subject of ei[ph/ . . . kai; . . . mish'/. 
ei[ph/. Aor act subj 3rd sg levgw. Subjunctive with ejavn.
o{ti. Introduces direct discourse. 
ÆAgapw'. Pres act ind 1st sg ajgapavw. 
to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of ÆAgapw'. 
kai;. Although a smooth English translation may use “but,” given

the semantic contrast between ÆAgapw' to;n qeo;n and to;n ajdelfo;n
aujtou' mish'/, the conjunction is coordinate and links mish'/ to the main
verb (ei[ph/). 

to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of mish'/. On the mean-
ing, see 2:9. 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

mish'/. Pres act subj 3rd sg misevw. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
yeuvsth". Predicate nominative. 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
oJ . . . mh; ajgapw'n to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' o}n eJwvraken. The

whole participial construction, headed by the nominative oJ . . .
ajgapw'n, serves as the subject of duvnatai. On the rhetorical force of
the construction, see 2:4 on oJ levgwn. 

ga;r. Causal (but see 2:19 on ga;r). 
oJ . . . ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival). 
to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'n. On the

meaning, see 2:9. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 
o}n. Accusative direct object of eJwvraken. 
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eJwvraken. Prf act ind 3rd sg oJravw. 
to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapa'n. This noun

phrase, which is part of an infinitival clause, is fronted (see 1:5 on sko-
tiva) to place it in focus. 

o}n. Accusative direct object of eJwvraken. 
eJwvraken. Prf act ind 3rd sg oJravw. 
duvnatai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg duvnamai. On the voice, see 3:9 and

“Deponency” in the Introduction. 
ajgapa'n. Pres act inf ajgapavw (complementary). 

4:21 kai; tauvthn th;n ejntolh;n e[comen ajpÆ aujtou', i{na oJ
ajgapw'n to;n qeo;n ajgapa'/ kai; to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou'. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) and introduces a further comment on the topic of love. 

tauvthn th;n ejntolh;n. Accusative direct object of e[comen. The
demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing for-
ward to the i{na clause. 

e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
ajpÆ aujtou'. Source.
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to tauvthn th;n ejn-

tolh;n. 
oJ ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival).

The participial construction, oJ ajgapw'n to;n qeo;n, serves as the sub-
ject of ajgapa'/. 

to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'n. 
ajgapa'/. Pres act subj 3rd sg ajgapavw. Subjunctive with i{na (the

indicative form would be the same). 
to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapa'/. On the mean-

ing, see 2:9. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 

1 John 5:1-12
1Everyone who believes that Jesus is the Christ has been born of

God, and everyone who loves the parent [also] loves the one who has
been born of him. 2This is how we know that we love the children of
God, when we love God and carry out his commands. 3For this is the
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love of God, that we keep his commands; and his commands are not
burdensome, 4since all that is born of God conquers the world. 

Now, this is what has conquered the world, our faith. 5Who, then, is
the one who conquers the world except the one who believes that Jesus
is the Son of God? 6He, Jesus Christ, is the one who came by water and
blood—not with water only but with water and blood. And the Spirit
is the one who testifies, since the Spirit is truth 7(and) since there are
three who testify: 8the Spirit, the water, and the blood. And the three
are in agreement. 

9If we accept the testimony of people, the testimony of God is even
greater. For this is what God has testified about: he has testified con-
cerning his Son. 10The one who believes in the Son of God has the tes-
timony in himself. The one who does not believe God has (in effect)
branded him a liar, since he has not believed what God has testified
concerning his Son. 11And this is the testimony: God has given eternal
life to us, and this life is found in his Son. 12The one who has the Son
has life. The one who does not have the Son of God does not have life.

5:1 Pa'" oJ pisteuvwn o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ Cristov", ejk tou'
qeou' gegevnnhtai, kai; pa'" oJ ajgapw'n to;n gennhvsanta
ajgapa'/ »kai;¼ to;n gegennhmevnon ejx aujtou'. 

Pa'" oJ pisteuvwn o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ Cristov". The whole
participial construction, headed by the nominative Pa'" oJ pisteuvwn,
functions as the subject of gegevnnhtai. On the rhetorical force of pa'"
with an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ pisteuvwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg pisteuvw (substantival or
attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). The present tense, which
portrays the action as a process, should not be pressed to imply contin-
ual belief (contra Wallace, 621, n. 22.). 

o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of pisteuvwn (cf. also 2:3
on o{ti). 

ÆIhsou'". Nominative subject (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
oJ Cristov". Predicate nominative (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
ejk tou' qeou' gegevnnhtai. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'. 
gegevnnhtai. Prf pass ind 3rd sg gennavw. 
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pa'" oJ ajgapw'n to;n gennhvsanta ajgapa'/ »kai;¼ to;n
gegennhmevnon ejx aujtou'. A more idiomatic rendering of this
clause would be: “Everyone who loves the parent/father loves the par-
ent’s/ father’s child.” 

pa'" oJ ajgapw'n to;n gennhvsanta. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ ajgapw'n, functions as
the subject of ajgapa'/. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an articu-
lar participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ ajgapw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgapavw (substantival or
attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

to;n gennhvsanta. Aor act ptc masc acc sg gennavw (substanti-
val). Accusative direct object of ajgapw'n. 

ajgapa'/. Pres act ind 3rd sg ajgapavw. 
»kai;¼. The question of whether or not the conjunction is original (it

is omitted by B Y 048vid 33 and a few versions and early fathers) has
little bearing on the meaning of the text. 

to;n gegennhmevnon. Prf pass ptc masc acc sg gennavw (substan-
tival). Accusative direct object of ajgapa'/. 

ejx aujtou'. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'. 

5:2 ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti ajgapw'men ta; tevkna tou'
qeou', o{tan to;n qeo;n ajgapw'men kai; ta;" ejntola;" aujtou'
poiw'men. 

ejn touvtw/. Instrumental. The demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric
(see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{tan clause. On the rhetor-
ical function of this expression, see 2:3. 

ginwvskomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ginwvskw.
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of ginwvskomen (see also

2:3 on o{ti). 
ajgapw'men. Pres act ind 1st pl ajgapavw. 
ta; tevkna. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
o{tan. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to touvtw/ (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
to;n qeo;n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 
ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Subjunctive with

o{tan. 
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ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of poiw'men. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
poiw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl poievw. Subjunctive with o{tan. It is

not surprising that some scribes (probably unintentionally) substituted
thrw'men for poiw'men. The verb threvw is typically used with ta;"
ejntola;", while poievw is not (except in the Majority Text reading for
Rev 22:14). The former verb occurs in a 1175 1241 1243 1735 1846
1881 Byz [K L P] Lect vgmss slav, while poiw'men is found in B Y 81
322 323 436 945 1067 1292 1409 1505 1611 1739 1844 1852 2138
2298 2344 2464 itar, q vg syrp, h copsa, bo arm eth geo Lucifer Augustine.
Given the fact that poiw'men is the harder reading and thrw'men is
used in the next verse with ta;" ejntola;", it is more likely that scribes
changed the original poiw'men to thrw'men.

5:3 au{th gavr ejstin hJ ajgavph tou' qeou', i{na ta;" ejntola;"
aujtou' thrw'men, kai; aiJ ejntolai; aujtou' barei'ai oujk eijsivn. 

au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the i{na clause. 

gavr. See 2:19. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject of ejstin. 
tou' qeou'. Given the i{na clause that follows, the genitive must be

objective (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
ta;" ejntola;". Accusative direct object of thrw'men. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
thrw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl threvw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on ta;" ejntola;" aujtou' (see
1:2 on kai;). 

aiJ ejntolai;. Nominative subject of eijsivn. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
barei'ai. Predicate adjective. 
eijsivn. Pres act ind 3rd pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
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5:4 o{ti pa'n to; gegennhmevnon ejk tou' qeou' nika'/ to;n kovs-
mon: kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ nivkh hJ nikhvsasa to;n kovsmon, hJ
pivsti" hJmw'n. 

o{ti. Causal. The o{ti introduces a clause that provides the reason
why God’s commands are not burdensome. 

pa'n to; gegennhmevnon ejk tou' qeou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative pa'n to; gegennhmevnon,
functions as the subject of nika'/. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with
an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'". 

pa'n. Although the masculine pa'" may have been expected, the
writer uses the neuter form instead. BDF §138(1) notes that “the
neuter is sometimes used with respect to persons if it is not the indi-
viduals but a general quality that is to be emphasized.” Or, as Brown
(542) suggests, the choice of the neuter may reflect “the author’s
desire to set up a category of what God has begotten over against
another category, ‘the world.’” 

to; gegennhmevnon. Prf pass ptc neut nom sg gennavw (substan-
tival or attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno").

gegennhmevnon ejk tou' qeou'. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'. 
nika'/. Pres act ind 3rd sg nikavw. 
to;n kovsmon. Accusative direct object of nika'/. 
kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and introduces a further comment on nika'/.
au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative

is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to hJ pivsti" hJmw'n. 
ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
hJ nivkh hJ nikhvsasa to;n kovsmon. Lit. “The victory that has

conquered the world.” 
hJ nivkh. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. 
nikhvsasa. Aor act ptc fem nom sg nikavw (attributive). The writer

adds extra rhetorical force through the use of a verb that is cognate to
the noun it modifies (cf. 2:25; Anderson and Anderson, 44). 

to;n kovsmon. Accusative direct object of nikhvsasa. 
hJ pivsti". Nominative in apposition to au{th. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
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5:5 tiv" »dev¼ ejstin oJ nikw'n to;n kovsmon eij mh; oJ pisteuvwn
o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou'É 

tiv". Predicate nominative. On the force of the rhetorical question
that follows, see 2:22 on Tiv". 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

oJ nikw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg nikavw (substantival). 
to;n kovsmon. Accusative direct object of nikw'n. 
eij mh;. Louw and Nida (89.131) describe this expression as “a

marker of contrast by designating an exception—‘except that, but,
however, instead, but only.’” 

oJ pisteuvwn o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou'.
Constructions introduced by eij mh; should probably be viewed as
elliptical. In this case, the whole participial construction, headed by
the nominative oJ pisteuvwn, would then serve as the subject of an
implied ejstin (oJ nikw'n to;n kovsmon). 

oJ pisteuvwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg pisteuvw (substantival). 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of pisteuvwn (cf. also 2:3

on o{ti). 
ÆIhsou'". Nominative subject (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
oJ uiJo;". Predicate nominative (see 2:22 on ÆIhsou'"). 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 

5:6 Ou|tov" ejstin oJ ejlqw;n diÆ u{dato" kai; ai{mato", ÆIhsou'"
Cristov", oujk ejn tw'/ u{dati movnon ajllÆ ejn tw'/ u{dati kai; ejn
tw'/ ai{mati: kai; to; pneu'mav ejstin to; marturou'n, o{ti to;
pneu'mav ejstin hJ ajlhvqeia. 

Ou|tov". Although the referent of the demonstrative is reiterated in
what follows (ÆIhsou'" Cristov"), the semantics of 5:5-6 still point to
an anaphoric usage here (the antecedent is ÆIhsou'", v. 5). It is thus the
nominative subject of ejstin (see 1:5 on au{th). 

oJ ejlqw;n. Aor act ptc masc nom sg e[rcomai (substantival).
Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). 
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diÆ u{dato" kai; ai{mato". Instrumental. There are a number of
variant readings at this point. The UBS4 text is supported by B Y 322
323 1175 1739* 1881 2298 Byz [K L] Lect itar vg syrp geo Clementlat

Cyril2/4 Tertullian. A number of witnesses substitute pneuvmato" for
ai{mato" (945 1241 l 165 l 170 l 422 l 593 l 617 l 1441 Cyril1/4

Ambrose). Others add kai; pneuvmato" (a A 436 1067 1292 1409
1505 1611 1735 2138 2344 l 598 vgmss syrh copsa, bo eth slav Cyril1/4),
while still others read u{dato" kai; pneuvmato" kai; ai{mato" (P 81
1243 1844 1846 1852 2464 l 884 itl vgmss arm). The UBS4 has
upgraded the rating for diÆ u{dato" kai; ai{mato" from a “B” to an
“A.” As Metzger (646) notes, scribes familiar with John 3:5 likely
“introduced pneuvmato" either (a) as a substitution for ai{mato" . . . or
as an addition (b) before ai{mato" . . . or (c) after ai{mato", . . . occa-
sionally appending aJgivou after pneuvmato".” The referent of the two
nouns poses an even more difficult challenge than the textual issue.
Some take both elements as a reference to John 19:34 (kai; ejxh'lqen
eujqu;" ai|ma kai; u{dwr). Although there is certainly a conceptual link
between the two texts, the difference in word order and contexts
argues against an intentional echo. The majority of commentators take
u{dato" and ai{mato" as metonymies (see 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for
Jesus’ baptism and death. Taking the two terms as referring to two
events rather than one is supported by the following verse, which
groups them with to; pneu'mav as three distinct witnesses. A number of
factors, however, suggest that Jesus’ baptism is not one of the events
in view. First, the language of “coming” associated with Jesus (oJ
ejlqw;n) refers to his incarnation. Indeed, a central focus of 1 John,
apparently designed to counter “progressive” teachings that were
threatening the readers, is the theme of Jesus “coming in the flesh.”
This proposition serves as the obligatory confession of every true
believer. Larsen (1990b) argues that u{dato" should be viewed as a
metonymy not for Jesus’ baptism but for his birth. To support this
view, he turns to the only other context in the NT where u{dwr is used
figuratively and not qualified by another term (such as a term for
cleansing): John 3:5. Larsen maintains that the statement in John 3:5,
eja;n mhv ti" gennhqh'/ ejx u{dato" kai; pneuvmato", is fleshed out in
the structurally parallel statements that follow. The proposition, ti"
gennhqh'/ ejx u{dato" (v. 5), is parallel with to; gegennhmevnon ejk
th'" sarko;" savrx ejstin (v. 6). Similarly, the proposition ti"
gennhqh' /  e jx . . . pneu vmato" (v. 5) is parallel with to ;
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gegennhmevnon ejk tou' pneuvmato" pneu'mav ejstin (v. 6). Larsen
thus maintains that u{dato" in both John 3 and 1 John 5 is a metonymy
(see 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for natural birth built on the breaking of the
water that precedes childbirth. The point, then, which is consistent
with the overall message of 1 John, is that not only was Jesus born as
a normal human being but his death also bore witness to his human-
ness, as his blood was spilled. 

ÆIhsou'" Cristov". Nominative in apposition to Ou|tov". The sec-
ond accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 

ejn tw'/ u{dati . . . ejn tw'/ u{dati . . . ejn tw'/ ai{mati. Louw
and Nida (89.76) note that both diav and ejn may function instrumen-
tally, i.e., as “markers of the means by which one event makes another
event possible.” Where there is such semantic overlap, the choice of
preposition is frequently determined by collocation, i.e., a particular
preposition is chosen simply because it is conventionally used with a
particular word. Here, however, the author has shifted from diav to ejn
even though he is still talking about u{dwr and ai|ma. Unfortunately, as
Louw and Nida note (89.76, n. 12), “There are probably certain subtle
distinctions between the use of diav in contrast with eij" or ejn as mark-
ers of means, but this cannot be clearly determined from existing con-
texts.” Consequently, many scholars argue that there is no difference
in meaning involved (see, e.g., Bultmann, 79, n. 1; Marshall, 232,
n. 6; Smalley, 280; cf. Brooke, 135). It may be appropriate, however,
to maintain that diav focuses on the actual vehicle or instrument by
which the event was carried out, while ejn focuses more on the circum-
stances in which the event took place (cf. BDAG, 329; BDF §198; but
Moule, 57, links diav with the notion of circumstance). 

ajllÆ. See 2:2. 
kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on

kai;) and suggests that what precedes is the focal point of the Spirit’s
testimony. 

to; pneu'mav. Neuter nominative subject of ejstin. The second
accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

to; marturou'n. Pres act ptc neut nom sg marturevw (substanti-
val). Predicate nominative. Here, both the subject and predicate of the
equative verb are articular, since the predicate requires the article to
nominalize (see 2:13 on to;n) the participle (cf. 1:5 on oJ qeo;").
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o{ti. Causal. Given the fact that to; pneu'mav is the subject of both
the main clause and the o{ti clause, it is unlikely that the o{ti would
introduce a clausal complement of marturou'n. 

to; pneu'mav. Neuter nominative subject of ejstin. The second
accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1:5 on ejstin). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

hJ ajlhvqeia. Predicate nominative. Where an equative clause has
a nominative personal referent and a nominative abstract referent, the
personal referent will be the subject. 

5:7 o{ti trei'" eijsin oiJ marturou'nte",

o{ti. The o{ti is used to introduce a second causal clause, which
either (a) stands in apposition to the previous o{ti clause (see the trans-
lation), or (b) provides a reason why to; pneu'mav ejstin hJ ajlhvqeia. 

trei'". Predicate adjective. 
eijsin. Pres act ind 3rd pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
oiJ marturou'nte". Pres act ptc masc nom pl marturevw (sub-

stantival). Nominative subject of eijsin (lit. “the ones who testify are
three”). The writer chooses a masculine form of both the participle and
the numeral even though the ultimate referents are all neuter (to;
pneu'ma kai; to; u{dwr kai; to; ai|ma), perhaps due to the fact that the
three are personified as “witnesses.” The masculine gender should not
be viewed as an oblique reference to the Spirit’s personality (Wallace
1996, 332, n. 44).

A few late manuscripts add what is known as the “Johannine
Comma”: ejn tw/' oujranw'/, oJ Pathvr, oJ Lovgo", kai; to; {Agion
Pneu'ma: kai; ou|toi oiJ trei'" e{n eijsi. 8kai; trei'" eijsin oiJ
marturou'nte" ejn th/' gh/' (“in heaven: the Father, the Word, and the
Holy Spirit. And these three are one. And there are three who testify
on the earth”). While the King James Version popularized this reading
among English speakers, it appears in only eight Greek manuscripts
(four times as a marginal reading), none of which dates earlier than
1400 C.E. (Strecker, 189). It “is quoted by none of the Greek Fathers,”
“The passage is absent from the manuscripts of all ancient versions
. . . except the Latin,” and “no good reason can be found to account for
its omission” (Metzger, 648).
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5:8 to; pneu'ma kai; to; u{dwr kai; to; ai|ma, kai; oiJ trei'" eij"
to; e{n eijsin.

to; pneu'ma kai; to; u{dwr kai; to; ai|ma. Nominative in appo-
sition to trei'" (verse 7). 

kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;). 

oiJ trei'". Nominative subject of eijsin. 
eij" to; e{n. Scholars point out that the preposition eij" with an

accusative noun is frequently used as a substitute for a predicate mod-
ifier to indicate equivalence, i.e., “X is Y” (cf. Acts 5:36; 7:5, 21; 8:20;
11:29; 13:22, 47; 19:47). The construction usually occurs in Old
Testament quotations, and thus is said to typically reflect a Semitic
influence (see Wallace, 47). If such is the case here, the verse should
be rendered “And these three are one.” It may be better, however, to
take the preposition as denoting “goal” in such constructions. The
point here would then be that the three lead to the same conclusion or
“are in agreement” (NIV, NASB, REB; cf. CEV, GW, NCV, NLT). 

eijsin. Pres act ind 3rd pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

5:9 eij th;n marturivan tw'n ajnqrwvpwn lambavnomen, hJ
marturiva tou' qeou' meivzwn ejstivn: o{ti au{th ejsti;n hJ mar-
turiva tou' qeou' o{ti memartuvrhken peri; tou' uiJou' aujtou'. 

eij. Introduces a first class condition (cf. 3:13). 
th;n marturivan. Accusative direct object of lambavnomen. 
tw'n ajnqrwvpwn. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").
lambavnomen. Pres act ind 1st pl lambavnw. 
hJ marturiva. Nominative subject of ejstivn. 
tou' qeou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
meivzwn. Predicate adjective. The proposition, “we should therefore

accept God’s testimony,” is left implicit. 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
o{ti. Causal. 
au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative

is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. 
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ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ marturiva. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. 
tou' qeou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'").
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
memartuvrhken. Prf act ind 3rd sg marturevw. 
peri; tou' uiJou'. Reference/Respect. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 

5:10 oJ pisteuvwn eij" to;n uiJo;n tou' qeou' e[cei th;n martu-
rivan ejn eJautw'/, oJ mh; pisteuvwn tw'/ qew'/ yeuvsthn pepoivhken
aujtovn, o{ti ouj pepivsteuken eij" th;n marturivan h}n memar-
tuvrhken oJ qeo;" peri; tou' uiJou' aujtou'. 

oJ pisteuvwn eij" to;n uiJo;n tou' qeou'. The whole participial
construction, headed by the nominative oJ pisteuvwn, serves as the
subject of e[cei. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on
oJ levgwn. 

oJ pisteuvwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg pisteuvw (substantival). 
eij" to;n uiJo;n. The preposition introduces the object of belief. 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. 
th;n marturivan. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
ejn eJautw'/. Locative. The variation in the text’s history illustrates

the fact that personal pronouns were frequently used in a reflexive
sense. The UBS4 text is read by a Y et al., while ejn aujtw/' is read by
B2 Byz et al., and en autw, which could either be accented ejn aujtw/'
or ejn auJtw/', is found in A B* L P. The meaning is the same in each case
(see also 2:8 on o{ ejstin ajlhqe;" ejn aujtw'/ kai; ejn uJmi'n). 

oJ mh; pisteuvwn tw'/ qew'. The whole participial construction,
headed by the nominative oJ . . . pisteuvwn, serves as the subject of
pepoivhken. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 2:4 on oJ
levgwn. 

oJ . . . pisteuvwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg pisteuvw (substanti-
val). 
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tw'/ qew'/. Dative complement of pisteuvwn. The dative case may
have been chosen here rather than eij" (see above) because the author
is now talking about believing something that God has said, rather
than believing “in him.” Such a subtle distinction, however, should not
be pressed given the use of eij" below with pisteuvw along with th;n
marturivan as the object of belief. 

yeuvsthn. Accusative complement in an object-complement dou-
ble accusative construction (see 1:10 on yeuvsthn). 

pepoivhken. Prf act ind 3rd sg poievw. 
aujtovn. Accusative direct object of pepoivhken. The antecedent is

tw'/ qew'/ rather than oJ mh; pisteuvwn. Thus, the clause should not be
interpreted “the one who does not believe in God makes himself a liar.” 

o{ti. Causal. 
pepivsteuken. Prf act ind 3rd sg pisteuvw. 
eij" th;n marturivan. The preposition introduces the object of

belief. 
th;n marturivan h}n memartuvrhken oJ qeo;". Lit. “the tes-

timony that God has testified.” 
h}n. Accusative direct object of memartuvrhken. 
memartuvrhken. Prf act ind 3rd sg marturevw. 
oJ qeo;". Nominative subject of memartuvrhken. 
peri; tou' uiJou'. Reference/Respect. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). 

5:11 kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ marturiva, o{ti zwh;n aijwvnion
e[dwken hJmi'n oJ qeov", kai; au{th hJ zwh; ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou'
ejstin. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;) and introduces a further comment on th;n marturivan. 

au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ marturiva. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on

o{ti). 
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zwh;n aijwvnion. Accusative direct object of e[dwken. 
e[dwken. Aor act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. 
hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[dwken. 
oJ qeov". Nominative subject of e[dwken. 
au{th hJ zwh;. Nominative subject of ejstin. 
ejn tw'/ uiJw'/. Here, the prepositional phrase probably functions as a

locative idiom (“something is found in someone”) rather than a rela-
tional idiom (see 2:5 on ejn aujtw/'). 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

5:12 oJ e[cwn to;n uiJo;n e[cei th;n zwhvn: oJ mh; e[cwn to;n uiJo;n
tou' qeou' th;n zwh;n oujk e[cei. 

oJ e[cwn to;n uiJo;n. On the meaning of the idiom, e[cein to;n uiJo;n,
see 2:23 on to;n patevra e[cei. 

oJ e[cwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg e[cw (substantival). The particip-
ial construction, oJ e[cwn to;n uiJo;n, serves as the subject of e[cei. 

to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of e[cwn.
e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. 
th;n zwhvn. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
oJ . . . e[cwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg e[cw (substantival). The par-

ticipial construction, oJ mh; e[cwn to;n uiJo;n tou' qeou', serves as the
subject of e[cei. 

to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of e[cwn. 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
th;n zwh;n. Accusative direct object of e[cei. The fronting (see 1:5

on skotiva) lends prominence to the statement. 

1 John 5:13-21
13I have written these things to you—those who believe in the name

of the Son of God—in order that you may know that you have eternal
life. 14And this is the confidence that we have before him: if we ask for
anything according to his will, he hears us. 15And if we know that he
hears us—that is, whatever we ask—we know that we have the things
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that we have asked for from him. 16If anyone sees his brother or sister
committing a sin that does not lead to death, he should ask, and (God)
will give him life, that is, to those committing sins that do not lead to
death. There is sin that leads to death. I am not saying that he should
ask about that. 17All wrongdoing is sin. And there is sin that does not
lead to death. 

18We know that everyone who has been born of God does not sin.
Instead, the one born of God guards himself (from sin) and the Evil
One does not touch him. 19We know that we are from God and the
whole world is under the control of the Evil One. 20And we know that
the Son of God has come and has given us understanding so that we
(might) know the One who is true. And we have a relationship with the
One who is true, that is, with his Son Jesus Christ. He is the True God
and Eternal Life. 

21Dear children, guard yourselves from idols.

5:13 Tau'ta e[graya uJmi'n i{na eijdh'te o{ti zwh;n e[cete
aijwvnion, toi'" pisteuvousin eij" to; o[noma tou' uiJou' tou'
qeou'. 

The language in this verse is reminiscent of John 20:31—tau'ta de;
gevgraptai i{na pisteuv»s¼hte o{ti ÆIhsou'" ejstin oJ Cristo;" oJ
uiJo;" tou' qeou', kai; i{na pisteuvonte" zwh;n e[chte ejn tw'/ ojnovmati
aujtou'. 

Tau'ta. Neuter accusative direct object of e[graya. The demon-
strative pronoun is anaphoric and probably refers to the entire letter. 

e[graya. Aor act ind 1st sg gravfw. On the tense, see 2:14 on
e[graya. In this case, the new paragraph is introduced by a shift in
topic introduced by Tau'ta e[graya (cf. 3 John 9). 

uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of e[graya. 
i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
eijdh'te. Prf act subj 2nd pl oi\da. Subjunctive with i{na. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of eijdh'te (see also 2:3 on

o{ti). 
zwh;n . . . aijwvnion. The discontinuous accusative noun phrase

serves as the direct object of e[cete. The fronting (see 1:5 on skotiva)
of zwh;n, particularly without its modifier, helps lend prominence to
this clause (see 2:2 on aujto;"). 
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e[cete. Pres act ind 2nd pl e[cw.
toi'" pisteuvousin. Dative in apposition to uJmi'n. 
eij" to; o[noma. The preposition introduces the object of belief. 
tou' uiJou'. The genitive could be viewed as either possessive (but

see 2:5 on aujtou') or objective (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 

5:14 kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ parrhsiva h}n e[comen pro;" aujto;n
o{ti ejavn ti aijtwvmeqa kata; to; qevlhma aujtou' ajkouvei hJmw'n. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; generally marks thematic continuity
(see 1:2 on kai;). While the progression of thought is more difficult to
see here, the conjunction probably suggests that the parrhsiva in
view is linked to the possession of zwh;n aijwvnion (v. 13). 

au{th. Predicate nominative (see 1:5 on au{th). The demonstrative
is cataphoric (see 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the o{ti clause. 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ parrhsiva. Nominative subject of ejsti;n. See 2:28 on par-
rhsivan.

h}n. Accusative direct object of e[comen. 
e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
pro;" aujto;n. Locative, in a metaphorical sense (see also 3:21). 
o{ti. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1:5 on o{ti). 
ejavn. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on

ÆEa;n). 
ti. Accusative direct object of aijtwvmeqa. 
aijtwvmeqa. Pres mid subj 1st pl aijtevw. Subjunctive with ejavn.

The fact that the writer used the same verb with the active voice ear-
lier (3:22) suggests that the force of the middle voice, highlighting the
benefit to the subject, should not be ignored (cf. Moulton, 160; contra
Brooke, 144; Law, 406).

kata; to; qevlhma. Standard. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ajkouvei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ajkouvw. 
hJmw'n. Genitive object of ajkouvei.
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5:15 kai; eja;n oi[damen o{ti ajkouvei hJmw'n o} eja;n aijtwvmeqa,
oi[damen o{ti e[comen ta; aijthvmata a} hj/thvkamen ajpÆ aujtou'. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;). 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n). The use of the third class condition rather than a first class con-
dition may serve as a mild rebuke by portraying something as hypo-
thetical (oi[damen o{ti ajkouvei hJmw'n) that has just been established as
true (cf. 2:28, 29 on eja;n). The fact that it has just been established as
true may have led the writer to weaken the third class condition by
using an indicative rather than the expected subjunctive verb with
ejavn. Alternatively, the presence of the same form in the apodosis “and
the author’s desire to show the connection between the two” (Brown,
610) may have led to the solecistic use of the indicative form here. 

oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[damen (see also 2:3

on o{ti). 
ajkouvei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ajkouvw. 
hJmw'n. Genitive object of ajkouvei. 
o} eja;n aijtwvmeqa. The headless relative clause (see 1:1 on

ÕO . . . o}) should probably be viewed as a direct object of an implied
ajkouvei. The clause of which it is a part would thus stand in apposi-
tion to ajkouvei hJmw'n and be epexegetical in nature: “he hears us, that
is, he hears whatever we ask.”

o} eja;n. The indefinite relative pronoun (see 2:5 on o}" . . . a]n)
serves as the accusative direct object of aijtw'meqa. 

aijtwvmeqa. Pres mid subj 1st pl aijtevw. Subjunctive with ejavn. On
the significance of the middle voice, see 5:14. 

oi[damen o{ti. See above. 
e[comen. Pres act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
ta; aijthvmata. Accusative direct object of e[comen. 
a}. Accusative direct object of hj/thvkamen. 
hj/thvkamen. Prf act ind 1st pl aijtevw. 
ajpÆ aujtou'. Source. 

5:16 ÆEavn ti" i[dh/ to;n ajdelfo;n aujtou' aJmartavnonta
aJmartivan mh; pro;" qavnaton, aijthvsei kai; dwvsei aujtw'/
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zwhvn, toi'" aJmartavnousin mh; pro;" qavnaton. e[stin
aJmartiva pro;" qavnaton: ouj peri; ejkeivnh" levgw i{na
ejrwthvsh/. 

ÆEavn. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1:6 on
ÆEa;n).

ti". Nominative subject of i[dh/. 
i[dh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg oJravw/ei\don. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
to;n ajdelfo;n. Accusative direct object of i[dh/. On the meaning,

see 2:9. 
aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction).
aJmartavnonta. Pres act ptc masc acc sg aJmartavnw. Accusative

complement in an object-complement double accusative construction
(see 1:10 on yeuvsthn). 

aJmartivan. Accusative direct object of aJmartavnonta. Some
reference works will identify aJmartivan as a “cognate accusative,”
since the noun shares the same root with the verb. Given the fact that
there is no clear semantic significance associated with such a construc-
tion, it may be better to avoid this label. 

pro;" qavnaton. Louw and Nida (89.44) note that prov" with the
accusative can serve as “a marker of result, with focus upon the end
point.” 

aijthvsei. Fut act ind 3rd sg aijtevw. Imperatival future. The subject
is ti". According to Louw and Nida, aijtevw carries a nuance of
urgency (33.163), while ejrwtavw, which the writer uses below, focuses
more on asking for information (33.180) or asking “with the implica-
tion of an underlying question” (33.161). Whether or not this writer
intended such a distinction is debatable.

dwvsei. Fut act ind 3rd sg divdwmi. The implied subject is God. 
aujtw'/. Dative indirect object of dwvsei. 
zwhvn. Accusative direct object of dwvsei. 
toi'" aJmartavnousin. Pres act ptc masc dat pl aJmartavnw (sub-

stantival). Dative in apposition to aujtw'/. The discontinuity within the
syntax—aujtw'/ and toi'" aJmartavnousin are separated by zwhvn—
functions like a rhetorical pause that highlights the importance of the
writer’s clarification (toi'" aJmartavnousin mh; pro;" qavnaton). 

pro;" qavnaton. See above. 
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e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

aJmartiva. Nominative subject of e[stin. 
pro;" qavnaton. See above. 
peri; ejkeivnh". Reference. The antecedent of ejkeivnh" is

aJmartiva. 
levgw. Pres act ind 1st sg levgw. 
i{na. Introduces indirect discourse. 
ejrwthvsh/. Aor act subj 3rd sg ejrwtavw. Subjunctive with i{na. 

5:17 pa'sa ajdikiva aJmartiva ejstivn, kai; e[stin aJmartiva ouj
pro;" qavnaton. 

pa'sa ajdikiva. Nominative subject of ejstivn. Although both
nouns are anarthrous, the use of the quantifier pa'sa with ajdikiva
makes it clear that it must be the subject (“Sin is all wrongdoing”
would not make sense). 

aJmartiva. Predicate nominative of ejstivn. 
ejstivn. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
e[stin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the movement of the accent, see

1:5 on ejstin. 
aJmartiva. Nominative subject of e[stin. 
pro;" qavnaton. See 5:16. 

5:18 Oi[damen o{ti pa'" oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou' oujc
aJmartavnei, ajllÆ oJ gennhqei;" ejk tou' qeou' threi' aujto;n
kai; oJ ponhro;" oujc a{ptetai aujtou'. 

Oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of Oi[damen (see also 2:3

on o{ti). 
pa'" oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou'. The whole participial

construction, headed by the nominative pa'" oJ gegennhmevno", func-
tions as the subject of aJmartavnei. On the rhetorical force of pa'"
with an articular participle, see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno". 

oJ gegennhmevno". Prf pass ptc masc nom sg gennavw (substan-
tival or attributive; see 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 
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ejk tou' qeou'. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'. 
aJmartavnei. Pres act ind 3rd sg aJmartavnw. 
ajllÆ. Introduces a clause that strongly contrasts with the notion of

one who is born of God committing sin (see also 2:2). 
oJ gennhqei;". Aor pass ptc masc nom sg gennavw (substantival).

The referent is likely the Christian (see below on aujto;n). 
ejk tou' qeou'. See 3:9 on ejk tou' qeou'.
threi'. Pres act ind 3rd sg threvw. 
aujto;n. Accusative direct object of threi'. There is a textual vari-

ant at this point that has a significant bearing on how the passage is
understood. The editors of the UBS4 give the reading aujtovn a “B” rat-
ing (upgraded from a “C” in earlier editions), even though it is only
found in B2 1505 1852 2138 itar, l, t vg Chromatius Jerome Vigilius.
Most manuscripts read eJautovn (a Ac Y 33 81 322 323 436 945 1067
1175 1241 1243 1292 1409 1611 1735 1739 1844 1846 1881 2298
2344 2464 Byz [K L P] Lect arm eth geo slav Origen). The editorial
committee based their choice primarily on their view that the referent
of oJ gennhqei;" is Christ (Metzger, 650). As we examine the textual
tradition of codex A and codex B, we find that later scribes working
with these manuscripts made different decisions regarding whether the
form was reflexive (Ac) or not (B2). Although aujtovn is clearly the
harder reading, given the fact that the variation almost certainly
reflects an unintentional error on the part of scribes working with an
unaccented original, the harder reading principle does not apply. In
light of the strong external support for the full reflexive form eJautovn,
the unaccented reading found in A* and B* (auton) should either be
taken as aujtovn functioning reflexively or be read auJtovn (see also the
discussion at 2:8 on o{ ejstin ajlhqe;" ejn aujtw'/ kai; ejn uJmi'n). The
referent of oJ gennhqei;" would then be the Christian (so Brown, 622;
contra most scholars). In this reading, threi' aujtovn is closely linked
in meaning to oujc aJmartavnei. The fact that John elsewhere always
uses the perfect rather than aorist participle to refer to the believer does
not preclude this reading. 

oJ ponhro;". Nominative subject of a{ptetai. 
a{ptetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg a{ptw. 
aujtou'. Genitive object of a{ptetai.
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5:19 oi[damen o{ti ejk tou' qeou' ejsmen kai; oJ kovsmo" o{lo"
ejn tw'/ ponhrw'/ kei'tai. 

oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of Oi[damen (see also 2:3

on o{ti). 
ejk tou' qeou' ejsmen. On the meaning of this expression, see 3:10

on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. 
ejsmen. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on

ejstin. 
oJ kovsmo" o{lo". Nominative subject of kei'tai. 
ejn tw'/ ponhrw'/ kei'tai. Lit. “lies in the Evil One.” It is possible

that the prepositional phrase points to an intimate relationship (see 2:5
on ejn aujtw/'), with the verb highlighting the fact that the relationship
has been firmly established (cf. LN 13.73). 

ejn tw'/ ponhrw'/. Locative, in a metaphorical sense (but see above).
The noun phrase should be taken in a personal (“the Evil One”) rather
than impersonal (“wickedness”) sense given the clear personal usage
in verse 18 (oJ ponhro;"). 

kei'tai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg kei'mai. Miller (429) describes the use
of the middle form with this verb as indicating a state in which the sub-
ject is the “center of gravity.” For more on the voice, see “Deponency”
in the Introduction.

5:20 oi[damen de; o{ti oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou' h{kei kai; devdwken
hJmi'n diavnoian i{na ginwvskwmen to;n ajlhqinovn, kai; ejsme;n
ejn tw'/ ajlhqinw'/, ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristw'/. ou|tov"
ejstin oJ ajlhqino;" qeo;" kai; zwh; aijwvnio". 

oi[damen. Prf act ind 1st pl oi\da.
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi[damen (see also 2:3

on o{ti). 
oJ uiJo;". Nominative subject of h{kei. 
tou' qeou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories

and Labels” in the Introduction). 
h{kei. Pres act ind 3rd sg h{kw. 
devdwken. Prf act ind 3rd sg divdwmi.
hJmi'n. Dative indirect object of devdwken. 
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diavnoian. Accusative direct object of devdwken. 
i{na. Introduces either a purpose or result clause. 
ginwvskwmen. Pres act subj 1st pl ginwvskw. Subjunctive with

i{na. 
to;n ajlhqinovn. Given both the preceding and following context,

the referent of the substantival adjective must be God the Father, as a
significant number of scribes (A Y 33 et al.) attest by adding qeovn,
though the addition could also be conditioned by the following refer-
ence to oJ ajlhqino;" qeo;". Here, the sense “genuine” is in view,
setting up the contrast with tw'n eijdwvlwn in the following verse (cf.
1 Thess 1:9—ejpestrevyate pro;" to;n qeo;n ajpo; tw'n eijdwvlwn
douleuvein qew'/ zw'nti kai; ajlhqinw'/). 

kai;. The clause-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1:2 on
kai;), and introduces a further comment on what it means to “know the
True One.” 

ejsme;n ejn tw'/ ajlhqinw'/. On the meaning of the idiom, see 2:5
on ejn aujtw/'. On the referent of tw'/ ajlhqinw'/, see below. 

ejsme;n. Pres act ind 1st pl eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1:5 on ejstin. 

ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristw'/. On the surface, it seems nat-
ural to take this prepositional phrase as standing in apposition to ejn tw'/
ajlhqinw'/ (see the translation). Most scholars (see, e.g., Brooke, 152;
Law, 412), however, argue that since the referent of to;n ajlhqinovn
must be the Father, it is unlikely that a writer would use the same title
(tw'/ ajlhqinw'/) to refer to a new referent without warning. They, there-
fore, prefer to read the text something like: “And we have a relation-
ship with the One who is true, in/through our relationship with his Son
Jesus Christ.” On the contrary, this prepositional phrase likely is
included to clarify that the writer did intend to switch referents in his
use of tw'/ ajlhqinw'/ (see also “Trinitarian Ambiguity” in the
Introduction). 

aujtou'. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ÆIhsou' Cristw'/. Dative in apposition to tw'/ uiJw'/. 
ou|tov". Nominative subject of ejstin (see 1:5 on au{th). The

demonstrative pronoun is anaphoric and the most natural antecedent,
given its proximity, is tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristw'/ (for addi-
tional arguments for this view, see Wallace 1996, 326–27). Ultimately,
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determining the antecedent of ou|tov" is closely linked to the interpre-
tation of ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou' ÆIhsou' Cristw'/ above. If the prepositional
phrase is taken appositionally, then the focus shifts to Jesus Christ, and
he must be the referent of ou|tov". If, on the other hand, the preposi-
tional phrase simply contextualizes the readers’ relationship with the
Father as being “in his Son Jesus Christ,” then the focus remains on
the Father and he should be viewed as the antecedent of ou|tov". 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1:5 on
ejstin. 

oJ ajlhqino;" qeo;" kai; zwh; aijwvnio". Predicate nominative.

5:21 Tekniva, fulavxate eJauta; ajpo; tw'n eijdwvlwn. 

Tekniva. Vocative (cf. 2:1). As in 3:18, this sentence, rhetorically
set off by a vocative, provides a summary of what has preceded.
Although it may encompass the entire letter, it is probably better to
view it as a summary of the two peaks (see “Genre and Structure” in
the Introduction) in chapter 4: “the doctrinal peak (don’t be deceived
by false teachers) and the ethical peak (love one another)” (see Larsen
1991b, 54). 

fulavxate. Aor act impv 2nd pl fulavssw. On the significance of
the tense and mood, see 2:15 on ajgapa'te and “Tense, Aspect, and
Mood” in the Introduction. 

eJauta;. Accusative direct object of fulavxate. The neuter plural
form provides gender concord with Tekniva. 

ajpo; tw'n eijdwvlwn. Separation.
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2 JOHN

2 John 1-3
1The Elder, to the Elect Lady and her children, whom I truly love,

and not only I but also all those who have known the truth, 2because of
the truth that remains in us and will be with us forever. 3Grace, mercy,
and peace will be with us from God the Father and Jesus Christ, the
Father’s Son, in truth and love.

1 ïO presbuvtero" ejklekth'/ kuriva/ kai; toi'" tevknoi" aujth'",
ou}" ejgw; ajgapw' ejn ajlhqeiva/, kai; oujk ejgw; movno" ajlla; kai;
pavnte" oiJ ejgnwkovte" th;n ajlhvqeian,

ïO presbuvtero". Nominative absolute. The nominative abso-
lute is used with introductory material that is not part of a complete
sentence, such as titles, headings, salutations, and addresses (Wallace,
49). It is uncertain whether the term, presbuvtero", should be under-
stood simply as “an adult male advanced in years” (LN 9.31), with a
connotation of respected individual, or as a title of office (cf. LN
53.77). As Brown (647) notes, the use of ïO presbuvtero" as a nom-
inative absolute in 2 and 3 John are the only Christian examples of this
term from the period where it is not accompanied by a personal name.
This usage suggests that the writer is using it as a title of some sort,
and the context of the letter makes it likely that the title reflects a set
office within the early church. 

ejklekth'/ kuriva/ kai; toi'" tevknoi". Dative of recipient. 
ejklekth'/ kuriva/. As Westcott (223) notes, “the rendering of this

phrase is beset by the greatest difficulties.” Brown (652–54) points out
that either the first or second term may be construed as a proper name
(“the lady Electa” or “the elect Kyria,” though the former is highly
unlikely given the use of th'" ajdelfh'" sou th'" ejklekth'" at the end
of the letter); the expression may be viewed as a courteous way of
greeting a female addressee (“dear lady”); or “Elect Lady” may be
viewed as a figurative way of referring to the church. The context of
the letter itself favors the final option, with the greeting at the end of
the letter coming from a “sister” church (th'" ajdelfh'" sou th'" ejk-
lekth'", v. 13). The greeting from ta; tevkna th'" ajdelfh'" sou th'"
ejklekth'" makes it clear that ejklekth'/ kuriva/ cannot be a metaphor
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for the universal church (Brown, 653). Brown (654) thus posits that
the lack of article with ejklekth'/ kuriva/ marks this as “a circular letter
meant to be read in several communities.” 

aujth'". Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

ou}". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'. The masculine gender
is used with the compound antecedent, ejklekth'/ kuriva/ kai; toi'"
tevknoi", which has both feminine and neuter elements. 

ejgw;. Although the explicit nominative subject pronoun may appear
to provide a springboard for the writer to broaden the referent in what
follows (oujk ejgw; movno" ajlla; kai; pavnte"), its use in 3 John 1 sug-
gests that it is used to emphasize the writer’s love. 

ajgapw'. Pres act ind 1st sg ajgapavw. 
ejn ajlhqeiva/. The prepositional phrase could either indicate ref-

erence (“with reference to the truth/the Gospel”) or manner (“truly”). 
ouj . . . movnon ajlla; kai;. “Not only . . . but also . . .” 
ejgw;. Nominative subject of an implied ajgapw'. 
ajllav. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. 
pavnte" oiJ ejgnwkovte" th;n ajlhvqeian. The whole particip-

ial construction, headed by the nominative pavnte" oiJ ejgnwkovte",
functions as the subject of an implied ajgapw'sin. 

oiJ ejgnwkovte". Prf act ptc masc nom sg ginwvskw (substantival or
attributive; see 1 John 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

th;n ajlhvqeian. Accusative direct object of ejgnwkovte".

2 dia; th;n ajlhvqeian th;n mevnousan ejn hJmi'n kai; meqÆ hJmw'n
e[stai eij" to;n aijw'na.

dia; th;n ajlhvqeian. Causal, introducing the reason why the
writer and others love “the elect lady” and her children. 

mevnousan ejn hJmi'n. See 1 John 2:6 on ejn aujtw'/ mevnein. 
mevnousan. Pres act ptc fem acc sg mevnw (attributive). 
meqÆ hJmw'n. Association. 
e[stai. Fut ind 3rd sg eijmiv. 
eij" to;n aijw'na. A temporal idiom (see 1 John 1:6 on ejn tw'/

skovtei peripatw'men) denoting “unlimited duration of time, with
particular focus upon the future” (LN 67.95).
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3 e[stai meqÆ hJmw'n cavri" e[leo" eijrhvnh para; qeou'
patro;" kai; para; ÆIhsou' Cristou' tou' uiJou' tou' patro;" ejn
ajlhqeiva/ kai; ajgavph/. 

e[stai. Fut ind 3rd sg eijmiv. 
meqÆ hJmw'n. Association. 
cavri" e[leo" eijrhvnh. Nominative subject of e[stai. 
para; qeou'. Source. 
patro;". Genitive in apposition to qeou'. 
para; ÆIhsou' Cristou'. Source. 
tou' uiJou'. Genitive in apposition to ÆIhsou' Cristou'. 
tou' patro;". Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic

Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). 
ejn ajlhqeiva/ kai; ajgavph/. The function of the preposition is dif-

ficult to label. It appears to point to the context or circumstances in
which grace, mercy, and peace will be experienced: clinging to the truth
and loving one another. Brown (660) argues that ejn ajlhqeiva/ kai;
ajgavph/ works together with ejgw; ajgapw' ejn ajlhqeiva/ (v. 1) to form
an inclusio (see 1 John 1:6), marking the end of the opening formula.

2 John 4-7
4I was overjoyed because I have found some of your children living

in the truth, just as we received the command from the Father. 5And
now, I ask you, Lady, not as one writing a new command to you, but
one which we have had from the beginning: let us love one another.
6And this is love: that we live in accord with his commands. This is the
command—just as you have heard from the beginning—live in (love),
7because many deceivers have gone out into the world, who do not
confess that Jesus Christ came as a human being. Such a person is a
deceiver and an antichrist. 

4 ÆEcavrhn livan o{ti eu{rhka ejk tw'n tevknwn sou peripa-
tou'nta" ejn ajlhqeiva/, kaqw;" ejntolh;n ejlavbomen para; tou'
patrov". 

ÆEcavrhn. Aor mid ind 3rd sg caivrw. The verb caivrw occurs in
the active in the present tense, in the middle in the future tense, and in
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the “passive” in the aorist tense. Historically, the variation may be
accounted for by noting that the volitional nature of the future tense
frequently led to the use of middle morphology (Cooper, 594; cited by
Conrad, 8, n. 18), while -qh- forms (and the less common -h- forms)
were originally aorist intransitive markers, which eventually came to
be used to identify the aorist middle/passive (Conrad, 5; see also
“Deponency” in the Introduction). 

o{ti. With the verb caivrw, the o{ti can introduce either a causal
clause or a clausal complement that provides the content of the rejoic-
ing. Given the tense of this verb and eu{rhka, the clausal complement
analysis is unlikely (“I rejoiced greatly that I have found . . .”). 

eu{rhka. Prf act ind 1st sg euJrivskw. 
ejk tw'n tevknwn. Partitive. BDF §164(2) notes that partitive con-

structions sometimes function (substantivally) as the subject or object
of a verb (as here). They also point out that such expressions are rare
in classical Greek but common in Semitic languages (cf. John 16:17).
Given the use of the participle that follows (see below), it is likely that
the writer viewed tina" as implicit. The partitive expression could
imply that some among the readers were not walking in the truth and
thus serve as a subtle rebuke. Alternatively, the writer may simply be
saying that he has found those among the readers’ group that he has
had contact with to be walking in the truth, without any implications
regarding the rest of tw'n teknw'n. 

sou. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and
Labels” in the Introduction). 

peripatou'nta". Pres act ptc masc acc pl peripatevw. Accusa-
tive complement in an object-complement double accusative construc-
tion (see 1 John 1:10 on yeuvsthn), in which the direct object (tina")
is unstated (see above on ejk tw'n tevknwn). 

ejn ajlhqeiva/. Manner. 
kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
ejntolh;n. Accusative direct object of ejlavbomen. 
ejlavbomen. Aor act ind 1st pl lambavnw. 
para; tou' patrov". Source.

5 kai; nu'n ejrwtw' se, kuriva, oujc wJ" ejntolh;n kainh;n
gravfwn soi ajlla; h}n ei[comen ajpÆ ajrch'", i{na ajgapw'men
ajllhvlou". 
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kai; nu'n. The conjunction and adverb together here point to a tran-
sition to the hortatory heart of the letter (cf. Culy and Parsons, 78, on
Acts 4:29). 

ejrwtw'. Pres act ind 1st sg ejrwtavw. 
se. Accusative direct object of ejrwtw'. 
kuriva. Vocative (cf. 1 John 2:1 on Tekniva). On the meaning, see

verse 1. Here, the vocative does not occur until the second sentence in
the paragraph. 

wJ". Introduces a comparison. Many have taken the comparative
clause as a parenthetical comment that precedes a clausal complement
(i{na ajgapw'men ajllhvlou") providing the content of ejrwtw': “And
now, I ask you, lady, (not as one writing a new command to you, but
one which you have had from the beginning) that we love one
another.” For the weaknesses of such an analysis, see below. 

ejntolh;n kainh;n. Accusative direct object of gravfwn. 
gravfwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg gravfw. In comparative con-

structions such as this, the participle is best viewed as substantival:
Lit. “I ask . . . not as one writing a new command. . . .” 

soi. Dative indirect object of gravfwn. 
ajlla;. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. In the following clause,

wJ" gravfwn ejntolh;n is left implicit. 
h}n ei[comen ajpÆ ajrch'". The headless relative clause (see 1

John 1:1 on ÕO . . . o}) serves as the direct object of an implied gravfwn.
h}n. Accusative direct object of ei[comen. 
ei[comen. Impf act ind 1st pl e[cw. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal (see 1 John 2:7). 
i{na. The i{na could introduce a clause that is epexegetical to the

relative clause: “And now, I urge you, lady, not as one writing a new
command to you, but one which we have had from the beginning,
namely, we should love one another.” This view is supported by the
use of the first person ajgapw'men rather than a second person form,
since we would expect, “I ask you that you love one another” (but see
the parallel syntax in 1 John 3:11). In this reading, the parenthetical wJ"
clause resulted in the writer never syntactically identifying his request,
though it is clear in the semantics. Since, however, such a reading
leaves ejrwtw' without a clause that provides the content of the request
(cf. Mark 7:26; Luke 16:27; John 4:47; 17:15; 19:31, 38; 1 Thess 4:1)
and requires that ejrwtw' be rendered something like “urge,” most
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scholars prefer to take the i{na as introducing the clausal complement
of ejrwtw' (see, e.g., Brown, 664). 

ajgapw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl ajgapavw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
ajllhvlou". Accusative direct object of ajgapw'men. 

6 kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ ajgavph, i{na peripatw'men kata; ta;"
ejntola;" aujtou': au{th hJ ejntolhv ejstin, kaqw;" hjkouvsate
ajpÆ ajrch'", i{na ejn aujth'/ peripath'te. 

kai;. The sentence-initial kai; marks thematic continuity (see 1 John
1:2 on kai;) and introduces a further comment on love. 

au{th. Predicate nominative. The demonstrative pronoun is cat-
aphoric (see 1 John 1:5 on au{th), pointing forward to the i{na clause. 

ejsti;n. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the retention of the accent, see
1 John 1:5 on ejstin. 

hJ ajgavph. Nominative subject (see 1 John 1:5 on au{th) of ejsti;n. 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1 John

1:5 on o{ti). 
peripatw'men. Pres act subj 1st pl peripatevw. Subjunctive

with i{na. 
kata; ta;" ejntola;". Standard. 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
au{th. See above. 
hJ ejntolhv. Nominative subject (see 1 John 1:5 on au{th) of ejstin. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1 John

1:5 on ejstin. 
kaqw;". Introduces a comparison that is parenthetical. 
hjkouvsate. Aor act ind 2nd pl ajkouvw. 
ajpÆ ajrch'". Temporal (see 1 John 2:7). 
i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to au{th (see 1 John

1:5 on o{ti). 
ejn aujth'/ peripath'te. The idiom (see 1 John 1:6 on ejn tw'/

skovtei peripatw'men) here means to live in accordance with the
command to love one another or the truth more broadly (see verse 4).
The most obvious antecedent of aujth'/ is hJ ejntolhv. The content of the
command, however, relates to ajgavph (“Let us love one another”) and
comes under the broad label ajlhqeiva/, which was used with peri-
patevw in verse 4. Wendland (32–33), may be correct in seeing inten-
tional ambiguity here (or “semantic density”) that encompasses all
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three of these closely related notions. Such ambiguity would be a lit-
erary rather than syntactic category, and should not be confused with
the questionable label “plenary genitive” (see, e.g., Wallace, 119–21). 

peripath'te. Pres act subj 2nd pl peripatevw. Subjunctive with
i{na. 

7 o{ti polloi; plavnoi ejxh'lqon eij" to;n kovsmon, oiJ mh;
oJmologou'nte" ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejrcovmenon ejn sarkiv:
ou|tov" ejstin oJ plavno" kai; oJ ajntivcristo". 

o{ti. Causal, introducing the grounds for the previous exhortation.
Wendland (41–42) places a paragraph break between verses 6 and 7,
apparently due to the “sudden shift from a positive to a negative tone”
at this point (cf. NA27). The use of the o{ti at the beginning of verse 7,
however, argues against such a division (see also 1 John 3:11). 

polloi; plavnoi. Nominative subject of ejxh'lqon. 
ejxh'lqon. Aor act ind 3rd sg ejxevrcomai. 
eij" to;n kovsmon. Locative. 
oiJ mh; oJmologou'nte" ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n ejrcovmenon ejn

sarkiv. The language is very similar to 1 John 4:2. 
oJmologou'nte". Pres act ptc masc nom pl oJmologevw (attribu-

tive). 
ÆIhsou'n Cristo;n. Accusative direct object of oJmologou'nte". 
ejrcovmenon. Pres mid ptc masc acc sg e[rcomai. On the voice, see

1 John 2:18. Wallace (645–46) lists this passage as an example where
“An anarthrous participle in the accusative case, in conjunction with
an accusative noun or pronoun, sometimes indicates indirect discourse
after a verb of perception or communication.” In terms of syntax, how-
ever, it is probably more appropriate simply to maintain that the par-
ticiple functions as the complement in an object-complement double
accusative construction (see 1 John 1:10 on yeuvsthn; cf. 2:6 on
mevnein). Moule (101) simply describes the present participle as
equivalent to the perfect participle in 1 John 4:2. Following Porter,
however, it is more likely that the different tenses point to different
focal semantic elements. Porter (1989, 273-81) argues that the perfect
tense serves in part, with transitive verbs, to place the emphasis on the
subject rather than the object. With intransitive verbs, as here, it is
likely that the perfect focuses more attention on the subject (who
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came; 1 John 4:2), while the present tense keeps the focus on the
action of “coming.” This distinction is best captured in English
through the use of “has come” and “came” respectively. 

ejn sarkiv. Manner. The term sarki; is an example of synecdoche
(see 1 John 1:1 on aiJ cei're" hJmw'n), meaning “human body.” 

ou|tov". Nominative subject of ejstin (see 1 John 1:5 on au{th). The
second accent comes from the enclitic ejstin (see 1 John 1:5 on
ejstin). The demonstrative is anaphoric, referring back to polloi;
plavnoi. The use of the singular form serves to narrow the focus to any
member of the larger group of plavnoi. 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1 John
1:5 on ejstin. 

oJ plavno" kai; oJ ajntivcristo". Predicate nominative.

2 John 8-11
8Watch yourselves so that you do not lose what all of us have

worked for, but receive (your) full reward. 9Everyone who “goes
ahead” and does not continue to hold to the teaching of Christ does not
have God. The one who continues to hold to the teaching—this one
has both the Father and the Son. 10If anyone comes to you and does not
bring this teaching, do not receive him into (your) home and do not
greet him. 11For the one who greets him participates in his evil deeds. 

8 blevpete eJautouv", i{na mh; ajpolevshte a} eijrgasavmeqa
ajlla; misqo;n plhvrh ajpolavbhte. 

blevpete eJautouv". Lit. “Look at yourselves!” The idiom (see 1
John 1:6 on ejn tw'/ skovtei peripatw'men) points to self-vigilance:
“to be ready to learn about future dangers or needs, with the implica-
tion of preparedness to respond appropriately” (LN 27.58). 

blevpete. Pres act impv 2nd pl blevpw. The use of this imperative,
along with the two in verse 10 (the only imperatives in the whole let-
ter), mark this paragraph as the “peak” of the letter (see “Genre and
Structure” in the Introduction). 

eJautouv". Accusative direct object of blevpete.
i{na. Introduces both negative and positive purpose clauses. 
ajpolevshte. Aor act subj 2nd pl ajpovllumi. Subjunctive with

i{na. Although a number of manuscripts (945 1175 1844 Byz [K L P]
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Lect slav) use first plural forms of the verbs here (ajpolevswmen . . .
ajpolavbwmen), the weight of external evidence (a(*) A B Y 81 322
323 et al.) strongly favors the 2nd plural form found in the UBS4.
Assuming that eijrgasavmeqa is original, it is easy to see how scribes
could accidentally change the second plural form to first plural under
the influence of eijrgasavmeqa (see also below). 

a} eijrgasavmeqa. The headless relative clause (see 1 John 1:1
on ÕO . . . o}) functions as the direct object of ajpolevshte. 

a}. Accusative direct object of eijrgasavmeqa. 
eijrgasavmeqa. Aor mid ind 1st pl ejrgavzomai. The aorist form

of the verb is sometimes spelled with ei as here and sometimes with
h. Miller (429) describes the use of the middle form with this verb as
indicating that “the subject is acting in his own interest.” For more on
the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction. It is unclear whether
the original text read eijrgasavmeqa (B 945 1175 1844 Byz [K L P]
Lect syrhmg copsamss geo slav) or eijrgavsasqe (a A Y 33 81 322 323
436 al itar, l vg syrph, h copbo, samss arm eth Irenaeuslat Isidore Lucifer). The
UBS4 editorial committee “was persuaded that the delicate nuance
(“ . . . that you do not destroy things which we, apostles and teachers,
wrought in you”) is more likely to be due to the author than to copy-
ists. On transcriptional grounds also this reading best explains the ori-
gin of the second person verb, which arose through a levelling
process” (Metzger, 652–53). Given the context and the scribal under-
standing revealed in the variant reading, the first plural form should
likely be viewed as inclusive (“we including you”) rather than exclu-
sive (“we apostles/leaders”). 

ajlla;. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. 
misqo;n plhvrh. Accusative direct object of ajpolavbhte. 
ajpolavbhte. Aor act subj 2nd pl ajpolambavnw. Subjunctive

with i{na. 

9 pa'" oJ proavgwn kai; mh; mevnwn ejn th'/ didach'/ tou'
Cristou' qeo;n oujk e[cei: oJ mevnwn ejn th'/ didach'/, ou|to" kai;
to;n patevra kai; to;n uiJo;n e[cei. 

pa'" oJ proavgwn kai; mh; mevnwn ejn th'/ didach'/ tou'
Cristou'. The whole participial construction, headed by the nomina-
tive pa'" oJ proavgwn kai; mh; mevnwn, functions as the subject of
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e[cei. On the rhetorical force of pa'" with an articular participle, see 1
John 2:23 on pa'". 

oJ proavgwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg proavgw (substantival or
attributive; see 1 John 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). Here, linked with
mh; mevnwn ejn th'/ didach'/ tou' Cristou', the verb carries a negative
connotation of not simply “going ahead” but “going too far.” There is
thus irony involved. Brown (673) is probably correct in seeing a refer-
ence to “progressive” teachings here. 

mevnwn ejn th'/ didach'/. The use of mevnei highlights continuity
of state (cf. 1 John 2:10). Used with an inanimate object of the prepo-
sition ejn (th'/ didach'/), the idiom refers to continued adherence to that
object. 

mevnwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg mevnw (substantival or attributive;
see 1 John 2:23 on pa'" oJ ajrnouvmeno"). 

tou' Cristou'. The genitive could be either subjective (“what
Christ taught”; so Brooke, 177; Brown, 675; Schnackenburg, 286;
Westcott, 230) or objective (“the teaching about Christ”; so Bultmann,
113; Burdick, 427–28; Marshall, 72–73, n. 13; Smalley, 332). Given
the fact that the concern is with aspects of Jesus’ incarnation, e.g., he
“came in the flesh,” rather than his own teachings per se, the objective
genitive view is more likely, though Wendland (33), may be correct in
seeing intentional ambiguity (or “semantic density”) here. Such ambi-
guity would be a literary rather than syntactic category, and should not
be confused with the questionable label “plenary genitive” (see, e.g.,
Wallace, 119–21). 

qeo;n. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. 
oJ mevnwn ejn th'/ didach/'. The whole substantival construction

serves as the topic (see 1 John 1:1) of what follows and will be picked
up with the resumptive demonstrative pronoun ou|to". On its internal
syntax and meaning, see above. 

ou|to". Nominative subject of e[cei. The antecedent is oJ mevnwn ejn
th'/ didach'/. 

kai; . . . kai;. “Both . . . and.” 
to;n patevra kai; to;n uiJo;n. Accusative direct object of e[cei. 
e[cei. Pres act ind 3rd sg e[cw. 

10 ei[ ti" e[rcetai pro;" uJma'" kai; tauvthn th;n didach;n ouj
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fevrei, mh; lambavnete aujto;n eij" oijkivan kai; caivrein aujtw'/
mh; levgete: 

ei[. Introduces a first class condition (cf. 1 John 3:13). The accent
comes from the enclitic ti" (see 1:5 on ejstin). 

ti". Nominative subject of e[rcetai. 
e[rcetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg e[rcomai. On the voice, see 1 John

2:18 and “Deponency” in the Introduction. 
pro;" uJma'". Locative. 
tauvthn th;n didach;n. Accusative direct object of fevrei. 
fevrei. Pres act ind 3rd sg fevrw.
lambavnete. Pres act impv 2nd pl lambavnw (prohibition). On

the significance of the imperative, see verse 8 on blevpete. 
aujto;n. Accusative direct object of lambavnete. 
eij" oijkivan. Locative. While lexical analysis cannot solve the

question of whether the reference is to a personal residence or house
church, Brown (676) points out that unambiguous references to house
churches elsewhere in the NT always use oi\ko" rather than oijkiva. 

caivrein aujtw'/ mh; levgete. Lit. “Do not say ‘Greetings’ to him.” 
caivrein. Pres act inf caivrw. Although this form typically occurs

as an infinitive absolute, here the infinitive functions as the syntactic
direct object of levgwn (see also verse 11). The greeting in view could
either be connected with inviting someone into one’s home (“Hello”)
or wishing him well when he leaves (“Goodbye,” “Farewell”). Brown
(676) is probably correct in arguing that “the rhythm of the verse
where the two verbs in the protasis (10ab) constitute the one action of
coming to teach suggests that the two verbs in the apodosis also con-
stitute the one action of receiving and initial greeting.” 

aujtw'/. Dative indirect object of levgete. 
levgete. Pres act impv 2nd pl levgw (prohibition). The use of mhv

rather than ouj makes it clear that this form is imperative rather than
indicative. On the significance of the imperative, see verse 8 on
blevpete. 

11 oJ levgwn ga;r aujtw'/ caivrein koinwnei' toi'" e[rgoi" auj-
tou' toi'" ponhroi'". 

oJ levgwn . . . aujtw'/ caivrein. The whole participial construc-
tion, headed by the nominative oJ levgwn, serves as the subject of
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koinwnei'. On the rhetorical force of the construction, see 1 John 2:4
on oJ levgwn. 

oJ levgwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg levgw (substantival). 
ga;r. Introduces the grounds for the prohibitions in verse 10 (but

see 1 John 2:19 on ga;r). 
aujtw'/. Dative indirect object of levgwn. 
caivrein. Pres act inf caivrw. On the syntax of the infinitive, see

verse 10. 
koinwnei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg koinwnevw. 
toi'" e[rgoi" . . . toi'" ponhroi'". Dative complement of

koinwnei'. As BDAG (552) notes, “To share, participate in the deeds
of others means to be equally responsible for them.” 

aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 

2 John 12-13
12Although I could write much (more) to you, I do not want (to com-

municate) with paper and ink. Instead, I hope to be with you and speak
face to face so that our joy might be full. 13The children of your Elect
Sister greet you.

12 Polla; e[cwn uJmi'n gravfein oujk ejboulhvqhn dia;
cavrtou kai; mevlano", ajlla; ejlpivzw genevsqai pro;" uJma'"
kai; stovma pro;" stovma lalh'sai, i{na hJ cara; hJmw'n
peplhrwmevnh h\/. 

Polla;. Accusative direct object of gravfein (see below). 
e[cwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg e[cw (concessive). 
uJmi'n. Dative indirect object of gravfein. 
gravfein. Pres act inf gravfw. Superficially, the expression

Polla; e[cwn uJmi'n gravfein appears to involve an infinitive
(gravfein) that is epexegetical to the direct object of e[cwn (i.e.,
Polla;): “I have much, namely, to write to you.” The analogous con-
struction in Acts 25:26 is analyzed this way in Culy and Parsons (486).
It is preferable, however, to view e[cw plus an infinitive as a verb
phrase that means “be in a position to do something” (see BDAG,
421). The infinitive is thus complementary with Polla; as its direct
object. 

ejboulhvqhn. Aor mid ind 1st sg bouvlomai. This form is typically
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parsed “aorist passive deponent” (cf. verse 4 on ÆEcavrhn). Given the
fact, however, that (1) bouvlomai only occurs in middle and passive
forms in all tenses; and (2) the -qh- morpheme should likely be
viewed as middle/passive rather than simply passive (see Conrad),
ejboulhvqhn should probably be treated as a true middle (see also
“Deponency” in the Introduction). Miller (428) argues that “some
verbs involve the self in the processes going on within the action,” and
places this verb under the sub-category of “volitional activities.” 

dia; cavrtou kai; mevlano". Means. An idiom meaning, “by
letter” (cf. dia; mevlano" kai; kalavmou, 3 John 13). 

ajlla;. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. 
ejlpivzw. Pres act ind 1st sg ejlpivzw. 
genevsqai. Aor mid inf givnomai (complementary). The voice

should be read as a true middle (see “Deponency” in the Introduction).
Conrad (17, n. 34) argues that givnomai, when used with prov" plus an
accusative noun phrase, involves “conscious and deliberate participa-
tion of the agent in the movement.” 

pro;" uJma'". Locative. 
kai;. The conjunction links a second complementary infinitival

clause to genevsqai pro;" uJma'". 
stovma pro;" stovma. This idiom (lit. “mouth to mouth”)

denotes “in person.” 
lalh'sai. Aor act inf lalevw (complementary to ejlpivzw). 
i{na hJ cara; hJmw'n peplhrwmevnh h\/. The same clause

appears in 1 John 1:4, with the participle following the verb h\/ (but
note the textual issue below on hJmw'n). 

i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
hJ cara;. Nominative subject of h\/. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). As in 1

John 1:4, the textual tradition varies between hJmw'n and uJmw'n and the
external evidence is not heavily weighted in either direction. Here, the
first plural form hJmw'n occurs in a Y 945 1175 1292 1505 1611 1735
1844 1846 1852 2138 Byz [K L P] Lect vgmss syrph, h arm geo, while the
second person form uJmw'n occurs in A B 33 81 322 323 436 1067 1243
1409 1739 1881 2298 2344 2464 l 422 l 596 l 921 itar, l vg copbo eth
slav. In this case, the first person pronoun fits the context more natu-
rally and scribes may have changed it to second person through either
faulty hearing or to harmonize it (probably unintentionally) with what
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I have argued was likely the original reading for 1 John 1:4 (see that
discussion). If the first person pronoun is read, it should be taken as
inclusive, referring to both the writer and readers. 

peplhrwmevnh. Prf ptc fem nom sg plhrovw (perfect periphras-
tic; see 1 John 1:4). The verb could be viewed as either middle or pas-
sive voice. Porter (1989, 486) may be correct in arguing that “the
periphrasis [here] draws attention to the state of completeness of such
a joy.” 

h\/. Pres act subj 3rd sg eijmiv. Subjunctive with i{na. 

13 ÆAspavzetaiv se ta; tevkna th'" ajdelfh'" sou th'" ejk-
lekth'". 

ÆAspavzetaiv. Pres mid ind 3rd sg ajspavzomai. Neuter plural sub-
jects characteristically take singular verbs (see Wallace, 399–400).
The second accent comes from the enclitic se (see 1 John 1:5 on
ejstin). The form is typically parsed “middle/passive deponent” but is
most likely a true middle (see “Deponency” in the Introduction).
Miller (427) maintains that verbs that by their nature involve two
parties, or a sense of reciprocity, tend to utilize the middle voice. She
places this verb under the subcategory of “positive communication.” 

se. Accusative direct object of ÆAspavzetaiv. 
ta; tevkna. Nominative subject of ÆAspavzetaiv. 
th'" ajdelfh'". Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic

Categories and Labels” in the Introduction). 
th'" ejklekth'". On the meaning of this attributive modifier of th'"

ajdelfh'", see verse 1. 
sou. Genitive of relationship (but see “Syntactic Categories and

Labels” in the Introduction). Although many manuscripts add ajmhvn
(945 1175 1292 1505 1611 1844 1852 2138 Byz [K L] Lect vgmss slav),
it is not found in an impressive set of witnesses (a A B P Y 33 81 322
323 1243 1409 1735 1739 1846 1881 2298 2344 2464 itar, l vg copsa, bo

geo) and it reflects a common liturgical addition (Metzger, 654).
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3 JOHN

3 John 1-4

1The Elder, to (my) dear friend Gaius, whom I truly love.
2Dear friend, I hope that all is well with you and that you are in good

health, just as it is well with your soul. 3For I was overjoyed when the
brothers and sisters came and confirmed your (message of) truth, even
as you are living in the truth. 4I have no greater joy than this: I hear that
my children are living in the truth.

1 ïO presbuvtero" Gai?w/ tw'/ ajgaphtw'/, o}n ejgw; ajgapw' ejn
ajlhqeiva/. 

ïO presbuvtero". On the use of the nominative absolute and
meaning of presbuvtero", see 2 John 1. 

Gai?w/ tw'/ ajgaphtw'/. Dative of recipient. On the diaeresis over
the iota, see 1 John 3:12 on Kavi>n. 

o}n. Accusative direct object of ajgapw'. 
ejgw;. Nominative subject of ajgapw'. The explicit subject pronoun

probably emphasizes the writer’s love rather than being merely
stylistic. 

ajgapw'. Pres act ind 1st sg ajgapavw. 
ejn ajlhqeiva/. The prepositional phrase could either indicate ref-

erence (“with reference to the truth/the Gospel”) or manner (“truly”). 

2 ÆAgaphtev, peri; pavntwn eu[comaiv se eujodou'sqai kai;
uJgiaivnein, kaqw;" eujodou'taiv sou hJ yuchv. 

ÆAgaphtev. On the meaning, see 1 John 2:7. As in 1 John (see 1
John 2:1 on Tekniva), the use of the vocative in 3 John tends to mark,
or at least occur, at the beginning of a new paragraph (so Floor, 6; see
also “Genre and Structure” in the Introduction). 

peri; pavntwn. Reference. BDF §229(2) argues that the phrase is
synonymous with pro; me;n pavntwn (“above all”), an expression that
frequently appears in the salutation of letters in the papyri (cf. Moule,
63). Such a sense, however, is otherwise unattested for peri; pavntwn.
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The prepositional phrase most likely modifies eujodou'sqai and has
been fronted (see 1:5 on skotiva) for emphasis. 

eu[comaiv. Pres mid ind 1st sg eu[comai. The second accent comes
from the enclitic se (see 1 John 1:5 on ejstin). Kemmer labels the use
of the middle form with this verb as an “indirect middle, self-benefac-
tive,” i.e., the subject of the verb acts for himself or in his own inter-
est (see Conrad, 9). For more on the voice, see “Deponency” in the
Introduction. Louw and Nida argue that this term may either denote
“to speak to or to make requests of God” (33.178) or “to desire some-
thing, with the implication of a pious wish” (25.6), but they list
Romans 9:3 as the only probable example of the latter usage. BDAG
(417) cites the same two senses of the verb and lists Acts 27:29 and the
present passage as examples of the meaning “wish.” Brown (703)
argues that “The use of the verb in secular letters as a polite wish for
good health means that receivers of a NT letter would interpret it the
same way unless there was a contextual indication of more profound
intent, and that is lacking here.” Indeed, while in none of the cases
where eu[comai supposedly denotes “wish” can the notion of prayer
be ruled out (cf. Culy and Parsons, 523), the use of eu[comai with
eujodou'sqai and uJgiaivnein does suggest that the conventional
expression of desire for the well being of the recipient is in view. 

se. The accusative pronoun is an example of what has traditionally
been called either the “accusative subject of the infinitive” or the
“accusative of general reference.” Neither label is fully satisfactory.
The former has in its favor the fact that the accusative noun is the con-
ceptual “subject” of the infinitive verb. The latter has in its favor the
fact that, strictly speaking, only finite verbs can take a subject. Some
linguists have argued that in infinitive constructions that are not part
of a prepositional phrase “raising” has occurred. The noun that we
expect to be the subject of the infinitive has been raised from the
infinitive (or lower/subordinate) clause to the main (or upper) clause
where it functions syntactically as the direct object of the verb. It is,
therefore, placed in the accusative case. While such an analysis may
account for most infinitival constructions, it cannot explain the
accusative case marking where the infinitive clause is part of a prepo-
sitional phrase, such as ejn tw'/ speivrein aujtovn (Matt 13:4). It cannot
be said that the “subject of the infinitive” takes its case from the prepo-
sition since it always bears accusative case even when used with a
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preposition that takes a noun in a different case. We have thus retained
the label “accusative subject of the infinitive,” since conceptual sub-
jects of infinitives always bear accusative case marking. 

eujodou'sqai. Pres mid inf eujodovw (complementary or “indirect
discourse,” depending on whether the main verb means “wish” or
“pray”). Louw and Nida (22.47) provide the following definition: “to
experience and enjoy favorable circumstances.” This definition sug-
gests that the form should be viewed as middle (intransitive) rather
than passive (contra BDAG, 410). 

uJgiaivnein. Pres act inf uJgiaivnw (complementary or “indirect
discourse,” depending on whether the main verb means “wish” or
“pray”). 

kaqw;". Introduces a comparison. 
eujodou'taiv. Pres mid ind 3rd sg eujodovw. On the meaning and

voice, see above. The second accent comes from the enclitic sou (see
1 John 1:5 on ejstin). 

sou. Genitive of possession. 
hJ yuchv. Nominative subject of eujodou'taiv. The use of this term as

part of a comparison set against peri; pavntwn . . . se eujodou'sqai
kai; uJgiaivnein points to a wish for well-being and health to extend
beyond the spiritual (eujodou'taiv sou hJ yuchv) to encompass all areas
of life (peri; pavntwn). The expression sou hJ yuchv should thus be
viewed as a metonymy (see 1 John 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for “your spir-
itual life.”

3 ejcavrhn ga;r livan ejrcomevnwn ajdelfw'n kai; marturouv-
ntwn sou th'/ ajlhqeiva/, kaqw;" su; ejn ajlhqeiva/ peripatei'". 

ejcavrhn. Aor mid ind 3rd sg caivrw. On the voice, see 2 John 4 and
“Deponency” in the Introduction. 

ga;r. Introduces a reason for the previous statement, eujodou'taiv
sou hJ yuch (but see 1 John 2:19 on ga;r). 

ejrcomevnwn. Pres mid ptc masc gen pl e[rcomai. On the voice, see
1 John 2:18 and “Deponency” in the Introduction. Genitive absolute,
temporal. The genitive absolute is used when the subject of the partici-
ple (which must also be in the genitive case) is different from the sub-
ject of the main clause (see Healey and Healey). Although genitive
absolute constructions typically occur prior to the finite clause they
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modify, here the genitive absolute follows the finite clause. Although
the syntax certainly allows for a reference to multiple arrivals, an
examination of the use of this verb as a present participle in the NT
should quickly dispel the notion that the present tense “almost pre-
cludes the reference of the words to a single occasion” (contra Brooke,
183; cf. Smalley 347, Westcott, 236). 

ajdelfw'n. Genitive subject (see above on ejrcomevnwn). On the
meaning, see 1 John 2:9. 

marturouvntwn. Pres act ptc masc gen pl marturevw. Genitive
absolute, temporal (see above on ejrcomevnwn). 

sou th'/ ajlhqeiva/. It is difficult to determine how these words
relate to marturouvntwn and each other. Testifying “about” something
requires the use of the preposition periv rather than the simple genitive
of reference (see, e.g., 1 John 5:9, 10; John 1:7, 8, 15; 2:25; 5:32, 36,
37, 39; 7:7). This, along with the parallel expression in verse 6, where
sou clearly modifies th'/ ajgavph/ rather than ejmartuvrhsavn, suggests
that the pronoun modifies th'/ ajlhqeiva/ rather than marturouvntwn.
When marturevw is modified by a dative noun phrase (dative of
advantage), it often carries the sense of providing confirming or
affirming testimony (cf. LN 33.263—“to speak well of, to approve
of”). The sense here would then be that other believers have come to
the writer and confirmed/affirmed the truth/message that Gaius was
proclaiming (but see below on kaqw;"). For other examples of this
construction, see, e.g., Luke 4:22; Acts 14:3 (variant); 15:8; 22:5;
Romans 10:2; Galatians 4:15; and Colossians 4:13. 

sou. Subjective genitive (“you are truthful” or “you speak the
truth”; see also 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 

th'/ ajlhqeiva/. Dative of advantage (see above; see also verse 12
on memartuvrhtai). 

kaqw;". The conjunction could either introduce a comparison or
indirect discourse (“indicating how something took place”; see LNLN
89.86). The latter would be awkward given the fact that marturouvn-
twn is already modified by sou th'/ ajlhqeiva/. A comparative use of
kaqw;", on the other hand, would yield a structure parallel to the pre-
vious verse. If sou th'/ ajlhqeiva/ refers to the nature of Gaius’ mes-
sage (see above), then a clause comparing the nature of his conduct
would be quite natural. 

su;. Nominative subject of peripatei'". 
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ejn ajlhqeiva/. Manner. Used with peripatevw, the prepositional
phrase points to conduct that is consistent with the Gospel. 

peripatei'". Pres act ind 2nd sg peripatevw. 

4 meizotevran touvtwn oujk e[cw caravn, i{na ajkouvw ta; ejma;
tevkna ejn th'/ ajlhqeiva/ peripatou'nta. 

meizotevran. Attributive modifier of caravn. The fronting of this
element and consequent splitting of the noun phrase, meizotevran
caravn, lend prominence to the mitigated exhortation that follows
(Floor, 14; cf. BDF §473). 

touvtwn. Genitive of comparison. The use of the plural may sug-
gest at first glance that the pronoun is anaphoric and refers to multiple
reports of Gaius’ piety. The fact that the demonstrative is followed by
a i{na clause, however, suggests that the demonstrative is cataphoric
(see 1 John 1:5 on au{th). The use of the plural form may simply be
idiomatic (cf. John 1:50; Wallace, 332–33). 

e[cw. Pres act ind 1st sg e[cw. 
caravn. Accusative direct object of e[cw. Although some manu-

scripts read cavrin (B 1243 1844 2298 itar*, l vg copbo Hilary), the exter-
nal evidence strongly favors caravn (a A C K L P et al.). 

i{na. Introduces a clause that is epexegetical to touvtwn, and serves
as a mitigated exhortation: “Continue to give me joy by walking in the
truth” (Floor, 9; see also “Mitigated Exhortations” in the Introduction).

ajkouvw. Pres act subj 1st sg ajkouvw. Subjunctive with i{na. 
ta; ejma; tevkna. Accusative direct object of ajkouvw. The expres-

sion is used figuratively of those under the spiritual care of the elder
and/or those who converted through his ministry. 

ejn th'/ ajlhqeiva/. On the meaning, see verse 3. There is no appar-
ent distinction between ejn th'/ ajlhqeiva/ and ejn ajlhqeiva/. John
freely shifts from ejn th'/ ajlhqeiva/ in John 17:17 to ejn ajlhqeiva/ in
the analogous context of John 17:19, and many scribes (a C2 P Y Byz)
apparently omitted the article here with no change in meaning (for a
fuller discussion of the variation between articular and anarthrous
forms, see Moule, 112). 

peripatou'nta. Pres act ptc neut acc pl peripatevw. Accusative
complement in an object-complement double accusative construction
(see 1 John 1:10 on yeuvsthn; see also 2 John 7 on ejrcovmenon). 
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3 John 5-8
5Dear friend, you act faithfully in whatever you have done for the

brothers and sisters, and (you do) this (for) strangers, 6who have con-
firmed your love before the church, (and) whom you will do well to
send on in a manner worthy of God. 7For they went out on behalf of
the Name, not taking anything from the Gentiles. 8Therefore, we ought
to support such people as these, in order that we might become fellow-
workers (with them) in (the spreading of) the truth.

5 ÆAgaphtev, pisto;n poiei'" o} eja;n ejrgavsh/ eij" tou;" ajdel-
fou;" kai; tou'to xevnou", 

ÆAgaphtev. On the meaning, see 1 John 2:7. As in 1 John (see 1
John 2:1 on Tekniva), the use of the vocative in 3 John tends to mark,
or at least occur, at the beginning of a new paragraph (so Floor, 6; see
also “Genre and Structure” in the Introduction). Here, the new para-
graph is also signaled by the fact that verse 4 serves as a summary
statement of the previous paragraph. 

pisto;n. The neuter singular form of an adjective is frequently
used to form an adverb, as here (cf. Robertson, 294–95). 

poiei'". Pres act ind 2nd sg poievw. 
o} eja;n ejrgavsh/ eij" tou;" ajdelfou;". The headless relative

clause (see 1 John 1:1 on ÕO . . . o}) serves as the direct object of
poiei'".

o} eja;n. The indefinite relative pronoun (see 1 John 2:5 on o}" . . .
a]n) serves as the accusative direct object of ejrgavsh/. 

ejrgavsh/. Aor mid subj 2nd sg ejrgavzomai. Subjunctive with ejavn.
Miller (429) describes the use of the middle form with this verb as
indicating that “the subject is acting in his own interest.” For more on
the voice, see “Deponency” in the Introduction. 

eij" tou;" ajdelfou;". Advantage. 
kai; tou'to xevnou". In this highly elliptical construction, the

accusative singular tou'to serves as the direct object of an implied ejr-
gavzh/ or poiei'" and the accusative plural xevnou" serves as the
accusative object of an implied eij" (denoting advantage): kai;
ejrgavzh/ tou'to eij" xevnou" (cf. P Byz, which read eij" tou;" xevnou").

6 oi} ejmartuvrhsavn sou th'/ ajgavph/ ejnwvpion ejkklhsiva", ou}"
kalw'" poihvsei" propevmya" ajxivw" tou' qeou': 
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oi}. Nominative subject of ejmartuvrhsavn. The antecedent is tou;"
ajdelfou;"/xevnou". 

ejmartuvrhsavn. Aor act ind 3rd pl marturevw. The second accent
comes from the enclitic sou (see 1 John 1:5 on ejstin). On the mean-
ing of the verb with a dative complement, see verse 3 on sou th'/
ajlhqeiva/. 

sou. Subjective genitive (see 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ejnwvpion ejkklhsiva". Locative. 
ou}". Accusative direct object of propevmya". 
kalw'" poihvsei". Rhetorically, this expression introduces a mit-

igated exhortation: “Help the brothers on their journey” (see
“Mitigated Exhortations” in the Introduction). The fact that it occurs
within a relative clause—a rhetorical device that marks foregrounding
or thematic material (see Larson, 413)—adds further prominence to
the implied exhortation (see Floor, 9, 14). 

poihvsei". Fut act ind 2nd sg poievw. 
propevmya". Aor act ptc masc nom sg propevmpw (means). The

verb means “to send someone on in the direction in which he has
already been moving, with the probable implication of providing help”
(LN 15.72). 

tou' qeou'. Genitive complement of ajxivw". 

7 uJpe;r ga;r tou' ojnovmato" ejxh'lqon mhde;n lambavnonte"
ajpo; tw'n ejqnikw'n.

uJpe;r . . . tou' ojnovmato". Representation/advantage. 
ga;r. Introduces the grounds for the request that Gaius send them

on their way in an appropriate manner (but see 1 John 2:19 on ga;r). 
tou' ojnovmato". Metonymy (see 1 John 2:2 on tou' kovsmou) for

“God” or “Jesus Christ.” 
ejxh'lqon. Aor act ind 3rd pl ejxevrcomai. The implied starting

point from which they “went out” is probably the church. 
mhde;n. Accusative direct object of lambavnonte". When used

with a non-indicative verb, Greek writers characteristically chose
mhdeiv" rather than oujdeiv". 

lambavnonte". Pres act ptc masc nom pl lambavnw (manner). 
ajpo; tw'n ejqnikw'n. Source.
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8 hJmei'" ou\n ojfeivlomen uJpolambavnein tou;" toiouvtou",
i{na sunergoi; ginwvmeqa th'/ ajlhqeiva/. 

hJmei'". The explicit subject pronoun shifts the focus from tou;"
ajdelfou;" (v. 5) to the elder and his readers. 

ojfeivlomen. Pres act ind 1st pl ojfeivlw. On the semantics and
rhetorical significance of this verb, see 1 John 2:6 on ojfeivlei. 

uJpolambavnein. Pres act inf uJpolambavnw (complementary).
Here, “to assist in supplying what may be needed” (LN 35.1). 

tou;" toiouvtou". Accusative direct object of uJpolambavnein. 
i{na. Introduces a purpose clause. 
sunergoi;. Predicate nominative. 
ginwvmeqa. Pres mid subj 1st pl givnomai. Subjunctive with i{na.

On the middle voice, see 2 John 12 and “Deponency” in the
Introduction. 

th'/ ajlhqeiva/. The dative noun phrase could either be (1) a
complement of a sun- word (thus, “fellow-workers with the truth”), or
(2) dative of reference, with the complement of sunergoiv being an
implied aujtoi'" (thus, “fellow-workers with them in the truth”). The
term ajlhqeiva/ is likely another word for the “true message” or
“Gospel.” The fact that (a) sunergoiv more naturally would take a per-
sonal complement; (b) “Neither the LXX nor the New Testament uses
the dative with this noun, which normally governs the genitive or eis
with the accusative” (Brown, 714); and (c) sunergoiv is not contigu-
ous with th'/ ajlhqeiva/ makes the second interpretation slightly more
likely (for a defense of the alternative view, see Brown, 714). The
ambiguity, which led to the potential dissonance of the notion “fellow-
workers with the truth,” probably led two early scribes (a* A) to sub-
stitute th'/ ejkklhsiva/.

3 John 9-12
9I wrote something to the church, but that one who loves to be first

among them, Diotrephes, does not pay attention to us. 10For this rea-
son, if I come, I will bring up his works, which he is doing by disparag-
ing us with wicked words. And since he is not satisfied with that, he
also does not welcome the brothers and sisters. Indeed, he hinders
those who want to (welcome them) and throws them out of the church.

11Dear friend, do not imitate (such) bad behavior but (imitate) good
behavior. The one who does good belongs to God. The one who does
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evil has not seen God. 12Demetrius has been affirmed by everyone and
by the truth itself. And we also affirm (him), and you know that our
testimony is true. 

9 ÒEgrayav ti th'/ ejkklhsiva/: ajllÆ oJ filoprwteuvwn aujtw'n
Diotrevfh" oujk ejpidevcetai hJma'". 

ÒEgrayav ti. There is a great deal of textual variation here. The
UBS4 reading is supported by a* A et al.; codex B reads ÒEgrayav" ti
(so also copsa, bo); the second corrector of a reads ÒEgraya a[n (so
also 33 et al.); a number of witnesses (C Y Byz et al.) simply read
ÒEgraya; and a few late manuscripts read ÒEgraya a[n ti, with one
reading ÒEgraya aujth/'. As Metzger notes (655), the UBS4 text is the
reading that best explains the origin of the other readings, though it is
appropriately given a “B” or “C” (UBS3) rating. The reading of codex
B is probably simply a scribal error. Although Metzger (655) claims
that the reading ÒEgraya was intended to avoid undue deprecation of
apostolic authority, it is unclear how this reading would accomplish
this. Some of the variants likely arose from the fact that the connection
between the first clause and the ajllÆ clause is not readily apparent in
the UBS4 reading. Certain information has been left implicit, i.e., the
Elder expected the letter to be recognized as authoritative by the recip-
ients, making this conceptually a difficult reading. This led some
scribes to alter the text so that the Elder claimed a desire to write but
was deterred by Diotrophes’ opposition: “I would have written [some-
thing] to the church . . .” (ÒEgraya a[n [ti]). 

ÒEgrayav. Aor act ind 1st sg gravfw. The second accent comes
from the enclitic ti (see 1 John 1:5 on ejstin). In this case, the new
paragraph is introduced by a shift in topic introduced by ÒEgrayav ti
(cf. 1 John 5:13) and by the fact that verse 8 serves as a summary state-
ment of the previous paragraph. 

ti. Accusative direct object of ÒEgrayav. 
th'/ ejkklhsiva/. Dative indirect object. 
ajllÆ. The conjunction introduces a proposition that runs contrary

to the implied expectation that the letter would be recognized as
authoritative. For more on the semantics of ajllav, see 1 John 2:2. 

oJ filoprwteuvwn. Pres act ptc masc nom sg filoprwteuvw
(substantival). Nominative subject of ejpidevcetai. The verb, which
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occurs only here in the NT and only rarely elsewhere, means, “to like
or love to be first in rank or position” (LN 25.110). 

aujtw'n. Genitive of subordination. 
Diotrevfh". Nominative in apposition to oJ filoprwteuvwn. 
ejpidevcetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg ejpidevcomai. The verb which

occurs only here and in verse 10 in the NT, could simply mean, “wel-
come” or “receive,” as Mitchell strongly argues. Given the context,
however, the “reception” appears to relate more to being confronted
with what was written in a letter than a personal encounter with a vis-
itor, suggesting a sense like, “to listen or pay attention to a person, with
resulting conformity to what is advised or commanded” (LN 36.14).

hJma'". Accusative direct object of ejpidevcetai. 

10 dia; tou'to, eja;n e[lqw, uJpomnhvsw aujtou' ta; e[rga a} poiei'
lovgoi" ponhroi'" fluarw'n hJma'", kai; mh; ajrkouvmeno" ejpi;
touvtoi" ou[te aujto;" ejpidevcetai tou;" ajdelfou;" kai; tou;"
boulomevnou" kwluvei kai; ejk th'" ejkklhsiva" ejkbavllei. 

dia; tou'to. Causal. The demonstrative pronoun is anaphoric (con-
trast 1 John 3:1), pointing back to the proposition Diotrevfh" oujk
ejpidevcetai hJma'" as the reason for the following result. 

eja;n. Introduces the protasis of a third class condition (see 1 John
1:6 on ÆEa;n). The conditional construction should probably be taken
as indicating genuine doubt regarding whether or not the writer will be
able to come (cf. v. 14: ejlpivzw de; eujqevw" se ijdei'n). 

e[lqw. Aor act subj 1st sg e[rcomai. Subjunctive with ejavn. 
uJpomnhvsw. Fut act ind 1st sg uJpomimnh/vskw. Here, the sense is

“call to mind, bring up” (BDAG, 1039). 
aujtou'. Subjective genitive (see 1 John 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ta; e[rga. Accusative direct object of uJpomnhvsw. 
a}. Accusative direct object of poiei'. 
poiei'. Pres act ind 3rd sg poievw. 
lovgoi" ponhroi'". Instrumental. 
fluarw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg fluarevw (means). The verb,

which occurs only here in the NT, means, “to indulge in utterance that
makes no sense, talk nonsense (about), disparage” (BDAG, 1060).
BDAG goes on to note that the expression fluarw'n hJma'" may be
captured in modern English through the rendering, “bad-mouthing us.” 
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hJma'". Accusative direct object of fluarw'n. 
ajrkouvmeno". Pres ptc masc nom sg ajrkevw (causal). The voice

should probably be viewed as middle rather than passive (contra
BDAG, 132). 

ejpi; touvtoi". The thing with which the person is satisfied is typ-
ically placed in the dative case. This is the only use of ajrkevw with ejpiv
in the NT and the construction is rare elsewhere. It may be a stylistic
variant for the simple dative (cf. BDAG, 132), or ejpiv may carry a
causal nuance (“a marker of cause or reason as the basis for a subse-
quent event or state”; LN 89.27). 

aujto;". Nominative subject of ejpidevcetai. The explicit subject
pronoun focuses attention on Diotrephes and his behavior. 

ejpidevcetai. Pres mid ind 3rd sg ejpidevcomai. On the voice and
meaning, see verse 9. 

tou;" ajdelfou;". Accusative direct object of ejpidevcetai. 
tou;" boulomevnou". Pres mid ptc masc acc pl bouvlomai (sub-

stantival). Accusative direct object of kwluvei. On the middle voice,
see 2 John 12 and “Deponency” in the Introduction. The complemen-
tary infinitival clause modifying boulomevnou" is left implicit: ejpi-
devxasqai aujtouv" (“to welcome them”). 

kwluvei. Pres act ind 3rd sg kwluvw. 
ejk th'" ejkklhsiva". Separation. 
ejkbavllei. Pres act ind 3rd sg ejkbavllw. In Greek, whether or not

one is successful in his or her efforts to do something generally must
be determined by the context. Where the action is unsuccessful, schol-
ars typically label the verb tense “conative” (but see “Tense, Aspect,
and Mood” in the Introduction) and render the expression, “X tried to
Y.” Here, the context does not tell us whether or not Diotrephes was
successful in expelling such hospitable members of the congregation.
Given the lack of contextual markers, we should probably read ejk-
bavllei as what he actually accomplished. 

11 ÆAgaphtev, mh; mimou' to; kako;n ajlla; to; ajgaqovn. oJ
ajgaqopoiw'n ejk tou' qeou' ejstin: oJ kakopoiw'n oujc eJwvraken
to;n qeovn. 

ÆAgaphtev. As in 1 John (see 1 John 2:1 on Tekniva), the use of
the vocative in 3 John tends to mark, or at least occur, at the beginning
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of a new paragraph (so Floor, 6; see also “Genre and Structure” in the
Introduction). While such a boundary may be made more likely by the
use of the imperative mood (mimou'), the referential link between verse
11 and verses 9-10 should not be overlooked. 

mimou'. Pres mid impv 2nd sg mimevomai. Miller (427) classifies
this as a reflexive verb with the underlying semantics, “to pattern one-
self after.” This first and only imperative verb in the body of the letter
marks the “peak” of the letter (Floor, 16). 

to; kako;n. Accusative direct object of mimou'. The referent is
likely the wicked actions of Diotrephes. 

ajlla;. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. 
to; ajgaqovn. Accusative direct object of an implied mimou'. The

referent is likely the godly actions of those who sought to welcome the
visiting brothers. 

oJ ajgaqopoiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg ajgaqopoievw (sub-
stantival). Nominative subject of ejstin. 

ejk tou' qeou' ejstin. On the meaning of this expression, see 1
John 3:10 on e[stin ejk tou' qeou'. 

ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1 John
1:5 on ejstin.

oJ kakopoiw'n. Pres act ptc masc nom sg kakopoievw (substanti-
val). Nominative subject of eJwvraken. 

eJwvraken. Prf act ind 3rd sg oJravw. On the meaning, see 1 John 3:6. 
to;n qeovn. Accusative direct object of eJwvraken.

12 Dhmhtrivw/ memartuvrhtai uJpo; pavntwn kai; uJpo; aujth'"
th'" ajlhqeiva": kai; hJmei'" de; marturou'men, kai; oi\da" o{ti
hJ marturiva hJmw'n ajlhqhv" ejstin. 

Dhmhtrivw/. Dative of advantage (see note on memartuvrhtai) or
perhaps dative of reference. 

memartuvrhtai. Prf pass ind 3rd sg marturevw. When mar-
turevw is modified by a dative noun phrase, it often carries the sense
of providing confirming or affirming testimony (cf. LN 33.263—“to
speak well of, to approve of”; see also verse 3 on sou th'/ ajlhqeiva/).
The construction here, marturevw with a dative modifier, can be con-
fusing, since the verb is passive and its syntactic subject is unclear.
With an active form of marturevw, someone (nominative case) affirms
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something (the unstated direct object of the verb) for someone else
(dative case). When the verb is passivized, the one doing the affirming
is introduced by uJpov, and the one being affirmed remains in the dative
case. The unstated content of the affirmation becomes the subject of
the passive verb. Thus, “Everyone affirms (something) for Demetrius”
becomes literally, “It is affirmed by everyone for Demetrius.” 

uJpo; pavntwn. Ultimate agent. 
uJpo; aujth'" th'" ajlhqeiva". Ultimate agent. 
hJmei'". Nominative subject of marturou'men. The explicit subject

pronoun shifts the focus to the writer’s testimony. 
marturou'men. Pres act ind 1st pl marturevw. 
oi\da". Prf act ind 2nd sg oi\da. 
o{ti. Introduces the clausal complement of oi\da" (see also 1 John

2:3 on o{ti). 
hJ marturiva. Nominative subject of ejstin. 
hJmw'n. Subjective genitive (see 1:1 on th'" zwh'"). 
ajlhqhv". Predicate adjective. 
ejstin. Pres act ind 3rd sg eijmiv. On the loss of accent, see 1 John

1:5 on ejstin. 

3 John 13-15
13I could have written much (more) to you, but I do not want to com-

municate with you using pen and ink. 14I hope to see you very soon,
and we will speak face to face (then). 

15Peace to you. The friends (here) greet you. Greet the friends
(there) by name.

13 Polla; ei\con gravyai soi ajllÆ ouj qevlw dia; mevlano"
kai; kalavmou soi gravfein: 

Polla;. Accusative direct object of gravyai (see 2 John 12). 
ei\con. Impf act ind 1st sg e[cw. 
gravyai. Aor act inf gravfw (complementary; see 2 John 12). 
soi. Dative indirect object of gravyai. 
ajllÆ. On the semantics, see 1 John 2:2. 
qevlw. Pres act ind 1st sg qevlw. 
dia; mevlano" kai; kalavmou. Means. Another idiom meaning,

“by letter” (cf. dia; cavrtou kai; mevlano", 2 John 12). 
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soi. Dative indirect object of gravfein. 
gravfein. Pres act inf gravfw (complementary). 

14 ejlpivzw de; eujqevw" se ijdei'n, kai; stovma pro;" stovma
lalhvsomen. 

ejlpivzw. Pres act ind 1st sg ejlpivzw. 
se. Accusative direct object of ijdei'n. 
ijdei'n. Aor act inf oJravw/ei\don (complementary). 
stovma pro;" stovma. This idiom (lit. “mouth to mouth”)

denotes “in person.”
lalhvsomen. Fut act ind 1st pl lalevw. 

15 eijrhvnh soi. ajspavzontaiv se oiJ fivloi. ajspavzou tou;"
fivlou" katÆ o[noma. 

eijrhvnh. Nominative absolute (see 2 John 1 on presbuvtero"). 
soi. The dative element is used to mark the recipient of the wish

prayer. It could be viewed as dative of advantage (“Peace [is wished]
for you”) or dative indirect object (“[May] peace [be given] to you”). 

ajspavzontaiv. Pres mid ind 3rd pl ajspavzomai. The second
accent comes from the enclitic se (see 1 John 1:5 on ejstin). On the
voice, see 2 John 13 on ÆAspavzetaiv. 

se. Accusative direct object of ajspavzontaiv. 
oiJ fivloi. Nominative subject of ajspavzontaiv. The use of this

term, rather than oiJ ajdelfoiv, may highlight a strong personal affin-
ity, which goes beyond simple brotherhood in Christ, between those in
the Elder’s church and the group to which he is writing. The following
use (tou;" fivlou") may also serve as a means of distinguishing sup-
porters of Diotrephes from supporters of the Elder. 

ajspavzou. Pres mid impv 2nd sg ajspavzomai. On the voice, see 2
John 13 on ÆAspavzetaiv. 

tou;" fivlou". Accusative direct object of ajspavzou (see also
above). 

katÆ o[noma. The expression, generally rendered “by name,”
probably reflects the distributive use of katav with the accusative: lit.
“name by name.” The focus would then be on greeting each and every
one of them individually, rather than as a group. 
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